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ABSTRACT
Perceptual Image Similarity Metrics and Applications
by
Yuanhao Zhai
Chair: David L. Neuhoff
This dissertation presents research in perceptual image similarity metrics and applica-
tions, e.g., content-based image retrieval, perceptual image compression, image similarity
assessment and texture analysis.
The first part aims to design texture similarity metrics consistent with human perception.
A new family of statistical texture similarity features, called Local Radius Index (LRI),
and corresponding similarity metrics are proposed. Compared to state-of-the-art metrics
in the STSIM family, LRI-based metrics achieve better texture retrieval performance with
much less computation. When applied to the recently developed perceptual image coder,
Matched Texture Coding (MTC), they enable similar performance while significantly ac-
celerating encoding. Additionally, in photographic paper classification, LRI-based met-
rics also outperform pre-existing metrics. To fulfill the needs of texture classification and
other applications, a rotation-invariant version of LRI, called Rotation-Invariant Local Ra-
dius Index (RI-LRI), is proposed. RI-LRI is also grayscale and illuminance insensitive.
The corresponding similarity metric achieves texture classification accuracy comparable
xix
to state-of-the-art metrics. Moreover, its much lower dimensional feature vector requires
substantially less computation and storage than other state-of-the-art texture features.
The second part of the dissertation focuses on bilevel images, which are images whose
pixels are either black or white. The contributions include new objective similarity metrics
intended to quantify similarity consistent with human perception, and a subjective exper-
iment to obtain ground truth for judging the performance of objective metrics. Several
similarity metrics are proposed that outperform existing ones in the sense of attaining sig-
nificantly higher Pearson and Spearman-rank correlations with the ground truth. The new
metrics include Adjusted Percentage Error, Bilevel Gradient Histogram, Connected Com-
ponents Comparison and combinations of such.
Another portion of the dissertation focuses on the aforementioned MTC, which is a
block-based image coder that uses texture similarity metrics to decide if blocks of the image
can be encoded by pointing to perceptually similar ones in the already coded region. The
key to its success is an effective texture similarity metric, such as an LRI-based metric,
and an effective search strategy. Compared to traditional image compression algorithms,
e.g., JPEG, MTC achieves similar coding rate with higher reconstruction quality. And the
advantage of MTC becomes larger as coding rate decreases.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In the field of image processing, the study of image quality and similarity have been greatly
developed during the past few decades. The goal is to design objective metrics to predict
human judgments on image quality and similarity. Although quality sounds like similar-
ity, there exist subtle differences between them. Generally speaking, human observers can
judge the quality of an image without any reference. However, similarity is not a private
property of any single image. Instead, one can only judge an image’s similarity to an-
other image, e.g., a reference image. Two images with high similarity can both have high
or low quality. An image similar to a high quality image should also have high quality.
Sometimes, people mean similarity when they say quality. For example, in image quality
assessment society, quality has the meaning of the fidelity of a distorted image relative to
its original. Actually, in our discussion, this is a special case of the similarity of two images
with one being an original image with perfect quality and the other one being a distorted
version of the original itself. Another issue to notice is that for any image with meaning-
ful content, it is usually feasible to judge its quality. On the other hand, it is not always
feasible to judge the similarity of two images. For example, consider two images with non-
homogeneous contents, i.e., not purely smooth or textured with homogeneous patterns, that
agree with each other in most areas except for a very small region, it is very hard to say
how similar they are. Different human observers may have different opinions on their sim-
ilarity. And different applications, e.g., image compression and image retrieval, may also
1
Figure 1.1: Seven scenic images: ‘tree’, ‘woman’, ‘people’, ‘boat’, ‘tools’, ‘Alc’, ‘MRF’.
have different demands and tolerance on this kind of dissimilarity. However, when images
are homogeneous, then making a similarity judgment is a much easier task. Hence, in im-
age similarity study, people usually focus only on images (or image patches, e.g., 32 × 32
patches) with homogeneous content on which human observer opinions tend to be consis-
tent. Among the many possible kinds of homogeneous content, texture is very unique and
has been studied a great deal. Texture is a unique kind of visual signal and does not have a
widely agreed definition. However, Portilla and Simoncelli [1] provide a general definition
with which we agree: “Loosely speaking, texture images are spatially homogeneous and
consist of repeated elements, often subject to some randomization in their location, size,
color, orientation, etc.” Texture similarity is one main focus of this research. Texture sim-
ilarity metrics are reviewed in detail in Section 1.1, and new texture similarity metrics are
proposed in Chapters 3 and 4.
Note that the discussion above is oriented to grayscale and color images. Things are
different for bilevel images. In bilevel images, each pixel can only have intensity of either
0 (black) or 1 (white). Different from text, line drawings and silhouettes, the bilevel images
in which we are interested are scenic images, which are complex images containing natural
2
Figure 1.2: Two original bilevel images.
scenes, e.g., landscapes and portraits, but are not halftoned. Seven scenic bilevel images
are shown in Fig. 1.1. Unlike grayscale and color images, whose quality can usually be
evaluated by human observers without any reference, we assert that it can often be difficult
or even impossible to judge the quality of a bilevel image without a reference, due to the
fact that many scenic bilevel images are man-made or man-processed and that artists and
image processors have different stylistic intentions which to some may appear as distortion,
but not to others. As an example, the image on the left of Fig. 1.2 might appear to be
overly smoothed, while the image on the right might appear to be overly noisy, despite
each being the intended result of the ACA segmentation algorithm [2] applied to a grayscale
image with parameters set differently due to different intentions. Hence, for bilevel images,
there is even more motivation for studying similarity metrics (than quality metrics) than for
grayscale or color images. In particular, if one image is a distorted copy of the other, then
the similarity can be thought as the fidelity of the distorted image to its original. As another
focus of this research, in Section 1.2, an introduction of bilevel image similarity metrics
will be given, and new bilevel similarity metrics are proposed in Chapter 8.
As discussed previously, this research focuses on image similarity metric design and
applications. The objective opinion given by similarity metrics should agree with human
perception, especially at or near the high end of the similarity scale, meaning two im-
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ages being compared are sufficiently similar to each other. Moreover, a similarity metric
should not only provide high metric scores to indicate their high similarity, but also have
a monotonic relationship with human judgments. For example, if a certain kind of minor
distortion is added to an original image with different amounts, a good similarity metric
should produce monotonic metric scores that are consistent with the amounts of distortion
added. Also at the high end of the similarity scale, in some applications, e.g., identical tex-
ture retrieval [3, 4], the ability to distinguish “identical” images from “non-identical” ones
is desired.
Such a metric is needed in many image processing applications, e.g., content-based im-
age retrieval, perceptual image compression, image similarity assessment and texture anal-
ysis. For example, they can be used to assess overall performance of such algorithms, e.g.,
compression algorithms, or they can play a role in the operation of algorithms, e.g., com-
pression and retrieval algorithms. As applications become increasingly more sophisticated
and demanding, so do the requirements for image similarity metrics.
In particular, this research mainly focuses on two specific branches of image similarity:
grayscale homogeneous texture similarity and bilevel image similarity. In the next two
subsections, we review these two areas, respectively.
1.1 Grayscale Texture Similarity
Texture analysis, including representation, modeling and similarity metrics, has been ac-
tively studied over the past few decades, due to its importance in many research areas,
including image processing, computer vision and pattern recognition. To fulfill the de-
mands of different applications, various similarity features and metrics have been proposed
to represent, classify and compare the similarity of texture patterns. The goal is to make
predictions about texture that are consistent with human perception.
Due to the busyness of typical textures and the insensitivity of humans to texture de-
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Figure 1.3: Two similar textures with substantial pixel differences.
tails, traditional point-by-point similarity metrics, such as Mean-Squared Error (MSE),
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), and metrics that apply MSE or PSNR in a transform
domain, usually fail, for they are overly sensitive to small differences between texture pat-
terns, such as small shifts and rotations. For example, the two images in Fig. 1.3 look very
alike to human observers even with substantial pixel differences. Hence, successful metrics
are generally based on statistical features, either in spatial or transform domain.
For different applications, statistic-based texture similarity metrics need to possess dif-
ferent properties. For example, for perceptual image compression and identical texture
retrieval, such metrics should tolerate small spatial shifts and small rotations, but penalize
sizable rotations monotonically [5]. Representative methods that apply in this domain in-
clude some based on co-occurrence matrices [6–8], which are matrices count the numbers
of pairs of pixels with various displacements and intensities. Such co-occurrence matrices
are closely related to second-order image statistics [9, p. 220]. Others are based on Markov
Random Fields (MRF) [10, 11], in which each pixel in the image is assumed to depend
only on its neighbors. Currently, state-of-the-art performance in this application domain
is attained by metrics in the family of Structural Similarity Metrics (SSIM), as originated
in [12–14]. Specifically, it is the Structural Texture Similarity Metrics (STSIM) [3,4,15–17]
that are best at measuring texture similarity, as evidenced by their success in applica-
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tions including identical texture retrieval and the newly proposed Matched Texture Coding
(MTC) [18], which is a block-based image coder that uses a texture similarity metric to
decide if an image block can be encoded by pointing to a similar one that has already been
coded.
Another important application domain is texture classification, which is an active area
of research whose goal is to develop systems that accurately classify textures, regardless of
their orientation. Thus, metrics for this application must be rotation invariant, or at least,
rotation insensitive. Being rotation sensitive, the methods and metrics mentioned previ-
ously are not appropriate. However, there are rotation-invariant methods such as Voronoi
tessellations [19, 20] and structural displacement rules [21–23], which assume textures are
composed of repetitive texture elements with certain geometrical displacement rules. In
computer vision tasks, such as pattern recognition, sometimes scale-invariance is also de-
sired, e.g., [24–26].
Most importantly, the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) feature, originally proposed in
2002 [27], has drawn much recent attention. It is a rotation-invariant histogram of angular
pattern information, based on simple computations in the spatial domain. No training is re-
quired. Metrics based on LBP have achieved good texture classification performance. Sub-
sequently, a number of additional rotation-invariant texture features and metrics have been
motivated by LBP, such as Dominant LBP (DLBP) [28] and Completed LBP (CLBP) [29].
In addition, a number of complementary texture features have been combined with LBP
to attain better performance, including Dominant Neighborhood Structure (DNS) [30] and
Enhanced Binary Coding (LEBC) [31].
1.1.1 Contributions
The goal of my research is to achieve equal or better performance in the applications men-
tioned above, namely identical texture retrieval, perceptual image compression and texture
classification, with less complexity.
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First, we focus on the need for texture similarity metrics that assess the similarity of ho-
mogeneous textures in the broad domain that includes perceptual image compression and
retrieval where, as mentioned earlier, changes in rotations should be penalized monotoni-
cally. This is the domain for which the STSIMs have been developed [3, 4, 15–17, 32, 33].
With this in mind, we propose a new statistical texture feature, called Local Radius Index
(LRI) [34], and new texture similar metrics based on this feature in combination with other
statistical features, such as LBP and a newly proposed feature called Subband Contrast
Distribution (SCD), which will be described later. These new metrics are computationally
much simpler than STSIM metrics (by an order of magnitude). We test these new met-
rics on the problem of identical texture retrieval, as recently considered in [3, 4], and find
that they significantly outperform all previous metrics, while being computationally much
simpler than the best of such. For example, the retrieval experiment shows that the newly
proposed metrics achieve Precision @ 1 (the frequency that the first retrieved image is cor-
rect) as high as 99%, compared to state-of-the-art performance of 96% by a pre-existing
metric. We also test one of the new metrics in MTC. The results show that it attains com-
parable compression and decoded image quality to that attained with STSIM2, but signif-
icantly accelerates the encoding algorithm (by a factor of 10). In addition, when applied
to photographic paper classification, the proposed metrics also outperform existing metrics
significantly. For example, experiments on two datasets show that one proposed metric
achieves Precision @ 1 as high as 90% and 99%, respectively, compared to state-of-the-art
performances of 88% and 86% by pre-existing metrics.
Second we focus on the situations that need rotation invariance, such as texture clas-
sification. As an extension, a rotation-invariant version of LRI, called Rotation-Invariant
Local Radius Index (RI-LRI) [35], is proposed for such situations. Although its name only
emphasizes rotation invariance, the proposed RI-LRI feature is also gray-scale and illu-
minance insensitive. The RI-LRI texture feature and the corresponding texture similarity
metrics are tested on the Outex [36] and CUReT databases [37] in the standard way and are
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compared to the state-of-the-art metric, LEBC [31], and other recently proposed metrics,
including DLBP [28], CLBP [29], DNS [30], VZ-MR8 [38] and VZ-Joint [39]. Results
show that the newly proposed metric achieves performance comparable to the best of such.
Moreover, it has a much more compact feature vector with 139 dimensions, compared to the
1280-dimensional LEBC feature vector and the 960-dimensional VA-MR8 feature vector.
Consequently, it requires substantially less computation and storage space than pre-existing
state-of-the-art metrics.
1.2 Bilevel Image Similarity
As mentioned earlier, bilevel images have only two intensity levels: 0 (black) and 1 (white).
The bilevel images in which we are primarily interested are scenic bilevel images, such as
those illustrated in Fig. 1.1, which are complex bilevel images, typically containing nat-
ural or hand-drawn scenes, e.g., landscapes and portraits, but which do not include text,
line drawings or halftoned images. Silhouettes generally have a simpler form than scenic
images.
While a number of objective similarity metrics have been developed for grayscale and
color images, with the goal of consistency with human perception, and while a number of
bilevel similarity metrics have been developed, there has been almost no development of
objective similarity metrics for bilevel images consistent with human perception.
The most common objective similarity metric for bilevel images, is percentage error
(PE), which for bilevel images is the same as mean-squared error (MSE). Unfortunately,
this metric is not always so consistent with human perception, as images with similar per-
centage error often appear very different to viewers.
With applications other than perceptual similarity in mind, many intensity-based overlap
metrics have been proposed, as reviewed in [14,40,41]. Generally speaking, like PE, these
penalize pixel-level disagreements, based on different assumptions about what is important
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in specific applications. Examples of this kind of metric include those developed by Jaccard
[42], Kulczynski [43], Braun-Blanquet [44], Dice [45], and Ochiai [46]. These metrics
were first widely used in biology related disciplines to group biotal communities [42] or
ecologically related species [47]. Additionally, metrics like Dice [45] were used to quantify
bilevel image similarity for medical image processing applications [48, 49]. While these
metrics may be good for their intended applications, they were not designed to reflect
human judgments of similarity. Hence, it is natural to try to design metrics that better
reflect human perception. To the authors’ knowledge, the only bilevel metric that attempts
to reflect human perception is the SmSIM metric [50] which is based on a Markov random
field model. Unlike previous metrics, SmSIM makes use of dependencies among adjacent
pixels and measures the similarity of the “smoothness”/“roughness” of two images, as well
as their pixel-level similarity.
As mentioned earlier, for color and grayscale images, many perceptual similarity metrics
have been developed, e.g., LBP [27], STSIM [3, 16, 17] and LRI [34, 35]. Such grayscale
metrics can provide templates and insight for designing bilevel similarity metrics. Indeed,
in some cases, they can be directly applied to bilevel images. In this dissertation, we
propose several new bilevel similarity metrics based on hypotheses about human perception
in Chapter 8.
In order to assess the performance of objective image similarity metrics – indeed, to
enable their development – it is essential to have ground truth, i.e., a set of distorted im-
ages whose perceptual similarity to the corresponding original images (perceived distor-
tion) have been subjectively rated by human viewers. While there has been considerable
work in developing subjective experiments to obtain ground truth for grayscale and color
images and videos, there are none for bilevel images. In ITU-R BT.500-11 [51], a thor-
ough study of subjective experiment methodologies has been conducted for videos, e.g.,
television pictures. Several methods were suggested for different assessment tasks, in-
cluding double-stimulus continuous quality-scale (DSCQS), double-stimulus impairment
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scale (DSIS), single-stimulus (SS), and simultaneous double stimulus for continuous eval-
uation (SDSCE). Some of the proposed methodologies have been applied in practice by
researchers. For example, the DSCQS method has been applied by the Video Quality Ex-
pert Group (VQEG) [52] and has been claimed to have the least contextual effects. How-
ever, due to the large number of sample images to be viewed, the DSCQS method may
be too complex, in that observers might not have time to rate enough images. Hence, the
SS method is often used instead. For example, it was used in [53] to judge the quality of
color images. Motivated by previous work, in Chapter 8, a subjective experiment using a
modified version of the SDSCE method is designed and conducted to obtain ground truth
for bilevel images.
1.2.1 Contributions
In this dissertation, we design a subjective experiment to obtain ground truth for bilevel
images and propose new objective metrics to quantify bilevel image similarity consistent
with human perception.
In the subjective experiment, seven scenic images are each distorted in forty-four ways,
including random bit flipping, dilation, erosion and lossy compression. To produce subjec-
tive rating scores, the distorted images are each viewed side-by-side with the corresponding
original by 77 subjects. The ratings from each subject are normalized. Several screening
tests are applied to rule out subjects whose ratings are not sufficiently good. The normal-
ized ratings are then analyzed on the basis of rating time, contextual effects and standard
deviation. The result is a set of 264 subjectively rated pairs of images to use as ground truth
for testing metrics and other applications.
The original and distorted images used in the subjective experiments, along with the
subjective rating data obtained can be found in the “Bilevel Image Similarity Ground Truth
Archive” at University of Michigan Deep Blue1.
1http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/111059.
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Table 1.1: Publication details.
Chapter Publication
3 ICASSP 2013 [34], submitted to TIP [54]
4 ICIP 2014 [35], submitted to TIP [54]
5 ICIP 2015 [55]
6 ICIP 2015 [56]
7 ICIP 2012 [18], ICASSP 2013 [34], submitted to TIP [54]
8 ICASSP 2014 [57, 58], submitted to TIP [59]
Based on hypotheses about human perception of bilevel images, we propose several
new objective bilevel image similarity metrics. These include Adjusted Percentage Error
(APE), Bilevel Gradient Histogram (GH), Connected Components Comparison (CC) and
combinations of such. The performance of these and pre-existing metrics is then assessed
in terms of Pearson and Spearman-rank correlation with the ground truth obtained in the
subjective experiment. It is found that the GH method outperforms all previous methods,
and also, that the overall best performance is achieved by the combination of APE and
GH, attaining Pearson and Spearman-rank correlation coefficients as high as 0.95 and 0.94,
respectively. These are significantly better than the best of the pre-existing metrics, namely,
0.90 for LBP, and 0.84 for LBP or LRI, respectively.
The ground truth and the best new metric (APE + GH) are then used to compare the
performance of four compression algorithms, and to assess the severity of the various kinds
of distortion.
We anticipate that the proposed bilevel similarity metrics will be useful in a number of
other applications, either to judge the performance of some method, or to be used as part
of the system, for example in a retrieval or segmentation algorithm.
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1.3 Organization of Dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide a
background review of the existing similarity metrics for grayscale textures (including sim-
ilarity metrics for grayscale images) and bilevel images, respectively. Chapter 3 proposes
the new texture similarity metric, Local Radius Index (LRI), for grayscale homogeneous
textures. The rotation-invariant version of LRI, Rotation-Invariant Local Radius Index (RI-
LRI), is proposed in Chapter 4 for applications that demand rotation invariance. In Chapter
5, a theoretical analysis of LRI is provided using periodic tessellations. Chapters 6 and 7
discuss two applications of LRI, namely, photographic paper classification and Matched
Texture Coding (MTC), respectively. Chapter 8 describes a study of bilevel image simi-
larity, including a subjective experiment to obtain ground truth and development of new
objective metrics to quantify bilevel image similarity consistent with human perception.
Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the dissertation and suggests future work. Portions of this
dissertation have already been submitted or published. Table 1.1 provides a summary.
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CHAPTER 2
Background
In this chapter, we provide a background review of existing similarity metrics for grayscale
textures (including similarity metrics for grayscale images) and bilevel images, respec-
tively.
2.1 Review of Grayscale Image Similarity Metrics
Section 2.1.1 reviews traditional image similarity metrics. Texture similarity metrics are
discussed in general in Section 2.1.2. SSIM metrics [12–14] are presented in Section 2.1.3
and Section 2.1.4. After that, Section 2.1.5 and Section 2.1.6 describe the STSIM metrics
[3, 4, 15–17]. LBP [27] is reviewed in Section 2.1.7. Finally, LEBC [31] is introduced in
Section 2.1.8.
2.1.1 Traditional Image Similarity Metrics
Traditionally, image similarity metrics are used to measure similarity of a distorted image
to its original. Since a distorted image can be thought as the summation of its original and
a noise image, the most straightforward way to measure their similarity is to assess the
visibility of the noise image. The simplest and the most popular similarity metric based
on this philosophy is the Mean-Squared Error (MSE), in which the noise image itself,
i.e., pixel value differences, are squared and averaged to give a similarity measurement.
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However, without any consideration of the Human Visual System (HVS), MSE often fails
to predict human perception of image similarity.
To understand how the HVS processes visual signals, pioneered by J. Mannos and
D. Sakrison [60], many psychophysical and psychological experiments have been con-
ducted in order to model the early stage low-level properties of the HVS. On the one hand,
many metrics derived from MSE are proposed based on different perceptual models, in-
cluding Laplacian Mean Square Error (LMSE), Peak Mean Square Error (PMSE), N. Mean
Square Error (NMSE), N. Absolute Error, Weighted Distance etc. A review can be found
in [61]. On the other hand, since it is well known that the HVS can be thought of as a spa-
tial frequency filter-bank with octave spacing of subbands in radial frequency, and angular
bands of roughly 30 degree spacing [62], it makes sense to consider frequency-domain-
based metrics that extract features from subband coefficients instead of pixel values in the
spatial domain. Based on this knowledge, many transformations, most are linear, have
been proposed to mimic the HVS and decompose images into multiple subbands (or chan-
nels in the psychophysics literature) in frequency domain. Examples include the Cortex
transform [63] that is related to the neural responses in the primary visual cortex, Lapla-
cian pyramid [64] and steerable pyramid decomposition [65, 66]. Each of these transforms
separate images into subbands in frequency domain with different scales and orientations.
Perceptual models based on these transforms include the “Visible Differences Predictor”
proposed by Daly [67], the model proposed by Lubin [68] and the “Perceptual Image Dis-
tortion” proposed by Teo and Heeger [69]. After decomposition, the errors between the
distorted image and its original in each subband are calculated and normalized into units of
just-noticeable-difference (JND), where the error definition varies for different metrics and
JND is determined by the contrast sensitivity function of the HVS [60] and other metric-
dependent factors. The final metric score is usually obtained by pooling these subband er-
rors. Other than those transformations that are based on psychophysical study of the HVS,
some simpler decompositions are also used in some image similarity metrics, including the
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discrete cosine transform (DCT) [70, 71] and separable wavelet transforms [72–74]. Re-
views of such image similarity metrics can be found in [12, 62, 75]. Most of these metrics,
no matter whether implemented in the spatial or transform domain, use pixel-by-pixel or
coefficient-by-coefficient comparison weighted according to the sensitivity of the HVS to
changes in each pixel or coefficient.
Although these traditional metrics are widely accepted and have been applied to many
image processing applications, they still suffer from many limitations. For example, in
some applications, pixel-by-pixel comparison is overly sensitive to image shifts and ro-
tations and may result in inconsistency with human perception, especially for assessing
texture similarity. A detailed discussion can be found in [3, 12]. To overcome such limita-
tions, SSIM metrics have been proposed are they are reviewed in Section 2.1.3 and Section
2.1.4.
2.1.2 Texture Similarity Metrics
Similarity metrics discussed in the previous section are designed mainly for image quality
assessments, which as mentioned before, are applied to assess the fidelity of a distorted
image to its original. In this section and the next several sections, we review similarity
metrics that are designed specifically for textures.
The first class of methods to measure texture similarity includes statistical methods
in the spatial domain. One of the most popular methods is based on co-occurrence ma-
trices [6–8], which count the number of intensity pairs for pixels apart from each other
by some particular displacement vectors. The co-occurrence matrix is closely related to
second-order image statistics [9, p. 220]. Another famous statistical method is based on
the autocorrelation function of an image [76]. However, Julesz et al. have proven that
the second-order statistics by themselves are not adequate to measure texture similar-
ity [77, 78]. Recently, methods based on Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [27] have been
widely studied. Details of LBP will be discussed in Section 2.1.7. These statistical meth-
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ods are usually very simple to compute and hence easy to implement in practice. Although
the HVS does a frequency analysis, Varma et al. showed that filter-banks are not necessary
in texture classification and information provided in spatial domain is enough for assessing
texture similarity [79].
The second class of texture similarity metrics includes the geometrical methods in the
spatial domain, including those relying on Voronoi tessellations [19,20] and structural dis-
placement rules [21–23]. These methods assume textures are composed of texture elements
with certain geometrical displacement rules. As a result, if the assumption fails, the meth-
ods are limited in power. In practice, they can only deal with very regular textures.
Another class of mothods is based on texture models. One widely used model is the
Markov Random Field (MRF) model, in which each pixel in the image is assumed to de-
pend only on its neighborhood. One example of the MRF model can be found in Section
2.2.2. In texture classification, each texture pattern is assigned to the most probable class
based on the MRF model [10, 11]. However, not every texture pattern can be accurately
represented using an MRF model, which is one of the main limitations of this method.
Generally speaking, model-based metrics are restricted by the generality of their specific
texture models.
The fourth class of texture similarity metrics uses transformations and is based on fea-
tures in transform domain. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the HVS does a frequency analy-
sis, especially for textures that contain plenty of high frequency components. Metrics based
on Gabor filters [80, 81] and steerable pyramid subband decomposition [3, 14, 16, 17] are
proposed to measure texture similarity and have been proven to be effective in tasks like tex-
ture classification and perceptual image compression. STSIM metrics [3, 16, 17] belong to
this class and have state-of-the-art performance in identical texture retrieval field. We will
review them in Section 2.1.5 and Section 2.1.6. Recall Varma’s opinion that filter-banks
are not necessary in texture classification [79]. Since there exist well-designed metrics in
both spatial domain and transform domain, there is still no clear conclusion on this debate.
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Reviews of texture similarity metrics can be found in [9, p. 207-248] and [3].
2.1.3 Structural Similarity (SSIM) Metric
Instead of trying to explicitly model the functional properties of early stages of the HVS
as traditional perceptual image similarity metrics do, e.g., quantifying pixel (or coefficient)
error visibility, Structural Similarity (SSIM) metrics attempt to simulate the hypothesized
functionality of the overall HVS. The design of SSIM is based on the assumption that “the
human visual system is highly adapted to extract structural information from the viewing
field” [12]. Structural information characterizes dependencies among image pixels that
“carry important information about the structure of the objects in the visual scene” [12].
Hence by measuring the change of structural information from one image to another, the
perceptual image distortion can be assessed accordingly. The main challenge is to find
good measurements of structural information using image statistics that can incorporate
the overall functionality of the HVS, e.g., local mean and variance of pixel values. SSIM
tries to incorporate local image variance, mean and cross-correlation in image comparison,
and can be applied in both the spatial domain (SSIM) [12] and complex wavelet domain
(CW-SSIM) [14]. In the following we review SSIM, and then in the next subsection we
introduce CW-SSIM. Note that SSIM metrics are not designed specifically for textures.
Even though, they provide valuable insights for texture similarity study.
Given two imagesX and Y to be compared, SSIM first computes certain statistics in the
spatial domain, namely, mean and variance, for both images within small sliding windows,
e.g., 7×7 or 11×11. We get to choose an appropriate window sliding step size, e.g., 1 or 4
(both horizontally and vertically). And then for each window location, a window similarity
score is computed by assessing and combining the similarity of the corresponding statistics
within that window. The final metric score is the combination of all window similarity
scores.
For each small sliding window x (with N pixels) in image X , the mean µx and variance
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σ2x statistics are:
µx =
1
N
N∑
i=1
xi , σ
2
x =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(xi − µx)2.
Compute the same statistics for the corresponding window y in image Y . Then the
following formulas are used to assess similarities of mean and variance in this window
location, which are called the luminance term l(x, y) and the contrast term c(x, y), respec-
tively.
l(x, y) =
2µxµy + C1
µ2x + µ
2
y + C1
, c(x, y) =
2σxσy + C2
σ2x + σ
2
y + C2
.
where C1 and C2 denote small constants to avoid the denominator from being zero. Notice
that both l(x, y) and c(x, y) are defined to be the ratio between the geometric mean and the
algebraic mean, which gives values between 0 and 1, with 1 meaning identical.1 In other
words, l(x, y) and c(x, y) terms will produce values close to 1 for pairs of images with
similar local means and local variances. Another issue to mention about the small constants
C1 andC2 is that they increase robustness when the numerator and the denominator are very
small. For example, suppose in c(x, y), 2σxσy and (σ2x +σ
2
y) are small. Then C2 dominates
the numerator and denominator so that c(x, y) is close to 1. This is desired because people
tend to think that two smooth images, both with small variances, are similar to each other.
Besides the luminance term and the contrast term, in SSIM, there is another term s(x, y),
called the structure term, for each window location, which is actually not a comparison of
statistics:
s(x, y) =
σxy + C3
σxσy + C3
,
where C3 is a small constant similar to C1 and C2, and
σxy =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(xi − µx)(yi − µy) .
1One may argue that the ratio of the geometric mean over the algebraic mean does not satisfy triangle
inequality, which is an important property of distance measures. However, texture similarity metrics, e.g.,
SSIM, are not rigorous metrics mathematically. As long as they can predict human perception of image
similarity, triangle inequality is not a requirement for these metrics.
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For any window location, the final score SSIM(x, y) is the combination of the three
terms:
SSIM(x, y) = l(x, y)α · c(x, y)β · s(x.y)γ ,
for some specified nonnegative values of α, β, γ, typically all chosen to be one. The SSIM
metric score for two entire images X and Y is the combination of all window scores.
Usually, the weighted algebraic mean of all window scores is applied.
Although SSIM outperforms many traditional image similarity metrics, such as MSE
and PSNR, it still does not fully embrace the philosophy of comparison of statistics. In
particular, the structure term is still a pixel-by-pixel comparison operator and restricts SSIM
from measuring only structural information. Moreover, since SSIM is implemented in the
spatial domain, the existence of the structure term makes it sensitive to small image shifts
and rotations, which is inappropriate in some applications. To overcome such drawbacks,
CW-SSIM has been proposed.
2.1.4 Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity (CW-SSIM) Metric
CW-SSIM [13, 14] is an SSIM-type metric implemented in the complex wavelet domain
using the steerable pyramid subband decomposition [1, 66], which is a type of redundant
wavelet transform that avoids aliasing in subbands [14]. Each subband captures image
information at a certain scale and orientation, which mimics the early stage low-level prop-
erties of the HVS. Figure 2.1 shows a steerable pyramid subband decomposition with three
scales and four orientations in complex wavelet domain.
Basically, it applies the SSIM metric to each subband in the complex wavelet domain.
However, since the mean value of each subband is theoretically zero, the luminance term
is not considered in the metric. Subband variances are computed within small sliding win-
dows for each subband. For each window location cx in image X (with Nc complex coeffi-
cients) and the corresponding window location cy in image Y , the window metric score for
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Figure 2.1: A three-scale and four-orientation steerable pyramid subband decomposition.
subband m, CW-SSIMm(cx, cy), is defined to be
CW-SSIMm(cx, cy) =
2
∣∣∣ Nc∑
i=1
cx,ic
∗
y,i
∣∣∣+ C
N∑
i=1
|cx,i|2 +
N∑
i=1
|cy,i|2 + C
,
cx = {cx,i|i = 1, 2, . . . , Nc} , cy = {cy,i|i = 1, 2, . . . , Nc} .
where cx and cy are complex subband coefficients within window locations x and y, respec-
tively. C is a small constant similar to the small constant in the luminance term in SSIM
metric. Actually, the formula above is a combination of the contrast term and the structure
term in SSIM. The final metrics score of CW-SSIM is a weighted summation of all these
window metric scores.
CW-SSIM is simultaneously insensitive to small luminance change, contrast change,
and geometric translation, scaling and rotation. This is because when such changes are
small, they only cause small phase shift of subband coefficients, which will not influence
the metric value very much [13]. However, the numerator of CW-SSIM formula is still
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a pixel-by-pixel operator. When applied to quantify image similarity, CW-SSIM is some-
times inconsistent with human perception, since structurally similar textures do not need to
be pixel-by-pixel matched, even in the complex wavelet domain.
2.1.5 Structural Texture Similarity Metric (STSIM)
To quantify homogeneous texture similarity, X. Zhao et al. proposed the Structural Texture
Similarity Metric (STSIM) [16]. Without any terms relying on pixel-by-pixel comparison
like the structure term in SSIM, STSIM is truly a statistic-based similarity metric.
STSIM shares the same complex wavelet domain with CW-SSIM. However, different
from CW-SSIM, the luminance term is included in STSIM, since although subbands (ex-
cept the low-frequency band) are zero-mean over the whole image, this may not be true for
small windows [3]. Additionally, STSIM includes two new terms involving the first-order
horizontal and vertical autocorrelation coefficients of each image that will be described
later. In short, local mean, variance, first-order horizontal and vertical autocorrelation co-
efficients are used in STSIM. Statistics are computed within local windows, sliding across
each subband in the complex wavelet domain.
In particular, to compare the similarity of two images X and Y , for each window lo-
cation cx and cy within subband m, first compute the luminance term lm(cx, cy) and the
contrast term cm(cx, cy) as in SSIM. Notice that now these two terms are computed in the
complex wavelet domain instead of the spatial domain. Second, compute the two new
terms involving the first-order horizontal and vertical autocorrelation coefficients:
cm0,1(cx, cy) = 1− 0.5|ρmcx(0, 1)− ρmcy(0, 1)|p ,
cm1,0(cx, cy) = 1− 0.5|ρmcx(1, 0)− ρmcy(1, 0)|p ,
where ρmcx(0, 1) and ρ
m
cx(1, 0) are the first-order horizontal and vertical autocorrelation co-
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efficients for window location cx within subband m:
ρmcx(0, 1) =
E[(cmx (i, j)− µmcx)(cmx (i, j + 1)− µmcx)]
(σmcx)
2
,
ρmcx(1, 0) =
E[(cmx (i, j)− µmcx)(cmx (i+ 1, j)− µmcx)]
(σmcx)
2
.
Actually, to avoid singularity, a small constant should be added to both the numerator and
the denominator when ρmcx(0, 1) and ρ
m
cx(1, 0) are computed. Notice that the two new terms,
cm0,1(cx, cy) and c
m
1,0(cx, cy), only rely on image statistics.
The STSIM score for the window location cx and cy in subband m is computed by
multiplicatively combining these four terms:
STSIMm(cx, cy) =
[
lm(cx, cy) · cm(cx, cy) · cm0,1(cx, cy) · cm1,0(cx, cy)
] 1
4 .
The STSIM metric score for two entire images is the combination of all window metrics
scores in all subbands. Both algebraic and multiplicative combinations are proposed. No-
tice that since all statistics are computed within one subband, STSIM is an intra-subband
metric. In the next subsection, we review an enhanced version of STSIM, called STSIM2,
that relies on not only intra-subband statistics, but also inter-subband statistics.
2.1.6 Structural Texture Similarity Metric 2 (STSIM2)
Based on STSIM, J. Zujovic et al. proposed an inter-subband metric, called STSIM2 [3,
17]. STSIM2 shares the same complex wavelet domain with STSIM and contains all the
terms in STSIM. In addition, STSIM2 adds new terms relying on the cross-correlations
between different subbands, based on the belief that similar images should have similar
inter-subband dependencies, and vice versa. In an identical texture retrieval application,
STSIM2 has exhibited state-of-the-art performance. In Chapter 7, we introduce Matched
Texture Coding (MTC) [18], where we apply STSIM2 to perceptual image compression.
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And in Chapter 3, we propose a new texture similarity metric that outperforms STSIM2 in
the identical texture retrieval application. Since STSIM2 plays such an important role in
the following sections, we now discuss it in detail.
As mentioned earlier, STSIM2 contains all the terms in STSIM. In addition, it adds
several new terms involving the cross-correlations between subbands. In particular, for two
imagesX and Y , the new term in STSIM2 between subbandsm and n at window locations
cx and cy is
cm,n0,0 (cx, cy) = 1− 0.5|ρm,ncx (0, 0)− ρm,ncy (0, 0)|p ,
where ρm,ncx (0, 0) and ρ
m,n
cy (0, 0) denote the cross-correlations between subbands m and n
at window locations cx and cy, respectively. Specifically, ρm,ncx (0, 0) is defined as
ρm,ncx (0, 0) =
E[(|cmx (i, j)| − µm|cx|)(|cnx(i, j)| − µn|cx|)]
σm|cx|σ
n
|cx|
,
where the (0, 0) has the meaning that the cross-correlation between subbands m and n has
no horizontal or vertical shifts, which is different from the first-order horizontal and verti-
cal autocorrelations described in the previous subsection. Notice that in this formula, the
magnitudes of subband coefficients are used instead of the raw subband coefficients. The
cross-correlation term is computed between all adjacent subbands in the same orientation
and all subbands in the same scale. This is based on the justification in [1] that although
raw subband coefficients may be uncorrelated, their magnitudes may not; and in natural
images, large magnitudes often occur at the same location in subbands at adjacent scales
and orientations.
In summary, for each window location, STSIM2 first computes the luminance term, the
contrast term and the two terms involving first-order correlation coefficients in the horizon-
tal and vertical directions for each subband. For a three-scale and four-orientation steerable
pyramid subband decomposition (see Fig. 2.1), there are 14 subbands (one lowpass sub-
band, one highpass subband and 12 oriented subbands). Hence 14 × 4 = 56 terms are
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calculated. In addition, for each orientation, STSIM2 computes the terms involving cross-
correlations between the magnitudes of subband coefficients at adjacent scales (two terms
per orientation for a three-scale decomposition). And for each scale, STSIM2 computes
the terms involving cross-correlations between the magnitudes of subband coefficients at
all orientations (six terms per scale for a four-orientation decomposition). Thus, for a three-
scale and four-orientation decomposition, totally there are 2 × 4 + 6 × 3 = 26 additional
terms involving the cross-correlations. So for each window location, totally 56 + 26 = 82
terms are needed in STSIM2.
Finally, for each window location, one first multiplicatively combines the intra-subband
terms for each subband as in STSIM, and then takes the algebraic mean of the 14 combined
values and the 26 inter-subband terms as the window metric score. The final STSIM2 met-
ric score for the two images is the weighted algebraic mean of all window metric scores.As
can be seen, STSIM2 is computationally expensive. In Section 3.4.1, we compare the
computational complexity of STSIM2 with a newly proposed structural texture similarity
metric.
2.1.7 Local Binary Patterns (LBP)
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [27] is a widely used feature in texture analysis. Texture
similarity metrics based on LBP have been applied to many applications, e.g., texture clas-
sification. Different from the SSIM and STSIM metrics, metrics based on LBP are rotation-
invariant. In the following, we review the LBP feature first, followed by texture similarity
metrics based on it.
First, LBP defines a pixel level circular texture operator. At each pixel c with value
xc, this operator extracts a rotation-invariant local feature and labels it with an integer
pattern index. Specifically, given an integer R, and m locations uniformly located along a
circle of radius R centered at c, e.g., R = 2 and m = 16, the operator takes the current
pixel value xc and the m pixel values xi at these locations if they fall into pixel grid, or
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interpolated values if not, and computes the pattern index between 0 and 2m−1 as follows.
For each neighboring pixel (or interpolated value) xi, if its value is no less than the current
pixel xc, then a 1 is generated; otherwise a 0 is generated. Hence, at each pixel, an m bit
binary representation is generated. After considering all circularly-shifted versions of this
representation, the one corresponding to the smallest integer is chosen as the pattern index,
LBPm,Rxc , for the center pixel xc. The computation of LBP
m,R
xc is summarized as follows:
LBPm,Rxc = min0≤n<m
[ m∑
i=1
u(xi − xc)2[(i+n) mod m]
]
, u(x) =
 1 x ≥ 00 x < 0 .
This index is invariant to circular rotation. For example, both “11100110 and “11001101
will give the same index of 55. LBPm,Rxc represents the rotation-invariant pattern information
in the vicinity of the current pixel xc.
One can easily develop a texture similarity metric based on the operator described above.
After calculating the pattern index for every pixel in an image, a histogram feature could
be formed based on these indices. The basic idea is that similar histograms indicate similar
texture patterns. Given two images, the similarity metric value is defined to be the simi-
larity of the histogram features for these two images measured by some distance measure-
ment, e.g., the Kullback-Leibler divergence [82] and Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [83].
Specifically, in [27], the log-likelihood statistic is applied.
Usually, in practice, only the uniform LBP patterns are considered. A m bit binary
representation is called a uniform pattern if there are no more than two 0/1 transitions. For
example, “00000000” and “00000001” both represent uniform patterns, for they have zero
and two 0/1 transitions, respectively. On the contrary, “00110011” is not a uniform pattern
since there are four 0/1 transitions. The motivation to only consider the uniform patterns is
that they are fundamental properties of texture [27]. In the method that only considers the
uniform LBP patterns, all non-uniform patterns are thrown into a miscellaneous bin in the
histogram feature. As a result, the histogram feature has much fewer bins and is therefore
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Figure 2.2: A 3-scale, 8-orientation subband decomposition using RFS filter bank. The
left eight columns are the 24 edge filters and the right eight columns are the 24 bar filters.
Filters in each row belong to the same scale in the subband decomposition.
much denser. In Section 3.4, we combine a similarity metric based on the LBP feature with
only uniform patterns with a newly proposed texture similarity metric.
2.1.8 Locally Enhanced Binary Coding (LEBC)
Locally Enhanced Binary Coding (LEBC) [31] is a recently proposed texture similarity
feature motivated by LBP [27] and CLBP [29]. LEBC is invariant to rotation and illumi-
nation changes in texture patterns. The proposed texture similarity metric based on LEBC
achieves state-of-the-art performance in texture classification tasks as tested on the Ou-
tex [36] and CUReT [37] databases. In the following, we review the LEBC feature first,
followed by texture similarity metrics based on it.
LEBC works in transform domain using the edge (first derivative) and bar (second
derivative) filters from the Root Filter Set (RFS) [38, 39]. Specifically, a 3-scale, 8-
orientation subband decomposition is applied, for both the edge and the bar filters, re-
spectively. (In the notation of [38], the three scales are {(1, 3), (2, 6), (4, 12)}.) Figure 2.2
shows the corresponding 24 edge and 24 bar filters. Each subband has the same size as the
texture image in the spatial domain. For example, if the texture image has N ×M pixels,
each subband has N ×M coefficients.
At each pixel location, we compute an LEBC pattern. Then the LEBC feature vector of
the entire image can be derived from these LEBC patterns.
The LEBC pattern at each pixel location can be computed using the following four
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Figure 2.3: An example of a normalized texture image (first row) together with the six
chosen subbands (second and third rows).
steps. First, one normalizes the texture image to have zero mean and unit variance. This
step makes the LEBC pattern invariant to global affine illumination changes. Second, one
applies the aforementioned subband decomposition to the normalized image, resulting in
48 subbands. In each scale of the edge or the bar filters, there are eight subbands each
corresponding to a different orientation. To achieve rotation invariance, after comparing
the variances of the coefficients in each of these eight subbands, choose the subband with
the largest variance and discard the remaining seven. After this step, we end up having six
subbands, each from a different scale of the edge or the bar filters. Figure 2.3 shows an
example of the six chosen subbands of a normalized texture image. Third, the resulting
6-dimensional filter response vector R(x) at pixel location x is normalized by the Weber’s
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law [84]:
R(x)← R(x)[ log(1 + ||R(x)||2/0.03)]/||R(x)||2 .
This results in a 7-dimensional vector Fx at pixel location x, which consists of the nor-
malized pixel value at x plus the normalized 6-dimensional filter response vector R(x),
as shown in Fig. 2.3. Finally, at each pixel location x, define a binary operator similar to
CLBP [29] using Fx(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , 7 :
bi(x) =
 1, Fx(i) ≥ thi0, otherwise ,
where thi is a threshold determined by the mean value of Fx(i) over all pixel location x.
With {b1(x), b2(x), . . . , b7(x)}, the LEBC pattern at pixel location x is:
L(x) =
7∑
i=1
bi(x)2
i−1 .
L(x) takes integer values between 0 and 127.
To form the LEBC feature of the entire image, first determine L(x) and LBP8,1x at each
pixel location x. LBP8,1x is computed on the original texture image and considers only
uniform patterns. Specifically, LBP8,1x takes integer value between 0 and 9. Then form a
128 × 10 2-D histogram H , with H[m,n] equaling the number of pixel location x with
L(x) = m and LBP8,1x = n. H is the LEBC feature vector for the texture image.
A texture similarity metric based on the LEBC feature can be easily derived. Given two
images, the similarity metric value is defined to be the similarity of the LEBC features for
these two images measured by the chi-square distance measure.
In Section 4.4, we compare the performance of the texture similarity metric based on
LEBC with a newly proposed rotation-invariant texture similarity metric in texture classi-
fication tasks.
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Table 2.1: List of intensity-based overlap metrics.
Reference Metric
Jaccard, 1912 [42]
a
a+ b+ c
Kulczynski, 1928 [43]
a
b+ c
Kulczynski, 1928 [43]
1
2
× ( a
a+ b
+
a
a+ c
)
Braun-Blanquet, 1932 [44]
a
max(a+ b, a+ c)
Dice, 1945 [45]
2a
2a+ b+ c
Ochiai, 1957 [46]
a√
(a+ b)(a+ c)
Sokal & Michener, 1958 [85]
a+ d
a+ b+ c+ d
Simpson, 1960 [86]
a
min(a+ b, a+ c)
Rogers & Tanimoto, 1960 [87]
a+ d
a+ d+ 2(b+ c)
Sokal & Sneath, 1963 [88]
2(a+ d)
2(a+ d) + b+ c
Sokal & Sneath, 1963 [88]
a
a+ 2b+ 2c
2.2 Review of Bilevel Image Similarity Metrics
In the following two subsections, a review of existing bilevel image similarity metrics,
including intensity-based overlap metrics and SmSIM [50], will be given.
2.2.1 Intensity-based Overlap Metrics
The most commonly used objective metric to quantify bilevel image similarity is the per-
centage error, which is equivalent to mean-squared error (MSE) in the bilevel case. Even
though percentage error is not always consistent with human perception, its simplicity and
clear interpretation still make it the most popular metric. Motivated by trying to improve
on percentage error, many intensity-based overlap metrics have been developed. These
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metrics are based on the overlap of the 1 and 0 regions in one image with those of the other
image. They give nonnegative values with 0 representing little or no similarity and large
values indicating high similarity. For all but the second Kulczynski metric, they assign 1 to
identical images. A comprehensive review can be found in [14, 40, 41]. Given two bilevel
images, the value assigned by any of these metrics can be expressed in terms of the follow-
ing four overlap counts: a, respectively d, denotes the number of pixels that have intensity
of 1, respectively 0, in both images; b, respectively c, denotes the number of pixels that
have intensity 1 only in the first, respectively second image. The most popular of the many
metrics of this sort are shown in Table 2.1. One can see that all metrics are symmetric with
respect to the two input images, which may not be suitable for applications that focus more
on one image than the other, such as compression, where one image is the original and
the other a distorted reproduction. Among these metrics, the Dice [45] is most commonly
used, especially in medical image processing. Its value is easily seen to equal
2
1 + |B1∪B2||B1∩B2|
,
where Bi is the set of pixels where image i has intensity 1 and |C| denotes the number of
pixels in set C. One can see from this that the metric depends strongly on the overlap of
the regions with intensity 1 in both images; metric value 1 implies a perfect match, and 0
implies total mismatch. Note that like one or two other metrics, it does not depend on d,
which implicitly presumes that 1’s are more important than 0’s.
2.2.2 SmSIM
Compared to PE, SmSIM [50] focuses more on the smoothness of the edges in a bilevel
image. It measures the smoothness via the formalism of a pairwise Markov Random Field
(MRF) model [50]. In a pairwise MRF model, the probability of a specific bilevel image x
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Figure 2.4: Clique examples.
is given by
p(x) =
1
Z
exp
{
−
∑
c∈C
Φc(x)
}
,
where C denotes the collection of all cliques and Φc(x) is the clique potential function.
Z is a normalizing constant to make p(x) a valid probability measurement. A clique c is
a subset of adjacent pixels in an image such that all pairs of pixels in c are considered
to be neighbors. Figure 2.4 shows one pixel with its eight nearest pixels. Cliques with
one and two pixels are also presented. In [50], for cliques consisting of a pair of adjacent
pixels, the potential function assigns −β if the pixels have the same value, and assigns +β
if they have different values. Hence, the MRF model penalizes images with plenty of 0/1
transitions by giving them low probability and favors smooth images by giving them high
probability. Figure 2.5 presents two image patches, with the left one being smoother and
the right one being rougher. Based on the MRF model described above, the left image
should have higher probability than the right one.
SmSIM compares the MRF probability of the two image at every pixel location. In par-
ticular, for two images X and Y , at any pixel location s, obtain the conditional probability
pX(s|ns) and pY (s|ns), where ns is the set consisting of the neighbors of s. Based on the
MRF model described above, pX(s|ns) is determined by the number of 0/1 transitions be-
tween s and each of its neighbors, which actually measures the local smoothness at pixel
s. The more 0/1 transitions there are, the lower pX(s|ns) will be. The similarity in smooth-
ness between the two images X and Y at pixel location s is measured by the geometric
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Figure 2.5: Left image: a high probability image patch. Right image: a low probability
image patch.
mean over the algebraic mean of their MRF probabilities pX(s|ns) and pY (s|ns):
SmSIM(X, Y, s) =
2
√
pX(s|ns)pY (s|ns)
pX(s|ns) + pY (s|ns) ,
which ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 meaning identical. This metric can be calculated
at each pixel location in the image. Then the algebraic average over the entire image,
SmSIM(X, Y ), gives the overall image similarity on smoothness. To further refine the
metric, one can consider the horizontal and vertical 0/1 transitions separately from the
diagonal ones. In particular, SmSIMh(X, Y ) only considers cliques with two pixels next
to each other in the horizontal direction. Similarly, SmSIMv(X, Y ), SmSIMd(X, Y ) and
SmSIMd′(X, Y ) only consider cliques with two pixels next to each other in the vertical,
diagonal and anti-diagonal directions, respectively.
However, for images to be similar, having similar smoothnesses alone is not enough.
The pixel values of the images at the same location must also agree with each other. In
order to present pixel level accuracy, singleton cliques, which are cliques contain only one
pixel (see Fig. 2.4), are added with potential functions that assign −α when the pixels of
the two images agree with each other, and assign +α when they do not. The metric only
considers singleton cliques, SmSIMα(X, Y ), actually measures the pixel level accuracy
and gives high probability to images with low percentage error (PE).
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Thus, separate MRF models, each with one type of clique, are considered and multi-
plicatively combined to get the final metric score:
SmSIM(X, Y ) = SmSIMα(X, Y ) · SmSIMh(X, Y ) · SmSIMv(X, Y )
·SmSIMd(X, Y ) · SmSIMd′(X, Y ) .
In this way, the SmSIM metric score is the combination of smoothness similarity in four
different directions along with the pixel level accuracy. By multiplicatively combining the
five terms, it requires all five terms to be close to 1 in order to have a high SmSIM score.
In Chapter 8, the performance of SmSIM is evaluated. And results show that SmSIM
cannot reflect human perception of bilevel image similarity especially well. However, we
believe that the idea that similar images should have not only similar smoothnesses, but
also pixel level accuracy, is a good one.
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CHAPTER 3
Local Radius Index (LRI)
As mentioned in Section 1.1, we focus on the need for texture metrics that assess the
similarity of homogeneous textures in the context of image compression and retrieval
where, as mentioned earlier, changes in rotations, scalings and viewpoints should be pe-
nalized monotonically. This is the domain for which STSIM type metrics have been devel-
oped [3, 4, 89, 90]. With this in mind, we propose a new type of statistical texture feature,
called Local Radius Index (LRI), and new structural texture similarity metrics based on this
feature in combination with other texture features, such as LBP [27], the newly proposed
Subband Contrast Distribution (SCD) and Intensity Penalty (IP). These new metrics are
computationally much simpler than STSIM metrics.
3.1 Local Radius Index (LRI)
Texture is a unique kind of visual signal and does not have a widely agreed definition.
However, Portilla and Simoncelli [1] provide a general definition with which we agree:
“Loosely speaking, texture images are spatially homogeneous and consist of repeated ele-
ments, often subject to some randomization in their location, size, color, orientation, etc.”
Texture features aim at representing texture characteristics in order to compare texture sim-
ilarity. When projected to feature space, perceptually similar textures should be “closer”
than dissimilar ones according to some pre-defined distance measure. Generally speak-
ing, a texture contains repetitive smooth regions and transition regions between them, i.e.,
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edges. The sizes of the smooth regions influence the repetitive structure of the texture ele-
ments and can be captured by considering edges around them. The distance between two
adjacent edges, which we will refer to as an inter-edge distance, is a good feature. Due
to stochasticity, the inter-edge distances that measure the widths of the smooth region are
not constant, but there is a distribution of such. Also, the inter-edge distance distributions
may vary with angle and such variations can be key to characterizing the texture. Accord-
ingly, one version of LRI (LRI-A) is designed to capture inter-edge distance distributions
in different directions by focusing on pixels adjacent to edges. Similarly, another version
of LRI (LRI-D) is designed to capture the distributions of distances-to-nearest-edges as a
key texture feature/statistic. In particular, we propose two LRI operators that for each pixel
output eight integer directional indices, each corresponding to one direction. Then for each
direction, a histogram of the corresponding directional indices is computed. The collection
of all eight histograms is considered an LRI feature vector or statistic for the image.
3.1.1 LRI-A
As mentioned above, the first version of LRI, called LRI-A, is designed to capture the
inter-edge distance distributions by measuring the width of the Adjacent smooth regions
for pixels next to edges. Intuitively, one could measure the inter-edge distance distribution
at a given angle by passing a line at that angle through the image and recording lengths of
regions and then compiling statistics for all lines of this angle. What we do is different but
equivalent.
For the ith pixel, the LRI operator produces eight directional indices Ii,1, . . . , Ii,8, each
corresponding to the direction of one of its eight nearest neighbors. In particular, Ii,1 cor-
responds to the nearest neighbor to the right of i, Ii,2, . . . , Ii,8 correspond to the other seven
nearest neighbors in counterclockwise order, and given an intensity change threshold T ,
1. Ii,d = 0 if the absolute difference between the current pixel and the adjacent one in
direction d is less than T .
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Figure 3.1: Examples of LRI-A and LRI-D directional indices.
2. Ii,d = min{j,K} if j > 0 successive pixels in direction d are greater than the current
pixel by at least T , and the (j + 1)th pixel is not.
3. Ii,d = max{−j,−K} if j > 0 successive pixels in direction d are smaller than the
current pixel by at least T , and the (j + 1)th pixel is not.
Figure 3.1 illustrates LRI-A directional indices for several pixels. Note that Ii,d = 0
means pixel i is not adjacent to an edge in direction d, whereas Ii,d 6= 0 indicates the
presence of an adjacent edge in direction d and |Ii,d| represents the size of the corresponding
adjacent texture element. In addition, the sign of Ii,d indicates whether the edge is an
increasing or decreasing one.
As suggested earlier, the inter-edge distance distributions in each direction are captured
by computing histograms of the directional indices in each direction. The LRI feature
vector Fx for an image x then consists of these eight histograms.
Of the two parameters involved in the operator (and feature vector), the intensity change
threshold T determines what is considered an edge and also controls noise sensitivity.
Large T makes the operator noise insensitive and only sharp edges are detected. Small
T has the opposite effect. T should be image dependent, and we have found that for ho-
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mogeneous textures, choosing it to be proportional to the standard deviation of the image
works well. In this chapter we choose it to be the standard deviation divided by 2. With
this choice, the LRI operator is invariant to any affine transformation of gray-scale, i.e.,
gray-scale or contrast invariant. The size parameter K limits the maximum size of tex-
ture elements detected by LRI-A. By fixing K, LRI cannot distinguish texture elements
with larger sizes. In particular, the LRI feature vector in direction d contains the following
information:
i. Pr(Ii,d = 0) indicates the percentage of pixels not adjacent to an edge in direction d.
It measures the “busyness” of the texture pattern in direction d.
ii. Pr(Ii,d = k), k = −K+1, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , K−1, indicates the percentage of pixels
adjacent to a texture element with size |k| in direction d. The sign of k distinguishes
increasing edges from decreasing ones.
iii. Pr(Ii,d = k), k = ±K, indicates the percentage of pixels adjacent to a texture ele-
ment with size greater than or equal to |k| in direction d. The sign of k distinguishes
increasing edges from decreasing ones.
From this analysis one can see that larger K is preferred than smaller K. However, it
also increases the computational complexity of LRI. From experimental results, we found
that K = 4 is usually large enough for most applications. This choice of K is very small
relative to the sizes of many texture elements. However, the fact that it works well suggests
that the distributions of inter-edge distances are so powerful that only a small fraction of
them is capable of distinguishing most texture patterns. Another viewpoint is that most
of the distinctive information of texture patterns is contained in the inter-edge distance
distributions with short lengths. Note that the number of directions considered in LRI also
helps improve its distinguishing power, since it is highly unlikely for two distinct texture
patterns to have similar inter-edge distance distributions in all the eight directions.
One may wonder why the LRI-A operator (and the LRI-D operator in Section 3.1.2)
treats an increasing edge differently from a decreasing one. To see why, consider the his-
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Figure 3.2: Two texture patterns. LRI-A and LRI-D histograms in horizontal direction d
shown for the checkerboard pattern.
tograms of LRI horizontal indices for the two patterns shown in Fig. 3.2. If the indices
were unsigned, they would be the same, for each would entirely concentrate at the width of
a square. However, with signed indices, the histogram for the left pattern concentrates at
both positive and negative values, while that for the right concentrates on negative values
only.
3.1.2 LRI-D
Whereas LRI-A captures the width of the Adjacent smooth region, LRI-D captures the
Distance to the nearest edge from every pixel, i.e., to the boundary of the next smooth
region, again based on an intensity change threshold T and a size limit K. Specifically, the
LRI-D operator calculates directional indices Ii,d for the ith pixel in direction d = 1 to 8 as
follows.
Ii,d = ±min(j,K) mod K, if for some j ≥ 1, j−1 successive pixels in direction d have
absolute difference with the current pixel less than T , and the jth pixel is greater/smaller
than the current pixel by at least T .
Note that Ii,d = 0 means the distance from the current pixel to the nearest edge in
direction d is more than K, or there is no such edge. Otherwise |Ii,d| indicates the distance
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to such an edge and the sign of Ii,d indicates whether the nearest edge is an increasing or
decreasing one. Figure 3.1 illustrates the LRI-D directional indices for several pixels. The
roles of T and K in LRI-D are similar to those in LRI-A. And as with LRI-A, the feature
vector Fx for an image x is the collection of directional index histograms.
To accentuate the difference between LRI-A and LRI-D, consider their respective in-
dices in direction d as one traverses a smooth region along a line with direction d from one
of its boundaries to the next. Notice that the LRI-A indices are all zero, except for the last,
corresponding to the pixel adjacent to the second boundary, whereas the LRI-D indices
count down the distance to the second boundary. As a result, LRI-A indices are sparser,
and LRI-D indices contain nonzero redundant information. Figure 3.2 illustrates this idea.
The LRI-A and LRI-D histograms in horizontal direction of a checkerboard texture pattern
are shown, with the LRI-A histogram being much sparser. Another viewpoint is that LRI-A
focuses on representing size information of texture elements, whereas LRI-D concentrates
on distance to adjacent texture elements.
3.1.3 Nontrivial Edge Detectors
In both LRI-A and LRI-D, an intensity change threshold T is used to determine the ex-
istence of boundaries between texture elements. This can be seen as a kind of trivial
edge detector, which leads one to wonder if a nontrivial edge detector would improve LRI.
Accordingly, we experimented with two edge detectors: Canny [91] and ACA (Adaptive
Clustering Algorithm) [2]. Figure 3.3 shows results for two examples. The first and third
columns display (from top to bottom): the original images, edges produced by Canny edge
detection, and 4-level ACA segmentation, respectively. One can see that in textured re-
gions, both Canny and ACA, due to continuity and robustness constraints, tend to miss
some edges that are important for texture characterization. For example, several squares
are either missing or combined. Such inaccurate edge profiles will negatively influence the
resulting feature vector. Moreover, in this application, edge continuity is not so important.
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Table 3.1: Identical texture retrieval experiment using LRI-A (K = 4) on the Corbis-based
database.
Metric P@1 MRR MAP
LRI-A on original image 91.8% 93.5% 86.9%
LRI-A on Canny edge profile 88.3% 90.9% 83.3%
LRI-A on ACA segmented image 88.5% 91.2% 83.6%
The second and fourth columns display the sum of LRI-A directional indices for each pixel
when the LRI-A operator is applied to the adjacent left image. Clearly, the LRI-A plots
at the top are more informative. One should also keep in mind that conventional edge de-
tectors are designed with the goals of producing smooth and connected edges, neither of
which is needed for LRI. Indeed, as a statistical feature vector, it is rather insensitive to
these properties.
To verify that the trivial edge detector results in a better LRI metric, we ran one of the
identical texture retrieval experiments described in Section 3.5 with the trivial edge detector
replaced by Canny and ACA. The results in Table 3.1 confirm that LRI works best with the
trivial edge detector.
3.1.4 Computing LRI Indices
Computing the output of either LRI operator by directly using the definitions in Sections
3.1.1 and 3.1.2 is fairly simple, as it only involves comparing the current pixel with its eight
neighbors. Specifically, it requires up to 8K such comparisons per pixel. Nevertheless, it
can be reduced to approximately 4K per pixel by exploiting the fact that the comparison
between any pair of pixels is used twice, once for each pixel. In particular, for each of the
four unsigned directions d (horizontal, vertical, diagonal and anti-diagonal) and for each k
from 1 to K, one can precalculate differences between all pairs of pixels separated by k in
direction d and store them as a pixel difference image. For instance, the pixel difference
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Figure 3.3: Comparing different edge detectors.
image ∆h,k for pixels separated horizontally by k has pixels ∆h,km,n = xm,n−xm,n+k , where
for an N ×N image, 1 ≤ m ≤ N and 1 ≤ n ≤ N − k. Such computations can be viewed
as filtering operations, with a total of 4K filters, namely, K in each of the four unsigned
directions. For example, the magnitude of the frequency response for the kth filter in the
horizontal direction has the form:
|Hh,k(ωX , ωY )| = 2− 2 cos(kωY ) .
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Figure 3.4: Computing horizontal difference images. “Shift+1” indicates a horizontal
shift of one pixel.
Such filters differ in orientation and scale, and though not orthogonal, they can be viewed
as producing a subband decomposition. As discussed later, their outputs can also be used
to speed the computation of another useful feature.
As another perspective, consider the horizontal difference filters. Once ∆h,1 is obtained
using a filter with impulse response [1,−1] (as in the Haar wavelet), other horizontal pixel
difference images can be produced as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The precise complexity, measured in operations per pixel (opp), of computing the pixel
difference images is:
4K − 3K(K + 1)
N
+
K(K + 1)(2K + 1)
3N2
.
This number takes into account boundary conditions and is usually very close to 4K. For
example, when N = 128 and K = 1, 2, 3, 4, the complexities of computing the pixel
difference images are 3.95, 7.86, 11.72 and 15.53 opp, respectively.
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3.1.5 A Purely LRI-based Similarity Metric
A texture similarity metric based purely on LRI can be easily derived. First, for each
of two images, compute and concatenate the eight histograms to form the 8 × (2K + 1)
dimensional feature vector and normalize it to unit length. Then, compare the similarity of
the vectors obtained using some measure of histogram similarity, which here we choose to
be Kullback-Leibler divergence [82]. The resulting metric has non-negative values, with
0 meaning identical, and a small value indicating high similarity. Because a small metric
value suggests that all eight histograms are similar and because each histogram represents
the distribution of inter-edge-distances in some direction (or distances-to-nearest-edge), it
provides strong support for the hypothesis that the two images have similar texture.
Note that divergence D(X||Y ) is asymmetric in its arguments. In texture retrieval and
classification, X will usually be the query image and Y a candidate in the database. Simi-
larly, in image processing and compression, X will usually be the original and Y a repro-
duction.
3.2 Subband Contrast Distribution (SCD)
Subband decompositions oriented to visual perception have been central to a number of per-
ceptually oriented similarity metrics including those based on Gabor filters [80,81], cortex
transforms [63, 92], steerable pyramid subband decompositions [3, 13, 14, 16, 17], and oth-
ers [68,93]. We find that the variances in each subband, which indicate subband contrasts,
provide useful complementary statistics to LRI, which by itself is contrast invariant.
Specifically, we propose two closely related features that we collectively refer to as Sub-
band Contrast Distribution (SCD). The first applies the real steerable pyramid decompo-
sition [1] with three scales and four orientations, similar to the complex steerable pyramid
decomposition used in CW-SSIM and STSIM. Subband coefficients from a real steerable
pyramid decomposition are two times the real parts of subband coefficients from a com-
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plex one. The real and imaginary parts of subband coefficients from a complex steerable
pyramid decomposition form Hilbert pairs. If we do not care about phase information,
the imaginary parts of subband coefficients are unnecessary. Since we only need contrast
information for each subband, a real decomposition, which is faster than a complex decom-
position, is enough.
The resulting feature for image x is the SCD vector Fx = (σ2x,1, . . . , σ
2
x,12) of 12 subband
variances. The similarity of the SCD vectors from two different images, x and y, is assessed
using the approach taken in SSIM type metrics [12]:
SCD(x, y) =
12∏
i=1
2σx,iσy,i + C
σ2x,i + σ
2
y,i + C
,
where σ2x,i, σ
2
y,i denote the variances of the i
th subband of x and y, respectively. As such,
SCD(x, y) ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating identical. Multiplicatively combining all
terms has the interpretation that only when all subbands have similar contrasts can SCD
have a high value. C is a small positive constant that prevents the denominator from being
zero and improves robustness when subbands have small energy. Typically, C = 10, when
images take values from 0 to 255.
The second approach makes use of the 4K pixel difference images produced when com-
puting LRI directional indices. As mentioned previously, these are filtered versions of an
image, with differing orientations and scales. As such, they can be used in place of the
steerable pyramid decomposition. The statistic formation and similarity scoring formula
are the same as before. To distinguish this approach from the previous, it will be called
estimated SCD or SCDEST.
The advantage of the first approach is that every σ2i has a clear interpretation: it repre-
sents the energy at a certain scale and orientation. The advantage of the second approach
is that it needs essentially no additional computations after LRI is computed. Experimental
results in Section 3.5 show that although methods using SCD work a little better than those
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Figure 3.5: Retrieval failure example using SCD.
using estimated SCD, the difference is not significant.
SCD by itself penalizes image transformations that cause energy shifts among different
subbands, such as size scaling and rotation. Note that small scalings and rotations are tol-
erated since the steerable pyramid has only three scales and four orientations. In perceptual
image compression, we need scale- and rotation-sensitive metrics like SCD. However, in
identical texture retrieval, SCD is sometimes too sensitive and not so consistent with human
perception. Figure 3.5 shows an example of failure in retrieval of identical texture using
(only) SCD as the similarity metric. The image in the middle is the query image and the
right image is the first retrieved image. Human observers would agree that the left image
is more similar to the query than the right one. However, notice that the texture pattern
in the left image is more vertically aligned than the query image. As a result, the energy
in the left image is more concentrated in subband that characterizes horizontal changes.
Since generally the most dissimilar subband dominates the SCD score, the left image is not
likely to yield the smallest metric value to the query in the whole database. Even though
sometimes SCD is not so consistent with human perception, when combined with LRI and
other features with complementary information, much better retrieval performance can be
achieved, as can be seen in Section 3.5.
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3.3 Intensity Penalty (IP)
Besides texture pattern and contrast, intensity can also influence human similarity judg-
ment. To penalize large intensity differences, we propose the following penalty function:
IP(x, y) =
[max (TL, ∣∣mx −my∣∣)
255
]pL
, TL = 10 , pL = 2 ,
wheremx andmy are the mean values of images x and y, TL serves as a kind of just notice-
able intensity difference, and pL determines the severity of the penalty. The denominator
255 is chosen presuming images have pixel intensities ranging from 0 to 255. The value
of IP(x, y) ranges from (TL/255)pL to 1 with small values, i.e., small penalties, indicating
similar intensities. This metric is not needed for applications in which penalizing intensity
differences is not important.
3.4 LRI-based Texture Similarity Metric
After experimenting with a number of ways of combining LRI with complementary fea-
tures, we propose the following metric combining LRI with LBP, SCD (or SCDEST) and
IP:
LRI+ = LRIp1 × LBPp2 × f(1− SCD)p3 × IP ,
where LRI+ is the resulting metric value and f(t) is an increasing function of t on [0, 1].
We use f(t) = tan(pi
2
t), but also experimented with f(t) = t. Parameters p1, p2, p3 weight
the different features, with typical values 1, 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. Actually, metric
performance is not very sensitive to the choice of these three parameters.
LRI+ is nonnegative, with 0 meaning identical, and a small metric value meaning sim-
ilar. Since the values of LRI+ are often close to 0, for convenience, we usually report
the logarithm of LRI+. As a benchmark, we have found that log10 LRI+ = −6 indicates
very similar textures. In Section 3.5, LRI+ is tested on its ability to perform identical
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Figure 3.6: log10(LRI+) scores between all identical and non-identical image pairs in the
Corbis-based database.
texture retrieval on the Corbis-based database [3] having 1181 images with each pair la-
beled as “identical” or “not identical”. Figure 3.6 shows the normalized distributions of
log10(LRI+) scores between all identical and non-identical image pairs in the Corbis-based
database. Since there are more non-identical image pairs than identical ones, its distribu-
tion is smoother. The fact that the overlapping of the two distributions is small support
the hypothesis that the proposed LRI+ is a distinctive metric that can distinguish identical
texture image pairs from non-identical ones.
As another demonstration of how the metric behaves, Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 show the
distance from three hand-picked target blocks (one has homogenous texture, one is smooth,
and one is a mixture of the two), each to eight hand-picked candidate blocks, respectively.
One can see that as image similarity decreases, the LRI+ metric produces higher scores.
In addition, the LRI+ metric works well not only in homogeneous texture regions, but also
in inhomogeneous texture regions and smooth regions. This is useful in applications, such
as Matched Texture Coding (MTC) discussed in Chapter 7, where LRI+ is called upon to
assess the similarity of candidates for textured, smooth and mixed blocks.
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Figure 3.7: Typical candidate blocks and the their corresponding log10 LRI+ metric scores
with a target block with homogeneous texture.
Figure 3.8: Typical candidate blocks and the their corresponding log10 LRI+ metric scores
with a smooth target block.
3.4.1 Computational Complexity
An LRI-based metric requires many fewer computations than STSIM2. Leaving aside
transform costs, STSIM2 (with a global window) requires approximately 500 operations
per pixel (with parameters as shown in [3]), whereas LRI and SCD require 16 (4K with
K = 4) and 36, respectively. Of course both STSIM2 and SCD require the steerable pyra-
mid decomposition, the computation of which requires 14 FFT, each requiring O(logN)
operations per pixel for images with N pixels [94]. However, when SCDEST is applied in-
stead of SCD, essentially no additional computations are needed beyond those needed for
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Figure 3.9: Typical candidate blocks and the their corresponding log10 LRI+ metric scores
with a target block with inhomogeneous texture.
LRI.
3.5 Metric Performance Evaluation
To assess the performance of LRI+, we consider how well it works in identical texture
retrieval, as formulated in [3, 4, 15] and in Matched Texture Coding (MTC) [18]. In both
experiments, STSIMs have state-of-the-art performance, and our goal is to achieve similar
or better performance, with lower computational complexity. In addition, we also test the
noise sensitivity of LRI+ in this section. The motivation of this experiment is to test the
robustness of LRI+ under noise.
We experimented with different values of parameter K when computing the LRI fea-
ture vectors and found K = 4 worked well. Larger K, e.g., K = 10, did not improve
performance very much, but increased computational complexity. Smaller K showed a
noticeable decrease in performance. Hence, in this section, without further explanation,
K = 4.
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3.5.1 Experiment 1: Retrieval Test on Corbis-based Database
In an identical texture retrieval experiment [3,4,15], one has a database of textured images
such that for each image, some number of other images in the database are classified as
“identical”, where variations in intensity, rotation, and scale are not permissible. Then for
each image in the database, one computes the metric between this image and all others in
the database, and then orders the other images according to ascending metric values. Ide-
ally, the other images classified as identical yield the smallest metric values. A suitable
database can be formed by taking a number of homogeneous large texture images, choos-
ing smaller sub-images from each and classifying all the resulting smaller images derived
from one image as identical, and not identical to those derived from other large images.
Accordingly, the large images need to have textures that are distinct. One benefit of this
setup is that subjective experiments are not needed to establish the ground truth.
As one such database, we chose the one used in [3,4,15] from Corbis images [95]. In the
next subsection, we will discuss another database derived from the CUReT database [37].
We call them the Corbis-based and CUReT-based databases.
The Corbis-based database includes 1181 images, all with size 128 × 128, carefully
cropped from 425 photographs [95], chosen to have homogeneous textures. Some sample
images are shown in Fig. 3.10. As described above, images are considered to be identical
if and only if they were cropped from the same photograph. This database is challenging
due to the large number (425) of different textures.
The goodness of the metric in identical texture retrieval can be judged in several ways.
As in [3, 4, 15], we considered the following four retrieval performance measures:
i. Precision at 1 (P@1): The frequency with which the first retrieved image is identical
to the query.
ii. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): The average value of the inverse rank of the first
image that is identical to the query [96].
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Figure 3.10: Samples images from the Corbis-based database.
iii. Mean Average Precision (MAP): For most images in the database, there exist more
than one other images coming from the same texture class in the database. In such
cases, usually MAP is reported. The average over all queries in the database of the
average of the fractions of the first r retrieved images that are identical to the query,
averaged over all r such that the r-th retrieved image is identical to the query [97].
More specifically, the MAP criterion is computed as follows:
For image i, denote the number of other images coming from the same texture class
as ni. Let indicator function Qi(j) = 1 when the jth retrieved image is the correct
one and Qi(j) = 0 otherwise. If we define Pi(r) as the precision of retrieval when
we retrieve r images, then,
Pi(r) =
r∑
j=1
Qi(j)
r
.
The average precision is defined as
Pave,i =
1
ni
N−1∑
r=1
Pi(r)Qi(r) ,
where N is the total number of images in the database. In our case, N = 1181.
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Table 3.2: Identical texture retrieval - Corbis-based database.
Metric P@1 MRR MAP AUROC
PSNR [3] 4% 7% 6% 0.75
SSIM [3] 9% 11% 6% 0.45
CW-SSIM [3] 39% 46% 40% 0.92
LBPriu8,1 & LBP
riu
24,3 [3] 90% 92% 86% 0.59
STSIM2 [3] 93% 95% 89% 0.98
STSIM-M [3] 96% 97% 92% 0.98
LRI-A 91.8% 93.5% 86.9% 0.982
LRI-D 83.2% 86.9% 78.8% 0.974
SCD 83.7% 88.0% 80.5% 0.984
LRI+a 98.7% 99.2% 96.4% 0.994
LRI+b 98.1% 98.7% 95.4% 0.994
LRI+c 99.0% 99.2% 96.3% 0.994
Now, we can describe MAP as the mean value of the average precision for the whole
database:
MAP =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Pave,i .
iv. Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUROC): When a threshold τ on metric
value is used to decide if pairs of images in the database are identical or not, the
well known Receiver Operative Curve (ROC) can be applied to produce a plot of
the fraction of identical image pairs that are correctly classified as identical vs. the
fraction of nonidentical image pairs that are incorrectly classified as identical, as τ
changes in the whole range of metric scores. The Area Under the ROC (AUROC),
which is a well known measure of the goodness of detection performance, has been
used to judge the goodness of metrics in identical texture retrieval [3].
While the first three measure the ability of the metric to correctly rank similarity of
other images to a query, they do not test whether a metric value indicating identicality of a
texture y to a texture x is the same for all x. The latter is tested by AUROC. For perceptual
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Figure 3.11: A retrieval example using LRI+a in the Corbis-based database. No. 1 is the
query image. No. 2 and No. 3 are the first two retrieved images using LRI+a .
Table 3.3: Metric value details of the retrieval example shown in Fig. 3.11.
Query image First retrieved image Second retrieved image
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
LRI+a 1.9267× 10−9 1.3625× 10−7
LRI-A 0.0010 0.0041
LBP 7.0252× 10−4 0.0056
SCD 0.1467 0.3329
IP 0.0180 0.0180
image coding, P@1 is the most important criterion, as can be seen from Chapter 7.
Experimental results are shown in Table 3.2 for several LRI-based metrics, as well as
the results reported in [3] for the following metrics: PSNR, SSIM [12], CW-SSIM [14],
LBP [27] and STSIMs [3,17]. The LRI-based metrics include, LRI-A, LRI-D, LRI+a (LRI-
A, LBP, SCD, IP), LRI+b (LRI-A, LBP, SCDEST, IP) and LRI
+
c (LRI-D, LBP
riu
8,1 , SCD, IP).
The results show that LRI-A performs better than all previous metrics except STSIM2 and
STSIM-M, and the three versions of LRI+ perform better than all other metrics, though
STSIM2 and STSIM-M are not that far behind.1 It is worth mentioning that STSIM-M, the
most advanced metric in the STSIM family, needs a training phase to determine weights for
1While some might view that an improvement from, say, 96% to 99% is small, another viewpoint is that
when methods work well, one should compare error rates rather than success rates. From this viewpoint, a
decrease in error rate from 4% to 1% is significant.
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Figure 3.12: An image from the Corbis-based database together with the 20 noisy versions
of it, each at a different noise level. Upper left image is the original.
the 82 components of its feature vectors whenever it is applied to a new database. On the
other hand, unlike STSIM-M, both LRI+ and STSIM2 are training-free, which can be an
advantage in some situations. It is interesting that while LRI-D by itself is not as good as
LRI-A by itself, when combined with the other features, it works just as well, as the other
metric components compensate for its shortcomings. It is also interesting that the perfor-
mance of the low complexity LRI+b is so similar to that of LRI
+
a and LRI
+
c . This shows
that substituting the low complexity SCDEST for SCD has little effect on performance. An-
other interesting thing to note is how well LRI-A, LRI-D and SCD do in terms of AUROC,
whereas they do not work nearly as well in terms of the other three performance criteria.
In Fig. 3.11, a retrieval example using LRI+a is shown. Image No. 1 is the query image.
Images No. 2 and No. 3 are the first two retrieved images, both are correct. The LRI+a values
between the query image and the first two retrieved images and the individual metric values
for all the four components in LRI+a are reported in Table 3.3.
In Chapter 6, the low complexity LRI+b is applied to photographic paper classification
and achieves state-of-the-art performance. In Chapter 7, LRI+b is applied to a newly pro-
posed perceptual image compression algorithm, Matched Texture Coding (MTC) [18], to
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Figure 3.13: P@1 under different noise levels.
substitute STSIM2, with satisfactory coding results.
3.5.2 Experiment 2: Noise Sensitivity Test on Corbis-based Database
In this subsection, we use the aforementioned Corbis-based database to test the noise sensi-
tivity of the proposed LRI+ metric. The motivation of this experiment is to test the robust-
ness of LRI+ under noise. In other words, we want to find out how fast the performance
of LRI+ declines with the existence of noise. In particular, we test LRI+b and two of its
components, namely LRI-A (with K = 4) and LBP (with R = 1 and m = 8 without
interpolation). The test procedure follows the experiment setup in [98].
For each image Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 1181, in the Corbis-based database, we generate 20
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Figure 3.14: MRR under different noise levels.
noisy versions Yi(j), j = 1, 2, . . . , 20, as follows:
Yi(j) = Xi +Ni(j) ,
where Ni(j) ∼= N (0, σ2j ) is i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variance σ2j . σj = 5 × (j − 1),
j = 1, 2, . . . , 20. All noisy images are considered to have pixel intensity from 0 to 255.
Figure 3.12 shows an image from the Corbis-based database together with the 20 noisy
versions of it, each at a different noise level. One can see that images at high noise levels
are severely damaged by the additive Gaussian noise and the texture pattern can barely be
seen.
The test procedure is as follows. First, divide the 425 classes of textures into five groups
with equal number of classes, resulting in 85 classes per group. Second, for each noise
level and each group, conduct the identical texture retrieval experiment as described in
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Figure 3.15: MAP under different noise levels.
Section 3.5.1. Note that for the experiment in each noise level, both the query image and
the remaining images in the database are damaged by the Gaussian noise at that level.
Metric performance is measured by P@1, MRR [96] and MAP [97]. Third, for each noise
level, average each of the three performance measurements over the five groups.
Figure 3.13 shows the P@1 for different metrics under all the 20 noise levels. The
results of STSIM-I, STSIM-M and STSIM2 are from [98]. Note that STSIM-I and STSIM-
M are two improved versions of STSIM2, both of which need a training phase to determine
weights for the 82 components of their feature vectors whenever they are applied to a
new database. Hence, these two metrics naturally have an advantage over all the other
metrics shown in Fig. 3.13. Not surprisingly, STSIM-I is the most robust one under additive
Gaussian noise, with the proposed LRI+b not far behind. It is quite noticeable that LRI
+
b
outperforms not only STSIM2, but also STSIM-M. Compared to LBP, the newly proposed
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Figure 3.16: Sample images from the CUReT-based database.
Figure 3.17: CUReT images from six lighting and illumination conditions. Images in the
same row are from the same class.
LRI-A is significantly more robust to noise. This is because in LRI-A, the threshold T can
control noise sensitivity. (Recall that in LBP, there is no such threshold.) Figures 3.14 and
3.15 show the MRR and MAP for the same metrics under the same 20 noise levels. One
can see that the results for MRR and MAP are very similar to the results for P@1.
From this experiment, we claim that the proposed LRI+ metric is very robust to addi-
tive Gaussian noise. In addition, through the study of a newly proposed perceptual image
compression algorithm, MTC, that will be discussed in Chapter 7, we also found that LRI+
is very robust to distortions caused by JPEG compression. (Actually LRI+ is more robust
to distortions caused by JPEG compression than STSIM2.) This is very useful in image
compression applications.
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Table 3.4: Identical texture retrieval - CUReT-based database.
Metric P@1 MRR MAP
PSNR [15] 11% 17% 17%
SSIM [15] 6% 11% 10%
CW-SSIM [15] 69% 77% 72%
CW-SSIM global [15] 31% 45% 35%
STSIM [15] 81% 85% 80%
STSIM global [15] 93% 94% 90%
STSIM2 [15] 81% 86% 81%
STSIM2 global [15] 97% 97% 95%
STSIM2-M [15] 96% 97% 95%
LRI-A 95.6% 96.7% 95.1%
LRI+a 100% 100% 99.8%
LRI+b 100% 100% 99.8%
3.5.3 Experiment 3: Retrieval Test on CUReT-based Database
The CUReT-based database [37] contains images of 61 real-world textures each taken at
92 different viewing and illumination directions. Some sample texture images are shown
in Fig. 3.16. Note that many texture classes are quite similar.
To test metrics, we adopt the same experiment setup as in [3] and the exact same
database. For each of the 61 texture classes, three 128×128 patches were cut from lighting
and viewing condition 122. Hence the database includes 61×3 = 183 images. The retrieval
results are shown in Table 3.4, for LRI-A, LRI+a , LRI
+
b , as well for several other metrics,
as reported in [3]. Compared to STSIM2, the proposed LRI+ achieves better performance
in all three criteria, with both P@1 and MRR being 100% and MAP being very close to
100%. In addition, even LRI-A itself performs almost as well as STSIM2.
The near perfect performance of LRI+a andLRI
+
b might be attributed to the fact that
images in the same class are taken with the same lighting and viewing condition. As a
stiffer test, we also ran our proposed metrics on a larger CUReT-based database formed as
follows. For each of the 61 texture classes, choose six images from lighting and viewing
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conditions 134, 136, 141, 143, 145 and 147. Several sample images from two classes in
this database are shown in Fig. 3.17. As can be seen, this database with 366 images is
more challenging due to its larger variations in lighting and viewing conditions. In this
experiment, LRI-A and LRI+b metrics give P@1 of 85.0% and 94.3%, respectively, which
though not as good as before, are still quite respectable.
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CHAPTER 4
Rotation-Invariant Local Radius Index (RI-LRI)
4.1 Rotation-Invariant Local Radius Index (RI-LRI) Fea-
tures
To make LRI rotation invariant, and thereby suitable for texture classification, we pro-
pose to estimate a dominant direction for each pixel based on the eight LRI-A directional
indices, and then circularly rotate the collection of directional indices so that the index
corresponding to the direction closest to the dominant direction is now the first index.
When at least one of the LRI-A indices Ii,1, . . . , Ii,8 at pixel i is not zero, the dominant
direction Di at pixel i is
Di = angle
( 8∑
d=1
Ii,d × φd
)
,
where φd is the dth component of the complex vector
Φ = [φ1, . . . , φ8] = [1, 1 + j, j,−1 + j,−1,−1− j,−j, 1− j] ,
angle() returns the angle of a complex number, and 0 ≤ Di < 2pi. As can be seen,
the dominant direction Di is formed by using the directional indices to weight complex
numbers representing the usual eight directions. In the horizontal and vertical directions,
the norms of the complex numbers are 1; and in diagonal and anti-diagonal directions, the
norms are
√
2. This is consistent with the locations of the pixels on which LRI-A indices
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are based. (Recall that, in LRI, interpolation is not used to estimate pixel values on the
circle centered at pixel i, which saves considerable computation and does not decrease
performance.) As a result, the scaling factor
√
2 naturally applies.
The LRI index corresponding to the direction closest to Di is Ii,si , where si = 1 +
[ Di
pi/4
] mod 8, and 1 ≤ si ≤ 8. Finally, the RI-LRI indices for pixel i, denoted RIi,1, . . . ,
RIi,8, are the LRI-A indices, Ii,1, . . . , Ii,8, circularly shifted by Si. That is,
RIi,j = Ii,(j+si−2 mod 8)+1 .
When all eight Ii,d’s are zero, i.e., when the pixel is not adjacent to an edge, we take the
eight RIi,d’s to be zero, as well. With this design, RI-LRI indices are rotation invariant.
Figure 4.1 shows several sample pixels next to an edge, together with their dominant
directions and the RI-LRI indices. Parts (a), (b) and (c) show the ability of RI-LRI to
achieve rotation invariance. As the edge rotates, the RI-LRI indices (the numbers below
each figure) remain unchanged. By comparing (a) and (d), one can see that on both sides of
an edge, pixels have the same dominant direction, namely, pointing to the larger intensity.
However, their RI-LRI indices differ because they have different sets of neighbors. Part
(e) shows a pixel in a transition region. Again, the dominant direction points to the larger
intensity. Observe that if the definition of Di used |Ii,d| instead of Ii,d, then pixels in such
transition regions would not have dominant direction pointing to the larger intensity. Parts
(f), (g) and (h) present three sample pixels near corners. One can easily see the distinctive
power of RI-LRI indices by comparing (f) and (g).
As with LRI, for each pixel, the RI-LRI operator outputs eight integer indices, one for
each direction. Therefore, one could follow the procedure of LRI-A and compute eight
histograms for an image as its feature vector. However, as we found during experiments,
most of the distinctive information is contained in the dominant direction, the opposite
direction, and the two orthogonal directions. In addition, the two orthogonal directions
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Figure 4.1: Eight image patches containing an edge. The original (above) and circularly
shifted (below) sequences of LRI-A indices are shown, along with quanitzed dominant
directions. The dashed arrow shows an unquantized dominant direction.
contain correlated information, which can be beneficially exploited by a two-dimensional
histogram. Specifically, with the eight directions labeled counterclockwise, starting from
the dominant direction, as 1, 2, . . . , 8, we claim that most of the information is included in
directions 1, 3, 5 and 7. Orthogonal directions 1 and 3 contain correlated information. So,
too, do orthogonal directions 5 and 7.
With this in mind, the RI-LRI feature vector consists of one two-dimensional histogram.
Specifically, for each pair (m,n) of integers between −K and K, we count the number
of pixels i such that (RIi,1, RIi,3) = (m,n) and add to it the number of pixels i such that
(RIi,5, RIi,7) = (m,n). The collection of such sums, C(m,n),−K ≤ m,n ≤ K, com-
prises the two-dimensional histogram that is the RI-LRI feature vector of length (2K+1)2.
A texture similarity metric is then defined by Kullback-Leibler divergence [82] between
the normalized histograms for two images.
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Table 4.1: Computational complexity comparison measured in operations per pixel.
Feature Complexity Feature Complexity
LBPriu8,1 (No interp.) 30 LBP
riu
8,1 90
LRI (K = 4) 36 LBPriu16,2 242
RI-LRI (K = 4) 47 LBPriu24,3 394
4.1.1 Computational Complexity
As described earlier, the number of computations needed to compute LRI indices is around
4K operations per pixel. After considering the computation to determine the dominant
direction, the overall complexity for the RI-LRI feature vector is 8K + 15 (= 47 when
K = 4) operations per pixel. Table 4.1 compares the complexity of RI-LRI and LBP with
various parameters. One can see that RI-LRI is simpler than the simplest version of LBP
with interpolation and a bit more complex than the simplest LBP without interpolation.
4.2 Rotation-Invariant Subband Contrast Distribution
(RI-SCD)
As discussed earlier, the metric LRI+ was proposed as a combination of LRI, LBP, SCD
and IP, which have complementary properties. Here, we adopt a similar principle to design
a new rotation-invariant metric, RI-LRI+. However, we need to modify SCD (subband
contrast distribution), since it is rotation sensitive.
Given the variances {σ2s,r} of the bands in a subband decomposition of an image into S
scales and R equally spaced orientations, one can form an approximately rotation invariant
feature vector by ordering the variances for each scale from largest to smallest, and then
concatenating. The resulting feature vector will be invariant to image rotations by 2pi/R,
and if R is large enough, approximately invariant to any rotation.
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Figure 4.2: The 24 edge and 24 bar filters from RFS filter bank.
We found that the number of orientations was not large enough in either the usual
4-orientation steerable pyramid decomposition or the 4-direction pixel difference filters.
Hence, motivated by LEBC [31], we use the edge (first derivative) and bar (second deriva-
tive) filters from the Root Filter Set (RFS) [38, 39]. In this work, we set the number of
filter orientations to be eight and use three scales {(1, 3), (2, 6), (4, 12)}, for a total of 48
filters, as shown in Fig. 4.2. We normalize the texture image to have unit variance before
filtering, which creates invariance to global affine gray-scale changes. We end up with a
48-dimensional feature vector Fx = (sx,1, sx,2, . . . , sx,48) that is piecewise monotonic.
For two images x and y, with feature vectors Fx and Fy, the similarity score is
RI-SCD(x, y) =
48∏
i=1
2
√
sx,isy,i + C
sx,i + sy,i + C
,
where C is a small constant to increase robustness and avoid singularity. The RI-SCD(x, y)
values lie between 0 and 1, with 1 meaning identical. By multiplicatively combining all 48
terms, we use the hypothesis that similar texture patterns should have similar variances in
all 48 subbands.
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4.3 Rotation-Invariant Texture Similarity Metric: RI-
LRI+
As in LRI+, we propose the following way to combine RI-LRI with LBP and RI-SCD to
obtain a very effective rotation-invariant metric:
RI-LRI+ = RI-LRIp1 × LBPp2 × (1− RI-SCD)p3 .
We found that p1 = 0.7, p2 = 0.4 and p3 = 1.3 to be good values for weighting the three
metric components. Different from LRI+, the Intensity Penalty (IP) metric is not included
in RI-LRI+. This is because in texture classification tasks, people usually do not care
about background luminance difference between two texture patterns. RI-LRI+ values are
non-negative, with 0 meaning identical and small values meaning similar. Since all three
components are rotation and gray-scale invariant, so is RI-LRI+. As can be seen from the
experiments in Section 4.4.1, RI-LRI+ is also insensitive to changes in the spectrum of the
illuminance. With K = 4, the RI-LRI+ feature vector has dimension 139 (= 81 + 10 + 48).
This feature dimension is almost ten times less than the state-of-the-art metric, LEBC [31],
which has a 1280-dimensional feature vector.
4.4 Metric Performance Evaluation
This section reports the results of testing RI-LRI and RI-LRI+ based on its ability to do
texture classification using the Outex [36] and CUReT databases [37] in the same ways
that many previous metrics have been tested. The proposed metrics are compared to the
state-of-the-art metric, LEBC [31], as well as other recently proposed metrics, including
DLBP [28], CLBP [29], DNS [30], VZ-MR8 [38] and VZ-Joint [39].
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Figure 4.3: 24 textures from the Outex database.
4.4.1 Experiment 1: Classification on the Outex Database
To make a fair comparison with previous methods, experiments are performed in exactly the
same way as in [27–31], using two test suites in the Outex database [36]: TC10 and TC12.
Each test suite contains 24 texture classes obtained under three illumination conditions
(“horizon”,“inca” and “t184”) and nine orientations (0 ◦, 5 ◦, 10 ◦, 15 ◦, 30 ◦, 45 ◦, 60 ◦, 75 ◦
and 90 ◦). For each texture class, under each illumination and orientation condition, there
are 20 non-overlapped 128×128 texture samples. Figure 4.3 shows 24 sample images, each
from one texture class used in the experiment. One can see that many texture patterns in
the Outex database are highly directional. The texture classification experiment is based on
a nearest neighbor classifier with a “dictionary” composed of the 480 TC10 “inca” images
with orientation 0◦. Classification results are reported for three different sets of query
images: (a) the remaining 3840 “inca” images in TC10, (b) all “t184”, and (c) all “horizon”
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Table 4.2: Metric performance in the Outex database (%).
Metric TC10 TC12/“t184” TC12/“horizon” Avg.
LBPriu8,1 [27] 85.1 67.5 62.7 71.8
RI-LRI (K = 4) 91.0 82.0 81.6 84.9
LBP/VAR [27] 97.7 87.3 86.4 90.5
VZ-Joint [29] 92.0 91.4 92.1 91.8
VZ-MR8 [29] 93.6 92.6 92.8 93.0
DLBP+NGF [28] 99.1 93.2 90.4 94.2
DNS+LBP [30] 99.3 94.4 92.9 95.5
CLBP [31] 99.2 95.2 95.6 96.7
LEBC [31] 99.5 98.4 98.2 98.7
RI-LRI+ (K = 4) 99.4 97.7 98.2 98.4
images in TC12, of which there are 4320 of each. The first experiment is designed to test
rotation invariance property of a metric, since the dictionary contains textures in only one
orientation, yet is tested on textures in the other eight orientations. As a more challenging
setup, in the second and third experiments, the dictionary contains textures in only one
orientation and illumination, and is tested on textures in the other eight orientations using
two different illuminants. Hence, the second and third experiments test not only rotation
invariance, but also illuminance sensitivity.
In each experiment, the metric performance is measured by classification accuracy. Ta-
ble 4.2 shows experimental results for our methods based on our experiments, as well as for
other methods based on performance reported in [27–31]. For each metric, only the best
performance in the cited reference is shown. The first three data columns show the three
experiments described above, respectively. And the last data column gives the average per-
formance of the three experiments. The first two lines show the performance of LBPriu8,1 and
RI-LRI with K = 4, which are the two simplest and the most basic metrics. The results
show that although RI-LRI is computationally more efficient, its classification accuracy
significantly outperforms LBP. Because of its simplicity, RI-LRI could be added to exist-
ing or future texture similarity metrics without increasing complexity very much. Starting
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Table 4.3: Metric performance in CUReT database (%). Numbers after “±” are standard
deviations.
N 46 23 12 6
LBPriu8,1 80.8±1.3 75.2±1.7 67.9±2.5 59.0±4.1
RI-LRI (K = 4) 91.9±1.2 86.3±1.6 78.4±2.7 66.9±4.2
VZ-Joint [29] 97.7 94.6 89.4 81.1
VZ-MR8 [29] 97.8 95.0 90.5 82.9
CLBP [31] 97.0 93.6 87.7 78.3
DNS+LBP [30] 95.0 - - -
LEBC [31] 98.5 96.0 91.0 82.3
RI-LRI+(K = 4) 98.0±0.5 95.3±1.1 91.0±1.8 82.8±3.8
from the third line, the results of more sophisticated metrics are shown, with LEBC and
RI-LRI+ being the best. While LEBC has slightly better performance than RI-LRI+, its
1280-dimensional feature vector is much larger than the 139-dimensional RI-LRI+ feature
vector, resulting in much higher storage demand and computational complexity.
4.4.2 Experiment 2: Classification on the CUReT Database
As mentioned previously, the CUReT database [37] contains 61 texture classes, each with
92 images obtained from different viewpoints and illumination conditions (5612 images
in total). Following the experiment setups in [29, 31], N images per class are randomly
selected as the dictionary for a nearest neighbor classifier, and the remaining images are
used for testing. Four experiments are conducted with N = 46, 23, 12 and 6, respectively.
Each experiment is repeated 100 times and the average classification accuracy is reported
in Table 4.3. Compared to LBPriu8,1 , RI-LRI gives significantly better classification accuracy.
This is consistent with the result from the Outex database. LEBC has the best performance
on average, with RI-LRI+ and VZ-MR8 not far behind. However, if LEBC and VZ-MR8
methods have the same standard deviation as RI-LRI+, then the differences in performance
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are not that significant. When feature dimension is considered, the 139-dimensional RI-
LRI+ feature vector is significantly more compact than the 960-dimensional VZ-MR8 fea-
ture vector and the 1280-dimensional LEBC feature vector. In short, RI-LRI+ metric has
comparable performance with the state-of-the-art metric, LEBC, with a much lower dimen-
sional feature vector.
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CHAPTER 5
The Distribution of LRI Indices for Tessellations
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, two versions of LRI, namely LRI-A and LRI-D, were proposed. LRI-A
captures inter-edge distance distributions in a texture pattern in eight directions, where an
inter-edge distance is the distance between two adjacent edges in a certain direction. Due
to the stochasticity of textures, such distances have a distribution. Theoretically speaking,
inter-edge distance distributions reflect the sizes of texture elements in each direction and
provide good distinguishing power as evidenced in a number of experiments. Different
from LRI-A, LRI-D measures distribution of distance-to-nearest-edge in eight directions.
At each pixel location, for each direction, there is a distance to its nearest edge. As one can
imagine, such distances are highly correlated for adjacent pixels. Both LRI-A and LRI-D
are good features to measure texture similarity.
This chapter focuses on a theoretical analysis of LRI. In particular, we use continuous
space periodic tessellations to analyze LRI. It is intuitive to model textures with regular
and repetitive patterns, such as Voronoi tessellations [19, 20] and structural displacement
rules [21–23]. These methods assume textures are composed of texture elements with cer-
tain geometrical displacement rules. In order to gain insight into LRI features, we derive
formulas to predict the distributions of the LRI-A and LRI-D induced by periodic tessella-
tions. Numerical results demonstrate the accuracy of the formulas. In addition, a detailed
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model to pixelate a continuous image will be introduced, which may be useful for other
image processing related topics.
5.2 Tessellation Model
In this section, we introduce a tessellation model to be used to analyze LRI. We seek a
formula for the probability mass function of LRI indices in direction d for a discrete tessel-
lation. To define a discrete tessellation, we start with a continuous image X(t), t = (t1, t2),
described by a tessellation {Vi}. In particular, X contains identical tiles Vi, all being trans-
lations of some fundamental tile V , such as a square, diamond or hexagon, that are each
assigned a constant gray-scale intensity in such a way that adjacent tiles have significantly
different intensities, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. We assume that transitions in any direction d
relevant to LRI are equally like to be positive or negative.
Now consider a pixelation induced by a square grid of ∆ × ∆ pixels overlaid on the
image X . This square grid can be thought as a pixel tessellation {Wm}, where m =
(m1,m2), andm1,m2 are both integers. Each tile in {Wm} is a translation of a fundamental
square tile: [0,∆]× [0,∆], which is defined to be W(0,0). Specifically, Wm = W(0,0) + ∆m.
This grid induces a discrete-space, tessellated image Y = {Y [m]}, with pixels indexed by
integer coordinates m = (m1,m2), and with Y [m] inheriting the intensity of the tile Vi that
has the most coverage of pixel m.
By definition, bothX and Y have infinite support. To analyze LRI, we limit our attention
to some finite support. For X , we focus on the support region [0, S] × [0, S], for some
S > 0. In particular, we choose S to be a multiple of ∆. And for Y , we limit the support to
those m such that the corresponding square tile Wm overlaps [0, S] × [0, S]. Accordingly,
pixel index m takes integer value pairs within {0, 1, . . . , S∆ − 1} × {0, 1, . . . , S∆ − 1},
where S∆ = S∆ . To avoid any possible dependence between the pixel grid {Wm} and the
tessellation {Vi}, we assume that the pixel grid has a random shift described by a random
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Figure 5.1: A tessellation example.
vector U = (U1, U2) uniformly distributed on [0,∆) × [0,∆), where U is independent
of all other random variables. After this random shift, the new pixel grid is denoted as
{W˜m} = {Wm}+U . As can be seen later, this random shiftU helps analyze the distribution
of LRI-A. In particular, in terms of X and U , a discrete tessellated image Y˜U = M(X,U)
is now defined as follows:
Y˜U [m] = X(t) where t is any point in the Vi with largest overlap of pixel W˜m.
For a discrete-space image Y˜U , the LRI index at pixel m in direction d is denoted
Id[Y˜U ,m]. For an integer z and a random variable U , the frequency with which an LRI
index equals z is ∑
m
1
(
Id[Y˜U ,m] = z
) 1
S2∆
,
where S2∆ is the total number of pixels in Y˜U . Then we average this frequency over U to
obtain a more accurate estimate of the frequency with which an LRI index equals z:∫ ∆
0
∫ ∆
0
∑
m
1
(
Id[Y˜u,m] = z
) 1
S2∆
1
∆2
du1du2 .
This formula actually describes Pr(Id[Y˜U ,M ] = z), given M and U are independent and
uniformly distributed in {0, 1, . . . , S∆−1}×{0, 1, . . . , S∆−1} and [0,∆)× [0,∆), respec-
tively. From now on, we focus on deriving an estimate of Pr(Id[Y˜U ,M ] = z). In the next
two sections, we derive estimates of Pr(IdD[Y˜U ,M ] = z) for LRI-D and Pr(I
d
A[Y˜U ,M ] = z)
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for LRI-A, respectively.
Now, for a point t in a continuous image X and a given grid location U , define the
LRI index at point t as I˜d(X,U, t) = Id[M(X,U), pi(t, U)], where pi(t, U) = m if t
falls within pixel W˜m. As mentioned above, the goal of the following two sections is to
analyze LRI by finding an approximate formula for Pr(Id[Y˜U ,M ] = z). We do this by first
finding an approximate formula for Pr(I˜d(X,U, T ) = z), where T = (T1, T2) is uniformly
distributed over the support of X ([0, S] × [0, S]). For simplicity, we omit the effect of
the size limit K in LRI, although the derived formulas can be easily truncated to show its
effect. We assume throughout that ∆ is small relative to the size of the fundamental cell V
and that the image is large relative to the size of the tiles (so that boundary-of-image effects
can be ignored).
5.3 Analysis of LRI-D
In this section, we analyze LRI-D using the tessellation model described in Section 5.2.
For an integer z, we have
Pr(IdD[Y˜U ,M ] = z) = Pr(I˜
d
D(X,U, T ) = z)
∼= Pr
(
|Ld(T )− z∆| ≤ ∆
2
)
,
where Ld(t) equals the distance in direction d from t in the image domain to the nearest
boundary of a tile if the boundary crossing is a positive change of intensity, and minus the
distance if the boundary crossing is a negative change of intensity. We begin by considering
the simplest case that all transitions in direction d have a positive change in intensity, and
later consider the more general situation. Notice that the key approximation here is to
ignore the small dependence on U . Specifically,
Pr
(
|Ld(T )− z∆| ≤ ∆
2
)
=
∫ z∆+ ∆
2
z∆−∆
2
fD,d(τ)dτ ,
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where fD,d(s) is the probability density function (PDF) of Ld(T ). To compute fD,d(s), first
consider the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
FD,d(s) = Pr(L
d(T ) ≤ s) .
From the periodicity of the tessellation, it suffices to assume T is uniform over one par-
ticular tile Vi. Referring to the illustration in Fig. 5.1 for a tessellation of diamonds, the
probability of Ld(T ) ≤ s is the probability of the point T landing at a point in Vi such
that T + s · d is not in Vi, where d is the unit vector in direction d. This is actually the
shaded region in Fig. 5.1, with area denoted S(s), which is what remains of the tile under
consideration after removing all points contained in a translation of the tile by distance s in
the direction opposite to d. Hence, FD,d(s) is the ratio of the of area of the shaded region
to that of the entire tile. We will now show that S(s) is closely related to b(s), which is the
portion of the boundary of the translated tile that remains in the original tile (shown in red
in Fig. 5.1). Specifically,
S(s) =
∫ s
0
du
∫
b(u)
sin β(τ) dτ ,
where β(τ) is the angle at point τ between b(u) and direction d. One example is shown in
Fig. 5.1. This leads to
FD,d(s) =
S(s)
|V | ,
where |V | denotes the area of a tile. Taking the derivative leads to the main result of this
section:
fD,d(s) =
∫
b(s)
sin β(τ)dτ
|V | , 0 ≤ s ≤ Ld,max ,
where Ld,max denotes the maximum width of a tile in direction d. Notice that fD,d(s) will
be proportional to the length of b(s) if β(τ) is constant, which is true if b(s) is a straight
line.
To account for the positivity and negativity of LRI-D indices, as mentioned earlier, we
assume transitions in direction d are equally like to be positive or negative. In such a
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tessellation, the actual PDF of Ld(t) is fD,d(−s)
2
+
fD,d(s)
2
.
5.4 Analysis of LRI-A
In this section, we analyze LRI-A using the tessellation model proposed in Section 5.2.
Different from LRI-D, in a discrete image, a pixel has a non-zero LRI-A index if and only
if it is adjacent to an edge.
Again, we assume all transitions are positive, and that T is uniformly distributed on
some tile Vi. Let I˜dA
∆
= I˜dA(X,U, T ), and let BVi denote the boundary of Vi. For an integer
z ≥ 0, we can compute Pr (I˜dA = z) conditioned on whether I˜dA = 0:
Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = z) = Pr
(
I˜dA = z
)
= Pr
(
I˜dA = z|I˜dA = 0
) · Pr (I˜dA = 0)
+ Pr
(
I˜dA = z|I˜dA 6= 0
) · Pr (I˜dA 6= 0) .
In this formula, calculating Pr
(
I˜dA 6= 0
)
is the big challenge. We will derive this probability
later in this section. Actually the event that {I˜dA 6= 0} corresponds to the event that {T ∈
BdVi}, where BdVi = {t ∈ BVi : ∃s ≥ 0 s.t. t+ d · s ∈ BVi}, d is the unit vector in direction
d. To compute Pr
(
I˜dA = z|I˜dA 6= 0
)
, the key assumption we make now is similar to what
we did in the last section:
Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = z) = Pr
(
I˜dA = z
)
= Pr
(
I˜dA = z|I˜dA = 0
) · Pr (I˜dA = 0)
+ Pr
(
I˜dA = z|I˜dA 6= 0
) · Pr (I˜dA 6= 0)
∼= δ[z] · Pr (I˜dA = 0)
+ Pr
(
|Ld(T )− z∆| ≤ ∆
2
∣∣∣T ∈ BdVi) · Pr (I˜dA 6= 0)
∼= δ[z] · Pr (I˜dA = 0)+ ∫ z∆+ ∆2
z∆−∆
2
fA,d(τ) dτ · Pr(I˜dA 6= 0) ,
where fA,d(s)
∆
= fLd(T )|T∈BdVi
(s) for s > 0.
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Figure 5.2: The location of pixel grid U influences the LRI-A index at pixel m that
contains the interesting point t. The red curve is portion of the boundary between two
tiles. (Suppose Vi is to the left of this boundary.) Left image: the pixel m has zero LRI-A
index in direction d. Right image: the pixel m has non-zero LRI-A index in direction d.
Now let us compute Pr(I˜dA 6= 0). Specifically,
Pr
(
IdA[Y˜U ,M ] 6= 0
)
= Pr
(
I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0
)
= ETEU
[
16=0(I˜dA(X,U, T ))
]
,
where 16=0(I˜dA(X,U, T )) = 1, or equivalently I˜
d
A(X,U, T ) 6= 0, if there is an intensity
transition at pixel pi(T , U) in direction d.
To compute ETEU
[
16=0(I˜dA(X,U, T ))
]
, we first fix T = t and average over U ; subse-
quently we average over t. We first compute EU
[
16=0(I˜dA(X,U, t)
]
given some t. Con-
sider some t close to the boundary of Vi in direction d. In this case, whether or not
I˜dA(X,U, t) = 0 depends on U . For some choices of U , both the pixel containing t and
the next pixel in direction d will have intensity of Vi and I˜dA(X,U, t) = 0, as illustrated
in the left image in Fig. 5.2. For other values of U , the pixel containing t will have the
intensity of Vi but the next pixel in direction d will have the intensity that lies just beyond
Vi, , as illustrated in the right image in Fig. 5.2. So Pr(I˜dA(X,U, t) 6= 0) is the probability
of all U ’s that cause the second behavior.
From this analysis, for a given t, we claim that EU
[
16=0(I˜dA(X,U, t)
]
is a function
f(l, θ), where l is the perpendicular distance from t to the nearest boundary of Vi (l is
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Figure 5.3: Upper left: Illustration of l and θ. Upper right: Range of tile boundary to
trigger a non-zero LRI-A index at t. Second row: Demonstrate the computation of f(l, θ).
positive if the coordinate of the foot of the perpendicular line in direction d is larger than
the coordinate of t in direction d, and negative otherwise), and θ is the angle between direc-
tion d and the slope of the boundary of Vi at the foot of the perpendicular line. Specifically,
if direction d is rotated clockwise by θ, it is parallel to the boundary of Vi at the foot of the
perpendicular line. The definitions of l and θ are illustrated in the upper left sub-image in
Fig. 5.3. Due to symmetry, it is obvious that f(l, θ) = f(l, pi − θ). Hence, we just need to
derive f(l, θ) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi
2
.
In the following, we consider horizontal direction to the right as shown in Fig. 5.3. The
analysis for vertical, diagonal and anti-diagonal directions are similar. For some particular
U , the left square in the upper right sub-image in Fig. 5.3 is the pixel m that includes the
interesting point t. I˜dA(X,U, t) 6= 0 if Y˜U [m] 6= Y˜U [m + (1, 0)]. Equivalently, if the
nearest boundary locates between the two red lines, this condition holds. Notice that the
two red lines pass through the centers of pixel m and m + (1, 0) , respectively. With this
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observation, we conclude that the centers of m and m + (1, 0) should locate on different
sides of the boundary in order to trigger a non-zero LRI-A index at t in direction d.
Now we can derive f(l, θ) as a function of l for any fixed θ, as illustrated in the second
row of Fig. 5.3. Given a point t, the center of m (such that W˜m includes t) can only locate
at the square region centered at t with width ∆. Accordingly, the center of m+ (1, 0) can
only locate at the next square region horizontally to the right. As discussed, the centers of
m and m + (1, 0) can only locate at the blue and red regions, respectively. Since there
exists a 1-to-1 mapping from the center of m and the center of m+(1, 0) , the intersection
of the blue and red regions is actually the green region. This green region can also be
viewed as the intersection of the parallelogram abce and the square centered at t. As l
decreases, the parallelogram abce goes down. The ratio of the area of the green region over
∆2 gives EU(1R6=0(I˜dA(X,U, t)), which is actually f(l, θ).
First, for 0 < θ ≤ arctan 1
2
, Figure 5.4 shows the movement of parallelogram abce in
the first row. And
f(l, θ) =

tan θ
2
(1− l−l0
∆ sin θ
)2 l∈(l0, l0 + ∆ sin θ]
(sin θ+
l0−l
∆
)2−2( l0−l
∆
)2
sin 2θ
l∈(l0 −∆ sin θ, l0]
tan θ l∈(−l0 + 2∆ sin θ, l0 −∆ sin θ]
f(−l + ∆ sin θ, θ) l∈(−l0 + ∆ sin θ,−l0 + 2∆ sin θ]
f(−l + ∆ sin θ, θ) l∈ [−l0,−l0 + ∆ sin θ]
,
where
l0 =
∆ sin θ + ∆ cos θ
2
.
Second, for arctan 1
2
< θ ≤ pi
4
, the movement of parallelogram abce is a little different
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Figure 5.4: Computing f(l, θ) with different θ. First row: 0 < θ ≤ arctan 1
2
. Second row:
arctan 1
2
< θ ≤ pi
4
. Third row: pi
4
≤ θ < pi
2
. The solid dot in each sub-image represents t,
and the left square is all possible positions of the center of pixel m.
than the first case, as shown in the second row of Fig. 5.4. And accordingly,
f(l, θ) =

tan θ
2
(1− l−l0
∆ sin θ
)2 l∈(l0, l0 + ∆ sin θ]
(sin θ+
l0−l
∆
)2−2( l0−l
∆
)2
sin 2θ
l∈(−l0 + 2∆ sin θ, l0]
1− (
l0−l
∆
)2+(
l0−l
∆
−cos θ)2
sin 2θ
l∈(l0 −∆ sin θ,−l0 + 2∆ sin θ]
f(−l + ∆ sin θ, θ) l∈(−l0 + ∆ sin θ, l0 −∆ sin θ]
f(−l + ∆ sin θ, θ) l∈ [−l0,−l0 + ∆ sin θ]
.
At last, for pi
4
≤ θ < pi
2
, Figure 5.4 shows the movement of parallelogram abce in row three.
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Figure 5.5: f(l, θ) for 0 < θ ≤ arctan 1
2
.
And
f(l, θ) =

(
l0−l
∆
+sin θ)2
sin 2θ
l∈(−l0 + 2∆ sin θ, l0 + ∆ sin θ]
3
2
− l
∆ sin θ
l∈(l0,−l0 + 2∆ sin θ]
1− (
l0−l
∆
)2+(
l0−l
∆
−cos θ)2
sin 2θ
l∈(−l0 + ∆ sin θ, l0]
f(−l + ∆ sin θ, θ) l∈(l0 −∆ sin θ,−l0 + ∆ sin θ]
f(−l + ∆ sin θ, θ) l∈ [−l0, l0 −∆ sin θ]
.
Figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 present these three formulas. They are all first order continuous at
each point. If l > l0 + ∆ sin θ or l < −l0, f(l, θ) = 0. Hence, we just need to consider t
along the vicinity of the tile boundary.
Up to now, we have the formulas of f(l, θ) for 0 < θ < pi
2
. If θ = 0, f(l, 0) = 0,∀l. If
θ = pi
2
, we have
f(l,
pi
2
) =

3
2
− l
∆
l∈(∆
2
, 3∆
2
]
1
2
+ l
∆
l∈ [−∆
2
, ∆
2
]
.
Now we can compute Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) by averaging EU
[
16=0(I˜dA(X,U, t))
]
over
t. For a periodic tessellation, instead of considering all t, we can focus on one tile Vi and
integrate along its boundary BVi . The result is organized in the following lemma.
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Figure 5.6: f(l, θ) for arctan 1
2
< θ ≤ pi
4
.
Lemma 1. After pixelation of a continuous tessellation with small pixel size ∆, the fraction
of pixels that have an intensity transition in horizontal direction is
Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) ≈
∫
BVi
∫ l0(u)+∆ sin θ(u)
−l0(u) f(l, θ(u))dldu
2|Vi| ,
where |Vi| denotes the area of Vi. Moreover, Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) is proportional to ∆.
Note that the factor 2 in the above denominator is due to the fact that each boundary is
double counted. The fact that Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) is proportional to ∆ can be proved by
observing that f(l, θ) is a function of l
∆
for all l. After integrating f(l, θ) over a range of
which both ends are proportional to ∆, the resulting formula is proportional to ∆.
As an aside, we note that this analysis can be generalized to non-periodic textures de-
scribed by a partition of cells, with each cell having a constant intensity and adjacent cells
having different intensities. In this case, instead of integrating over boundaries of a tile,
we integrate f(l, θ) over all boundaries in the texture and divide it by the area of the entire
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Figure 5.7: f(l, θ) for pi
4
≤ θ < pi
2
.
texture. Specifically,
Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) ≈
∫
boundary
du
∫ l0(u)+∆ sin θ(u)
−l0(u) f(l, θ(u))dl
area of texture
.
For a general texture, we still have Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) ∝ ∆.
Now two examples will be discussed. For tessellation of squares in Fig. 5.8, if d is
horizontal direction,
Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) =
2w
∫ 1.5∆
−0.5∆(f(l,
pi
2
) + f(l, 0))dl
2w2
=
1
w
∆ .
If d is diagonal direction, similarly, Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) = 2w∆. For tessellation of
diamonds (with width w) in Fig. 5.8, if d is horizontal direction,
Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) =
4w
∫ √2∆
−
√
2
2
∆
f(l, pi
4
)dl
2w2
=
√
2
w
∆ .
If d is diagonal direction, similarly, Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) 6= 0) =
√
2
w
∆.
We now seek fA,d(s) for s > 0. Let BdVi,s = {t ∈ BVi : t + d · s ∈ BVi}, so that
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Figure 5.8: Checkerboard, hexagon and diamond tessellations.
Ld(t) = s for all t ∈ BdVi,s. As an example, points a and a′ in Fig. 5.1 belong to BdVi,s. Let
us analyze point a, and a′ is very similar. ∀t ∈ ab ∆= r(a) satisfies that s ≤ Ld(t) ≤ s + .
And
|r(a)| = |ab| = × sin β(a)
sin(pi − α(a)− β(a)) ,
where α(a) and β(a) are defined in Fig. 5.1. For s > 0,
fA,d(s) = fLd(T )|T∈BdVi
(s)
= lim
→0
Pr(s ≤ L(τ) ≤ s+ |τ ∈ BdVi)

=
1
|BdVi|
∑
t∈BdVi,s
|r(t)|
=
1
|BdVi|
∑
t∈BdVi,s
sin β(t)
sin(pi − α(t)− β(t)) .
For convex shapes, |BdVi,s| ∈ {0, 1, 2,∞}. For nonconvex shapes, |BdVi,s| could take
other positive integer values. |BdVi,s| =∞ if and only if α(t) + β(t) = pi, or there exist two
lines separated by s on the boundary of a tile such that one is a translated version of the
other in direction d. In this case, fA,d(s) has a delta function δ(·) at s.
In summary,
Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = z) = Pr
(
I˜dA = z
)
∼= δ[z] · Pr (I˜dA = 0)+ ∫ z∆+ ∆2
z∆−∆
2
fA,d(τ) dτ · Pr(I˜dA 6= 0) ,
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Figure 5.9: fD,d(s) (red) and fA,d(s) (green) for tessellations of square, hexagon and
diamond, respectively. Ld,max denotes the largest possible LRI index in each tessellation.
where Pr(I˜dA 6= 0) is given in Lemma 1 and fA,d(τ) is given above.
Now several examples of fD,d(s) and fA,d(s) are given. For the checkerboard pattern in
Fig. 5.8 and horizontal direction d,
fD,d(s) =
1
Ld,max
, fA,d(s) = P1δ(s) + (1− P1)δ(s− Ld,max) ,
where P1 = Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) = 0) and 0 ≤ s ≤ Ld,max(= w). For the diamond tessellation
in Fig. 5.8 and direction d,
fD,d(s) =
2(Ld,max − l)
L2d,max
, fA,d(s) = P1δ(l) + (1− P1) 1
Ld,max
.
For the hexagon tessellation in Fig. 5.8 and direction d,
fD,d(s) =

4
3Ld,max
for 0 ≤ s ≤ Ld,max
2
8(Ld,max−l)
3L2d,max
for Ld,max
2
< s ≤ Ld,max
and
fA,d(s) = P1δ(l) + (1− P1) 2
Ld,max
(H(
Ld,max
2
)−H(Ld,max)) ,
where H(·) represents the Heaviside step function. The corresponding fD,d(s) and fA,d(s)
of these three tessellations are shown in Fig. 5.9.
5.5 Relationship of LRI-A and LRI-D
One interesting observation from Fig. 5.9 is that the fA,d(s) behaves like the negative
derivative of the fD,d(s). This is because on the one hand, fD,d(s0) represents the den-
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Figure 5.10: One tile V in a tessellation.
sity of points whose distances to the nearest edges in direction d equal to s0. In other
words, the inter-edge distances passing through these points must be greater than or equal
to s0. Hence, fD,d(s0) is closely related to 1 minus the cumulative distribution function of
the inter-edge distances in direction d. On the other hand, fA,d(s0) represents the fraction
of inter-edge distances in direction d that equal to s0, which is essentially the probability
density function of the inter-edge distances. We will prove this explanation in this section
and the analysis reveals the fundamental relationship of LRI-A and LRI-D.
Due to the periodicity of tessellation, we can focus our analysis on one tile V , with
area |V |, as shown in Fig. 5.10. Given horizontal direction d, we say that V has size W in
direction d and size H in direction perpendicular to d. We first derive formulas for fA,d(s),
and then link fA,d(s) to fD,d(s). In this section, we consider V to be pixelated with small
pixel size ∆ as before. In a discrete image, we define a chord as a straight line (a sequence
of pixels) in direction d whose both ending points reside on the boundary of V . There only
exists finite number of chords that begin and end in the center of pixels in direction d in V ,
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namely H
∆
. The leftmost pixel on each chord (or its neighboring pixel in direction d) has a
non-zero LRI-A index equal to the length of the chord. Actually, the union of these leftmost
pixels (or their neighboring pixels in direction d) is the set BdV . Recall that in Section 5.4,
we have
Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = z) = Pr
(
I˜dA = z
)
∼= 1=0(z) · Pr
(
I˜dA=0
)
+
∫ z∆+ ∆
2
z∆−∆
2
fA,d(τ) dτ · Pr(I˜dA 6=0) .
From above we know for an integer z > 0,
Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = z)
1− Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = 0)
=
∫ z∆+ ∆
2
z∆−∆
2
fA,d(τ) dτ ∼= ∆fD,d(z∆) .
Summing the above over all the integers between z and W
∆
gives
Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] ≥ z)
1− Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = 0)
∼=
∫ W
z∆
fA,d(τ) dτ .
Only for M ∈ BdV do we have Pr(IdA[Y,M ] 6= 0). The left hand side in the above
equation measures the fraction of pixels in BdV having LRI-A index greater than or equal to
z, which is h(z∆)
H
, where h(·) is illustrated in Fig.5.10. So we have
Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] ≥ z)
1− Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = 0)
=
h(z∆)
H
∼=
∫ W
z∆
fA,d(τ) dτ .
When ∆ is very small, we can substitute z∆ for any positive real number s < W :∫ W
s
fA,d(τ) dτ =
h(s)
H
.
Before we derive the formula for fD,d(s), we first show a lemma that will be useful.
Lemma 2.
|V | ∼= H ·
∫ W
0+
τ · fA,d(τ)dτ .
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Proof.
|V | =
W/∆∑
i=1
i∆ · Pr(I
d
A[Y˜U ,M ] = i)
1− Pr(IdA[Y˜U ,M ] = 0)
H
∼=
W/∆∑
i=1
i∆ ·∆fA,d(i∆)H
= H
W∑
j=∆
j · fA,d(j)∆
∼= H
∫ W
0+
τfA,d(τ)dτ .
In the proof, the first equality holds since |V | can be computed as the summation of
areas of chords with different lengths, ranging from 1 to W/∆. Note that
∫W
0+
τfA,d(τ)dτ
is the average length of chords in direction d.
Now let us link fD,d(s) to fA,d(s). Recall that
fD,d(s) = lim
→0
Pr(s ≤ Ld(T ) ≤ s+ )

,
where Ld(t) equals the distance in direction d from t in the image domain to the nearest
boundary of a tile if the boundary crossing is a positive change of intensity, and minus the
distance if the boundary crossing is a negative change of intensity. As before, we assume
all transitions in direction d have a positive change in intensity. Under this setting, fD,d(s)
measures the probability density of uniformly choosing a point t ∈ V such that Ld(t) = s.
We can characterize the random occurrence of t into two steps. First, choose a chord
based on some probability distribution. And then uniformly choose a point on the chord.
Since the random occurrence of t is uniform in V , longer chords have higher probability
to be chosen than shorter ones. Based on Lemma 2, a chord with length τ is chosen with
probability
τfA,d(τ)∫W
0+
rfA,d(r)dr
.
In order to choose t on a chord C such that Ld(t) = s, the length of C must be at least s.
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Figure 5.11: Accuracy of theoretical value of Pr(LRI-A 6= 0).
Hence, we have
fD,d(s) =
∫ W
s
τfA,d(τ)∫W
0+
rfA,d(r)dr
· 1
τ
dτ =
∫W
s
fA,d(τ)dτ∫W
0+
rfA,d(r)dr
=
h(s)/H
|V |/H =
h(s)
|V | .
This equation enables us to link fD,d(s) to fA,d(s) :
fD,d(s) =
∫W
s
fA,d(τ)dτ
|V |/H ,
or
fA,d(s) = −|V |
H
· dfD,d(s)
ds
.
This explains why fA,d(s) behaves like the negative derivative of fD,d(s). This analysis
reveals the fundamental relationship of LRI-A and LRI-D.
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Figure 5.12: Theoretical vs. actual LRI-A distributions for diamond (first row) and
hexagon (second row) tessellations.
5.6 Numerical Results
Figure 5.11 shows the accuracy of the Lemma 1 formula for Pr(LRI-A 6= 0) for the
checkerboard and hexagonal tessellations of Fig. 5.8, as a function of the ratio of funda-
mental cell side length w to pixel size ∆. By accuracy we mean one minus the ratio of
the absolute difference between the actual Pr(LRI-A 6= 0) for a discrete image and the
formula, and the formula itself. Note that in this experiment we use the exact checker-
board and hexagonal tessellation images in Fig. 5.8, which have five and eight horizontal
repetitions of the fundamental cells, respectively. One can see that the accuracy increases
rapidly, and is greater than 0.99 for w
∆
> 20.
Given that the accuracy of Pr(LRI-A 6= 0) is high, to match the remainder of the LRI-
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Figure 5.13: Theoretical vs. actual LRI-D distributions for diamond (first row) and
hexagon (second row) tessellations.
A distribution, the predictions for Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) = z) simply need to be accurate for
nonzero integer values of z. When the positivity and negativity of transitions are consid-
ered, one needs to compare Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) = z)/2 to the actual LRI-A distributions for
±z. This approximation is valid if our assumption that transitions in direction d in X are
equally like to be positive or negative is satisfied. For the diamond and hexagon tessel-
lations in Fig. 5.8 and horizontal direction, this condition is satisfied. Figure 5.12 shows
numerical results, with the first row comparing the theoretical Pr(I˜dA(X,U, T ) = z) to
the actual LRI-A distributions for a tessellations by diamonds and the second row for tes-
sellations by hexagons. The two figures in the first column are based on the images in
Fig. 5.8. Since these have only a few horizontal tiles, boundary effects cause mismatches
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of theoretical and actual LRI-A distributions. This effect can be expected to decrease as the
images include more tiles. To test this hypothesis, we horizontally repeated the images in
Fig. 5.8 ten times, recomputed the distributions, and show the results in the second column
in Fig. 5.12. As expected, the theoretical and the actual LRI-A distributions become more
similar. Note that in the second row, the actual LRI-A distribution has some fluctuations
that cannot be explained by the theoretical distribution. This is partially because the pixela-
tion of a hexagon will introduce round-up errors due to the existence of 120◦ angles. With
the increase of w
∆
, the fluctuations will become smaller.
The same accuracy tests were conducted for LRI-D using the tessellations of diamonds
and hexagons in Fig. 5.8, and results are shown in Fig. 5.13. Again, the accuracies of the
formulas increase as the image contains more horizontal tiles.
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CHAPTER 6
Application to Photographic Paper Classification
6.1 Introduction
Since the early 20th century, photographic paper manufacturers have textured their products
in different ways in order to provide photographers with a variety of esthetic effects and
to distinguish their papers from others [99]. As photographers make conscious choices of
paper, if textures can be distinguished, then analyses of the texture on which a photograph
is printed can be useful in attributing it to a particular photographer or period of time.
Similarly, it can be useful to distinguish contemporary papers developed for inkjet printers.
To facilitate such photographic paper analysis, Messier et al. [99, 100] constructed two
datasets by taking raking light images of various papers. One dataset, called b&w, contains
images of black and white silver gelatin photographic papers and the other, called inkjet,
contains images of inkjet papers. Each dataset contains 120 high-resolution images from
different manufacturers and brands. The datasets are challenging due to the high similarity
of the different types of papers.
With this data set in mind, a number of texture similarity metrics have been pro-
posed, including those based on eigentextures [100, 101], random-feature textons [100],
anisotrpoic wavelet multiscale analysis [100, 102], pseudo-area-scale analysis [100, 103],
POEM+VLAT [104], and HOG+VLAT [104]. The first four were stimulated by a collab-
orative competition organized by Messier, Johnson and Klein et al [100]. These methods
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were tested on the b&w and inkjet datasets described above and achieved good perfor-
mance.
In this chapter, we apply Local Radius Index (LRI), more specially, LRI-A, and the
similarity metrics based on it, to classify photographic papers in the aforementioned two
datasets. LRI extracts texture features in spatial domain using simple pixel level operations.
Hence, it is computationally very efficient. When combined with complementary features
such as Local Binary Patterns LBP [27], and newly proposed Subband Contract Distribu-
tion (SCD) and Intensity Penalization (IP), LRI-based metrics have performed as well as
state-of-the-art metrics, and sometimes significantly better, in problems such as identical
texture retrieval, image compression, and texture classification. Moreover, the LRI based
metrics require substantially less computation than the other state-of-the-art metrics. In
the process of applying LRI to paper texture classification, it is found in the present work
that for this application the metric can benefit from an improved method of adapting its
threshold T to specific images. The results of this chapter show that classification based on
the improved LRI metric outperforms previous methods, both on the groupings of images
considered in previous analyses, as well as in some new groupings. The latter also suggest
the ability to distinguish photographic papers by brand/style and reflectance.
6.2 Improved Threshold Selection for LRI Feature
As mentioned in Chapter 3, two parameters K and T govern the operation of LRI. The
size limit K restricts the maximum size of texture elements that can be detected by LRI-A.
As suggested in [34], K = 4 is usually large enough. The threshold T determines what is
considered to be an edge in a texture pattern and also controls the noise sensitivity of the
operator. Large T makes the LRI-A operator noise insensitive and only sharp edges are
detected. Small T has the opposite effect. To better adapt to a texture pattern, T should be
image dependent. In [34], T was chosen to be σ/2, where σ is the standard deviation of the
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image. This value was intended to be small enough to enable most of the interesting edges
in texture patterns to be recognized, and at the same time, large enough so that it will not
include small intensity transitions that are not important to the human eye. Experimental
results in Section 3.5 showed that this choice is suitable for many texture patterns.
To provide an idea of how T influences texture classification, Figure 6.1 plots classi-
fication accuracy vs.D, when (a) T = σ/D, (b) the classification experiment is the one
described in detail in Section 6.3.1 on the inkjet dataset grouped into the nine classes de-
scribed there, each containing 10 images, and (c) classification accuracy is measured by
three performance measures used there: P@1, MRR and MAP. For each performance mea-
sure, a high value indicates good accuracy. As can be seen, as T decreases, classification
performance increases substantially and then plateaus when D reaches four. The fact that
D = 4 works better in this experiment than D = 2, which worked well for the datasets in
Section 3.5 suggests that D should be adapted to the images being classified.
Whereas the idea in Section 3.5 was to choose threshold T = σ/2 to be proportional to
the variance of the image, the new idea is that the threshold T should depend on how much
pixel-to-pixel variation the image contains. For example, although the image from the
inkjet dataset shown in Fig. 6.2 has considerable variance, it has very small pixel-to-pixel
changes, i.e., it is very smooth, and the texture is barely visible. Thus when T = σ/2, very
few edges are detected and the LRI feature vector contains little distinctive information.
The new approach bases the threshold T on the distribution of interpixel differences. In
particular, given an image, let F (x) denote the empirical cumulative distribution function
(CDF) for the magnitude difference between adjacent pixels horizontally, vertically and
diagonally. For example, Figure 6.2 shows the CDF of the inkjet image shown there. We
now propose
T = F−1(1− P ) ,
where P is a parameter such that when T is chosen as above, the fraction of pixel dif-
ferences whose magnitudes exceed T is P . For example, if P = 1, then T = 0, and an
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Figure 6.1: Classification accuracy vs.D for the inkjet dataset using LRI with threshold
T = σ/D .
edge is detected between every pair of adjacent pixels. For several values of P , Table 6.1
shows classification accuracy on the inkjet dataset used in Fig. 8.13 when T is chosen as
above. One can see that performance is good for P ranging from 0.1 to 0.4, i.e., it is not
overly sensitive to the choice of T . Based on experiments such as shown in this table,
we adopt P = 0.3 in this paper. For example, for the image in Fig. 6.2, this results in
T = 0.083 × σ. In contrast, choosing T = σ/2 corresponds to F−1(1 − P ) = 0.5, or
equivalently, F (0.5) = 1−P , which implies P ≈ 0, i.e., essentially no edges are detected.
As one may notice, actually the proposed threshold adaptation procedure is independent of
σ, and purely depends on the empirical CDF of the interpixel differences.
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Table 6.1: Classification accuracy for the inkjet dataset using LRI with several choices of
P determining the threshold T .
P P@1 MRR MAP
0.1 86.7% 90.5% 77.8%
0.2 88.9% 90.7% 78.7%
0.3 88.9% 91.0% 78.8%
0.4 87.8% 90.7% 79.0%
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X: 0.08284
Y: 0.7006
Figure 6.2: Left: a sample image from the inkjet dataset. Right: empirical CDF of
interpixel differences.
6.3 Experiments and Results
In this section, we describe the results of applying LRI and LRI+ with the new thresh-
old adaptation procedure to the b&w and inkjet datasets [99, 100]. Each dataset contains
120 high-resolution photographic papers. As described in [100], the b&w dataset has the
following structure:
a) Images 1-30 are taken from 3 papers, 10 images from each paper, with each paper
having a different manufacturer and/or style, e.g., intended reflectance.
b) Images 31-60 are taken from 30 different papers, 10 papers coming from each of 3
different packages. Each package has a different manufacturer and/or style.
c) Images 61-70 are taken from 10 different papers, all manufactured by Kodak, all listed
as glossy, dated from 1928 to 1939, with several different brand names.
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Figure 6.3: Images 9i+ 1, for i = 0, 2, . . . , 8, from the inkjet dataset.
d) Images 71-80 are taken from 10 different papers, all manufactured by Dupont, all listed
as semi-matte, dated from 1951 to 1958, with two different brand names.
e) Images 81-90 are taken from 10 different papers, all manufactured by Agfa, listed as
lustre or glossy, dated from 1955 to 1976, with two different brand names.
f) Images 91-120 are randomly selected papers, including some from the previously
groups. It is intended to increase the difficulty of classification.
The inkjet dataset has a similar structure.
Figures 6.3 shows images 9i+1, for i = 0, 2, . . . , 8, from the inkjet dataset. One can see
that except for image 21, all the other eight photographic papers are very similar, with very
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Figure 6.4: Images 9i+ 1, for i = 0, 2, . . . , 8, from the b&w dataset.
detailed texture patterns. Similarly, Figure 6.4 shows images 9i + 1, for i = 0, 2, . . . , 8,
from the b&w dataset. Images from the b&w dataset are even more similar to each other
than images from the inkjet dataset. From images shown in these two figures, we can see
how challenging it is to classify photographic papers. The resolution of these images is
very high. Each image in the inkjet and b&w datasets has 1536×2080 pixels and measures
only 1.00× 1.35 cm2 of the photographic paper. Also note that the imaging system causes
the low frequency shading at the four corners of these images that is not intrinsic to the
photographic papers.
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Figure 6.5: Score matrices of ground truth (Column 1), LRI+ (Column 2) and WPI
(Column 3) on inkjet (Row 1) and b&w (Row 2) datasets. Darker indicates more similar.
Since the dataset images are high-resolution (1536 × 2080), computational complex-
ity can be large. However, as illustrated in Table 6.2, LRI-based classification works well
when applied to down-sampled images. Hence, in this section, all results of LRI-based
classification are computed from images down-sampled by five, both horizontally and ver-
tically, which reduces complexity by a factor of 25. The results for other methods are not
based on these down-sampled images, but are instead derived from the similarity matrices
reported by the originators of the methods.
For each dataset, Figure 6.5 shows the resulting pairwise similarity matrices for LRI+
and for the previous method with best overall performance, namely, WPI [100, 103]. Also
shown is a manually-labelled similarity matrix from [100], serving as a kind of ground
truth. As originally suggested in [100], such plots indicate roughly the similarities within
and between classes, as well as a rough sense of the performance of a metric. As can
be seen, in the inkjet database, classes 1, 7, 8 and 9 in inkjet datasets are very similar as
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Table 6.2: Accuracy of LRI-based classification of the inkjet dataset, with and without
down-sampling.
Down-sample factor P@1 MRR MAP
1 (original images) 88.9% 91.0% 78.8%
5 85.6% 89.6% 77.6%
Table 6.3: Classification results on inkjet and b&w datasets.
inkjet dataset b&w dataset
Metric P@1 MRR MAP P@1 MRR MAP
LRI 85.6% 89.6% 77.6% 96.7% 97.1% 89.5%
LRI+ 90.0% 92.9% 79.8% 98.9% 99.1% 91.5%
Lyon [100, 102] 87.8% 90.4% 77.6% 62.2% 76.9% 65.0%
Tilburg [100] 82.2% 87.6% 76.9% 47.8% 62.6% 42.6%
WPI [100, 103] 87.8% 90.8% 77.7% 85.6% 89.9% 73.1%
HOG+VLAT [104] - - 69.7% - - 79.3%
POEM+VLAT [104] - - 73.6% - - 77.0%
one would expect from metadeta for these classes. To the authors of the present paper, it
appears that the LRI+ similarity matrix is closer to the ground truth than the matrix for
WPI.
Quantitative comparisons of metrics can be based on the accuracy that results in specific
classification experiments that use the metrics, as described in the next subsections.
6.3.1 Experiment 1
We first consider the experiment setup in [104]. For each dataset, the first 90 images are
grouped into 9 classes, with 10 images in each. (Class i consists of images numbered from
10i− 9 to 10i.) Each of 90 will serve as a query into a database consisting of the 119 other
images. Thus, the last 30 images in each dataset serve as a kind of noise, although in some
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Figure 6.6: Precision/Recall plots on the inkjet dataset.
cases, they have the same manufacturer and style as a query.
Given a metric to be tested, for each query image, the remaining 119 images in the
same dataset are ordered according to their similarity to the query, and accuracy is assessed
in terms of Precision @ 1 (P@1), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [96], and Mean Average
Precision (MAP) [97]. (For example, P@1 is the accuracy percentage of a nearest neighbor
classifier.) The results are shown in Table 6.3. On both datasets, LRI+ is the metric that
is best able to distinguish these 10 classes. On the inkjet dataset, Lyon [100, 102] and
WPI [100,103] have the next best performance, followed by LRI. On the b&w dataset, LRI
is nearly as good as LRI+ and significantly better than any of the other metrics, some of
which have great difficulty. To better visualize the results, Figure 6.6 and 6.7 present the
precision and recall plots of all metrics being evaluated on both the inkjet and b&w datasets.
As can be seen, the proposed LRI and LRI+ outperform existing metrics, especially in the
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Figure 6.7: Precision/Recall plots on the b&w dataset.
b&w dataset.
6.3.2 Experiment 2
From the description of the datasets one expects that classes 1,2,3 should have very small
intra-class distances, since each class consists of images from one piece of paper. The
intra-class distance in classes 4,5,6 should be not quite as small, since the 10 images in each
class come from different papers in the same package. Finally, classes 7,8,9 should have
the largest intra-class distances, since images in each class come from different packages
manufactured in different years. With this in mind, we did two additional experiments on
the b&w dataset, one with only classes 1,2,3 and the other with only classes 4,5,6. The first
experiment tests a metric’s ability to distinguish one type of paper from another, when the
dictionary of representative images contains samples in the same class that are very close
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Table 6.4: Classification results on subsets of b&w dataset.
classes 1,2,3 only classes 4,5,6 only
Metric P@1 MRR MAP P@1 MRR MAP
LRI 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 98.9%
LRI+ 100% 100% 99.9% 100% 100% 99.8%
Lyon [100, 102] 100% 100% 100% 93.3% 95.4% 90.2%
Tilburg [100] 83.3% 90.0% 79.4% 46.7% 63.4% 44.2%
WPI [100, 103] 100% 100% 99.8% 100% 100% 99.4%
Table 6.5: Reflectance classes for b&w dataset.
Reflectance Matte Lustre Chamois Glossy Half Matt Semi Matt
# images 10 27 10 23 10 10
to the query. The second experiment is a bit more challenging in that it tests a metric’s
ability to distinguish different types of paper when the dictionary of representative papers
does not contain samples quite as close to the query. (The closest samples come from the
same package, but not the same paper.) Results in Table 6.4 shows that most metrics do
very well in both experiments, but the second can give difficulty to some methods.
6.3.3 Experiment 3
In the appendix of [100], the detailed structure of b&w dataset is provided, with reflectance
as an attribute. In this experiment, we classify papers according to their reflectance and
test the various metrics on their ability to correctly classify. The first 90 images in b&w
dataset are classified into six groups as shown in Table 6.5, while the remaining 30 images
again serve as noise. This experiment setup is very challenging due to the large intra-
class distances. The results, shown in Table 6.6, indicate that LRI and LRI+ both perform
very well, with WPI having the next best performance. This experiment suggests that the
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Table 6.6: Classification results based on the “reflectance” attribute on the b&w dataset.
Metric P@1 MRR MAP
LRI 95.6% 97.1% 82.6%
LRI+ 95.6% 97.4% 83.1%
Lyon [100, 102] 62.2% 76.9% 55.7%
Tilburg [100] 48.9% 65.2% 41.0%
WPI [100, 103] 86.7% 89.7% 77.2%
proposed metrics are able to distinguish papers based on their reflectance.
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CHAPTER 7
Application to Perceptual Image Compression
Another application of texture similarity metrics is perceptual image compression, which
aims at outperforming existing compression algorithms in tradeoff between coding rate and
reconstruction quality by considering perceptual similarity instead of pixel accuracy. In this
chapter, a new perceptual image compression algorithm, called Matched Texture Coding
(MTC), is proposed. MTC makes use of structural texture similarity metrics, e.g., STSIM2
and LRI+, to reduce coding rate while maintaining acceptable reconstruction quality.
The work described in this chapter has been published in ICIP 2012 [18] and ICASSP
2013 [34]. And a journal paper is under preparation to submit to IEEE Transaction on
Image Processing.
During the past few decades, image compression techniques have seen impressive
progress. Although existing approaches can dramatically reduce the coding rate compared
to raw image data, there is still a long way to go before we can efficiently store and represent
image data as our brains do. One possible way to go one step further is to represent tex-
ture more efficiently. Texture contains plenty of high frequency components, which makes
it hard to compress. But meanwhile texture regions can appear visually indistinguishable
even with substantial pixel-by-pixel differences, e.g., Figure 1.3. The combination of low
sensitivity of the human visual system (HVS) to texture and the high cost of its encoding
makes texture an ideal breaking point to improve the tradeoff between coding efficiency
and reconstruction quality. Since directly coding texture region is expensive, exploiting
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texture redundancy within an image and trying to encode similar texture patterns as few
times as possible should be a better way. Such idea suggests that we can use texture sim-
ilarity metrics to help quantify texture similarity and efficiently represent texture regions.
The same idea can be extended to piecewise smooth regions and transition regions with
sharp edges, as long as texture similarity metrics work well in such regions.
In perceptual image compression, the ultimate goal is to achieve perceptually lossless
compression, which means when viewed side by side, human observers cannot distinguish
the reconstructed image from its original. We can achieve this by using a high coding rate.
However, since we want to compress images at low rates, our goal is to achieve structurally
lossless compression. The reconstructed image is said to be structurally lossless relative to
its original if it is difficult to distinguish the two images when viewed separately. However,
when viewed side by side, visible differences are allowed. When this occurs, we say the
reconstructed image and its original are structurally similar to each other. Hence struc-
turally lossless compression allows pixel value differences as long as such differences do
not affect human perception in this way. As an example, the two images in Fig. 1.3 are said
to be structurally similar to each other. The MTC algorithm aims to achieve structurally
lossless compression with low coding rate.
7.1 Matched Texture Coding (MTC)
As mentioned earlier, MTC is an image compression algorithm that relies on texture simi-
larity metrics. MTC works in block fashion and tries to exploit texture redundancy among
blocks in order to reduce coding rate, while maintaining acceptable reconstruction quality.
In particular, the method tries to encode blocks of texture by pointing to already encoded
blocks that are sufficiently similar. This idea of encoding by pointing is not new. However,
MTC is the first image compression algorithm that combines this idea with effective tex-
ture similarity metrics. As one can see later, making this combination work is not trivial.
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Since MTC is based on texture prediction from the already coded region, at the beginning
of coding, we need to code the image with another coder, which we refer to as the baseline
coder. The baseline coder can be any sort of commonly used coder, e.g., JPEG and JPEG-
2000. Our goal is to compress more than the baseline coder with the same reconstruction
quality, or code at the same rate as the baseline coder but with higher quality. Currently,
JPEG is the baseline coder. The reason to choose JPEG over JPEG-2000 will be discussed
in Section 7.1.3.
In MTC, one divides the whole image into 32× 32 blocks and then codes the blocks in
raster order. In MTC, define the location of each block to be the location of the pixel in the
upper left corner of the block. For each block the coding strategy is:
i. Tentatively code the 32× 32 block with the baseline coder, which is JPEG. If JPEG
gives sufficiently low coding rate, e.g., 0.085 bits per pixel (bpp), then texture match-
ing algorithm in Step 2 is not needed. Usually, very low JPEG rates indicate smooth
blocks. Under this circumstance, output the JPEG encoded bits and go to Step 4.
Otherwise, go to Step 2.
ii. Search the already coded region of the image and try to find a structurally similar 32×
32 candidate block to the target block that is currently being coded. If successfully
find a candidate block that is similar enough to the target, then encode the position
of the chosen candidate block (will be described later) and go to Step 4. Otherwise,
go to Step 3.
iii. Subdivide the target block into four 16 × 16 blocks, and try the texture matching
algorithm on each of them in raster order. For each 16×16 block, if one successfully
finds a structurally similar candidate block, encode the position of the chosen candi-
date block. Otherwise, JPEG will be used to encode this 16×16 block and the output
is the JPEG encoded bits. Go to Step 4 after all four 16× 16 blocks are encoded.
iv. Apply an image blending algorithm to avoid blocking artifacts. (Blocking artifacts
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denote the noticeable discontinuity around the border region of a block if this block
is replaced by a candidate block. Image blending is a technique that modifies the
pixel values in the vicinity of the block boundary to mitigate blocking artifacts.)
In Steps 2 and 3 above, we may need to encode the position of the chosen candidate
block. Suppose the image has size N ×M and the target block locates in row i. Since
any candidate block must be located in the first i rows, we can encode the position of a
candidate block using dlog2(i)e+ dlog2(M)e bits. In addition, for each 32× 32 block, we
need to encode the encoding mode, indicating how this block is coded. Basically we use
one bit for each of the four 16 × 16 sub-blocks within a 32 × 32 block. For each 16 × 16
sub-block, we use “0” to indicate that this sub-block is coded using texture matching and
“1” to indicate that this sub-block is coded using JPEG. The only confusion occurs when
“0000” is generated, meaning that all the four sub-blocks are coded using texture matching.
In this case, we need to further distinguish encoding as one 32 × 32 texture matching or
four 16×16 texture matchings by adding another bit, with “0” meaning one 32×32 texture
matching and “1” meaning four 16 × 16 texture matchings. Hence, either four or five bits
are needed to encode the encoding mode of a 32×32 block, which translates to 0.0039 bpp
or 0.0049 bpp.
A flow chart of the encoding strategy described above is shown in Fig. 7.1. With this
coding strategy as the basic idea, a number of key issues and refinements are also needed,
including candidate search strategy, image blending, JPEG quality parameter selection and
a special strategy for smooth blocks. Without conquering these challenges, either the algo-
rithm would be too complex and computationally unacceptable, or we could not guarantee
good overall quality of the compressed images, even with a perfect texture similarity met-
ric. In addition, we found that the compression algorithm can be improved by first doing a
simple coding of the low frequency components of the image and then applying the MTC
algorithm to the high frequency residual. In the following, we will consider these issues
one by one.
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Figure 7.1: Flow chart of the MTC coding strategy.
7.1.1 Candidate Search Strategy
As described above, MTC aims at finding previously coded blocks (candidate blocks) con-
taining texture similar to the current coding block (target block). To quantify similarity,
a texture similarity metric is applied, e.g., STSIM2 or LRI+. Due to computational con-
straints, we cannot afford to consider too many candidates for each target. For example, for
the last block (in the right lower corner) in a 1024× 1024 image, there are almost 1 million
candidate blocks to consider. If we apply STSIM2 to every candidate block, it will take
more than one week for just this one target block, which is obviously unacceptable. Hence
a progressive search strategy that can pre-screen candidates is needed. In MTC, the candi-
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date search strategy we propose for texture blocks is a 3-stage search strategy. In the first
two stages, two simple metrics, namely the variance metric and the inside side-matching
metric, are applied to rule out most candidates that are unlikely to be the best. And then
in stage three, the structural texture similarity metric is applied to the few remaining can-
didates to make the final decision. With the 3-stage search strategy, the texture similarity
metric is applied at most 8 to 16 times for each target block. In this way, we can avoid
meaningless computation and speed up the coding algorithm dramatically. This strategy
is crucial to MTC algorithm, since without it, MTC will be extremely complex and im-
possible to implement in practice. Moreover, as can be seen later, this 3-stage hierarchical
search strategy can also improve search results and the reconstruction quality by rejecting
some low-quality candidates that would be accepted by texture similarity metrics. Next we
discuss the details of the 3-stage search strategy.
7.1.1.1 Search Stage 1
In this stage, we only consider candidates in the lattice Z8 (or Z4), which means we only
consider candidates at positions (8×i+1, 8×j+1) (or positions (4×i+1, 4×j+1)), where i
and j are nonnegative integers. Then we apply the variance metric to each candidate block
with the target block. The variance metric is a very simple metric that can help rule out
many dissimilar candidates without using a complete texture similarity metric. Based on
the variance metric, the best N1 candidates are chosen.
The variance metric is described as follows. Given two 32 × 32 blocks, X and Y ,
subdivide each into 16 8 × 8 non-overlapped sub-blocks and calculate the local variances
varX(i, j) and varY (i, j), i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, for each sub-block. The variance metric is de-
fined to be the average of the absolute differences between these local variances:
Var(X, Y ) =
1
16
4∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
∣∣varX(i, j)− varY (i, j)∣∣ .
When applied to 16 × 16 blocks, a similar subdivision is used, and in this case there are
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only 4 local variances.
Small Var(X, Y ) implies the candidate and the target have roughly the same local vari-
ances. On the contrary, large Var(X, Y ) means on average, local variances of the candidate
and the target are very different, which is strong evidence against structural similarity. Fig-
ure 7.2 shows the relationship between the variance metric and STSIM2. In the experiment
to obtain the figure, we randomly chose a 32× 32 target block from the sweater area in the
“woman” image (shown in Fig. 7.14), and computed both the variance metric and STSIM2
for every candidate in the lattice Z8. The target block is shown in the left image of Fig. 7.3.
From Fig. 7.2, we have the following observations:
i. Where the variance metric has a small score, high STSIM2 score can be expected.
This indicates the validity of Search Stage 1.
ii. Where STSIM2 has the smallest score (around 0.65), the variance metric approaches
the average local variance of the target block (in this case around 1100). This happens
when the candidate block is very smooth with near-to-zero local variances. In this
case, the variance metric just gives the average local variance of the target block.
iii. Where both STSIM2 and the variance metric scores are large, candidate blocks have
much higher local variances than the target block. Figure 7.3 shows such an exam-
ple. The left image is the target block and the right one has both high STSIM2 and
variance metric scores. In this case, the candidate has similar texture to the target for
the most part, however, the upper right corner of the candidate is very different from
the target. The high STSIM2 score shows the incapability of STSIM2 to distinguish
these two image patches. Surely, we do not want to accept such a candidate and
the variance metric can help rule it out. This example shows that the 3-stage search
strategy actually improves the search strategy (in addition to speed up the algorithm).
Since in Search Stage 1, only candidates in the lattice Z8 (or Z4) are considered, we can
pre-compute all 8 × 8 local variances needed and store them in a table. In this way, the
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Figure 7.2: the variance metric vs. STSIM2.
Figure 7.3: Left image: one 32× 32 target block. Right image: one candidate block
having high scores with the target block using both STSIM2 and the variance metric. Note
that a high score in STSIM2 means similar and in the variance metric means dissimilar.
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speed of Search Stage 1 becomes very fast.
7.1.1.2 Search Stage 2
In this stage, for each of the N1 candidates chosen in Stage 1, we search its 8× 8 neighbor-
hood for the best candidate according to an inside side-match metric. So we will still have
N1 candidates left, but maybe at different locations than the original N1 candidates. Next,
sort the new N1 candidates in order of these inside side-matching metric scores and discard
those whose scores are worse than a threshold T1. If there are any left, go to Search Stage
3. Otherwise, we fail to find a candidate that is structurally similar enough as the target
block.
The inside side-matching metric is described as follows. For two 32× 32 blocks (one is
a candidate block and the other is the target block), compare the inner border region of each
32×32 candidate with that of the target block using Mean-Squared Error (MSE). The inner
border of a 32×32 block is illustrated in Fig. 7.4 (similar for 16x16 blocks). Generally, for
an N ×N block, the width of the border region is N
4
pixels.
The motivation for the inside side-matching metric is to favor those candidate blocks
whose borders are more similar to the target, which will facilitate image blending. We do
not want to accept candidates having bad side-matching scores even if they are structurally
similar to the target block, since a substitution with such a candidate will result in noticeable
discontinuities in the border region that are unlikely to be fixed by an image blending
algorithm. This issue will be discussed in detail in Section 7.1.2.
In summary, we can think of the relationship between Stage 1 and Stage 2 as follows.
In Stage 1, the variance metric leads us to candidates that are roughly similar to the target
block. And then in Stage 2, we apply the inside side-matching metric to further refine the
candidates (match the border region) by searching in the geographic neighborhood of each
candidate found in Stage 1.
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Figure 7.4: Red region is the inner border of a 32× 32 block.
7.1.1.3 Search Stage 3
Suppose after Stage 2, there are N2 (≤ N1) candidates left. Apply a texture similarity
metric, e.g., STSIM2 or LRI+, to these N2 candidates and the target, one-by-one, until
we find the first one with metric score better than a threshold T2. If there exists such
a candidate, then we have successfully found a candidate that is sufficiently structurally
similar to the target, and we encode its position. Otherwise, we fail.
The texture similarity metrics applied to MTC were STSIM2 and the newly proposed
LRI+. Results in Section 7.3 show that both metrics can provide satisfactory tradeoff be-
tween coding rate and reconstruction quality, while the version with LRI+ is significantly
faster than the one with STSIM2.
To better fit this image coding application, a slightly modified version of STSIM2 is
applied to the MTC algorithm. To compare the structural similarity of two 32× 32 blocks
with STSIM2, we apply the steerable pyramid subband decomposition [1, 66], with three
scales and four orientations, to the 64×64 super-blocks around the 32×32 blocks and only
retain the 32× 32 subband coefficients in the center. The reason for applying the steerable
pyramid subband decomposition to a larger region is to avoid boundary effects. Similarly,
for 16× 16 blocks, we apply the steerable pyramid subband decomposition to the 32× 32
blocks and only retain the 16× 16 subband coefficients in the center.
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7.1.2 Image Blending
In MTC, we try to use the previously encoded candidate blocks to replace the target blocks,
which may cause blocking artifacts at the border region. To avoid blocking artifacts, an
image blending algorithm is applied after block replacement. Typically, blending is needed
between a replaced block and a block coded with JPEG, and between two replaced blocks.
(Blocking artifacts are unlikely to occur between two adjacent blocks both coded with
JPEG.) The blending algorithm is applied systematically in MTC and costs no bits. In
particular, blending is applied right after a block is encoded at the encoder. The decoder
replicates the blending process in the encoder right after a block is decoded. The details of
the image blending algorithm are as follows.
The image blending algorithm used in MTC is developed from the image quilting tech-
nique described in [105]. There are two kinds of blending used in the MTC algorithm.
i. Blending for MTC-encoded Blocks: (shown in Fig. 7.5):
In Fig. 7.5, suppose we choose to replace the yellow target block with the green
candidate block. Instead of only replacing the target block, we also replace part of
the red L-shaped border region to the left and top of the target block. We choose a
curve inside the red L-shaped region such that to the right and bottom of the curve
will also be replaced by the candidate block. The curve is chosen to ensure that the
blocking artifacts are “unnoticeable” after the replacement. To achieve this goal, we
use the image quilting algorithm proposed in [105] to determine the curve inside the
L-shaped region such that after replacement, the MSE of pixels to the left and right
side of this curve is minimized. Finally, we use the green region in Fig. 7.5 to replace
the yellow region.
ii. Blending for JPEG-encoded Blocks: (shown in Fig. 7.6):
When JPEG is chosen as the final coding technique for a block instead of MTC, we
have to check whether blending is needed.
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Figure 7.5: Blending for MTC-encoded blocks.
If to the left and top of a JPEG-encoded block are also JPEG-encoded blocks, no
blending is needed, since it is unlikely to have blocking artifacts between two JPEG-
encoded blocks.
However, if to the left or top of a JPEG-encoded block is an MTC-encoded block,
then there may be blocking artifacts on the boundary. In this case we need to do
blending. As shown in Fig. 7.6, the yellow part is coded with MTC, and the red part
is coded with JPEG. We find a curve inside the red block such that to the left and top
of the curve (blue region) we use texture matching. The curve is chosen using the
same method as for blending for MTC-encoded blocks. The blue region comes from
the surroundings of the candidate blocks used to substitute the yellow blocks.
7.1.3 JPEG Quality Parameter Selection
JPEG is currently used as the baseline coder in MTC. One may argue that JPEG-2000 is
a better choice. However, we think JPEG is more suitable to this application due to the
following reasons:
i. Although JPEG-2000 has a better performance than JPEG when applied to natural
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Figure 7.6: Blending for JPEG-encoded blocks.
images, its ability to compress texture is generally worse than JPEG. In addition,
when the coding rate is low, e.g., 0.2 or 0.3 bpp, JPEG usually gives better recon-
struction quality than JPEG-2000.
ii. JPEG uses 8×8 DCT transform, which is easy to be embedded into the MTC coding
system. However, JPEG-2000 uses a full frame DWT transform, which is very hard
to handle when some target blocks are replaced by candidate blocks.
iii. Consider the compatibility to video coders, JPEG is a better baseline coder than
JPEG-2000. The state-of-the-art video coders do not use the DWT transform. For
example, HEVC [106], as MTC, uses the DCT transform. From this perspective,
by using JPEG as the baseline coder, the MTC algorithm can be easily plugged into
HEVC in the future.
As we know, JPEG can encode images with different qualities (or with different rates)
by choosing a quality parameter, which is called JPEG quality factor. In this subsection we
will discuss how to choose this quality factor in MTC.
JPEG encodes 8×8 blocks of an image using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and
then uniformly quantizing each of the 64 DCT coefficients. We get to choose the quantizer
step sizes, one for each coefficient. Normally, this is done by scaling the de facto standard
set of thresholds, as shown in Table 7.1. The question is what scaling factor (quality factor)
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Table 7.1: JPEG de facto quantization table.
Quantization step size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61
2 12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55
3 14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56
4 14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62
5 18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77
6 24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92
7 49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101
8 72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99
to use. (The actual JPEG quantization step sizes are numbers in Table 7.1 multiplied by
the quality factor.) If the quality factor is large, coding rate will be small, and vice versa.
Moreover, in a smooth 8 × 8 block, most of the quantized DCT coefficients are zero and
JPEG can efficiently encode this block with very few bits. On the other hand, in a textured
8× 8 block, JPEG tends to generate more bits.
The choice of JPEG quality factor is a tradeoff. If the quality factor is too large, meaning
low quality JPEG is applied, we suffer from two problems. The first is that we can observe
contour artifacts in smooth regions. This can be seen in the right image in Fig. 7.14. There
is clear contour artifacts in the neck and finger areas of the woman. The second problem
occurs when encoding the rest of the image. The JPEG coded region will be used for
texture matching when encoding the rest of the image. So we can view the JPEG encoded
region as part of a “codebook”. Later when we try texture matching, we will search the
current “codebook” to find the most similar candidate block. Low JPEG quality will lower
the quality of the “codebook”, which may influence the overall quality of the compressed
image. On the contrary, if the quality factor is too small, meaning high quality JPEG is
applied, we pay too much and the coding rate is high.
As described previously, under high quality factors, a JPEG-encoded image tends to
have contour artifacts in smooth regions. However, such artifacts are not very obvious in
texture regions. This means texture regions can tolerate worse JPEG quality than smooth
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regions without being noticed by human observers. Hence, when applying JPEG, we can
use low quality factors in smooth regions and high quality factors in texture regions. By
experimentation we have chosen the quality factor to be 2 in smooth regions and 4.5 in
texture regions. In this way, we can avoid contour artifacts in smooth regions and save as
many bits as possible at the same time. Variance is a good estimator of the smoothness of a
block. If the variance of a block is above some threshold T0, typically T0 = 50 or 100, we
apply the high quality factor. Otherwise we apply the low quality factor.
7.1.4 Special Strategy for Smooth Blocks
Up to now, we have focused only on texture matching, for texture blocks. However, in
natural images, there are also many smooth blocks. For such blocks, texture similarity
metrics may fail to provide robust similarity scores. So in our algorithm, we treat smooth
blocks differently from texture blocks. Again, we use variance to indicate whether a block
is smooth or textured. The overall encoding strategy for a smooth block is the same as what
we described in Section 7.1. The difference is the strategy to search for similar candidate
blocks. Instead of using the 3-stage search strategy, we consider all candidates one by one.
For each candidate, we first calculate the block variance. If the variance of the candidate
is above some threshold, meaning this block is not smooth and unlikely to be similar to a
smooth target block, then we discard this candidate and go to the next one. Otherwise, we
use a simple “max-error type” test to compare similarity of this candidate with the target
block. (The “max-error type” test will be introduced in the next paragraph.) If we success-
fully find a candidate that passes the test, we accept this candidate without continuing to
consider the rest of the candidates. So “max-error type” test is our only criterion to decide
whether a smooth candidate is accepted or not.
The “max-error type” test used in MTC is motivated by an image patch similarity test
developed for use in Quadtree Predictive Coding (QPC) [107, 108]. Specifically, we pro-
pose the following test for use in smooth regions: M(X, Y ) is the smallest value m such
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that every pixel in Y either differs from the corresponding pixel in X by m or less, or has
3 or 4 of its horizontally or vertically adjacent neighbors that have error m or less. Thus
if M(X, Y ) = m, pixel errors larger than m are either isolated or occur in horizontal or
vertical clusters of size 2. A mathematical formula is:
M(X, Y ) = c×max{min{|Xi − Yi|, Ei(2)}} ,
where Ei(2) is the second largest value of |Xj −Yj| among the four horizontal and vertical
neighbors of i, and where c is a constant to be discussed later. We compare M(X, Y )
with some threshold T . If M(X, Y ) is less than T , then the candidate passes the test.
Otherwise, the candidate fails. This test is intended primarily for smooth X , and c should
reflect the smoothness. In particular, if X is typically smooth over regions of size n × n,
then according to [109], the perceptual sensitivity to isolated errors increases with n, so c
should increase. For example, in [107], it was applied to n×n patches with n ranging from
2 to 16, and it was found that c should increase by approximately 30% when n doubles. In
summary, when X and Y are both smooth, or mostly smooth, this metric monotonically
reflects their similarity. If X is smooth but Y is not, this metric will readily show their
considerable dissimilarity. The details are shown in Fig. 7.13.
7.1.5 Low Frequency Coding
For each target block, we want to maximize the possibility of finding a good candidate
block. The first approach to achieve this goal is to carefully design the search strategy and
texture similarity metrics. Besides that, low frequency coding can also help. Suppose two
blocks have similar texture patterns but different background luminance (low frequency
component). For example, a target block consists of a pile of dark beans and a candidate
block of light ones. On the one hand, STSIM2 would reject this candidate because of the
difference in background luminance. However, if one separately encodes the background
luminance of the target and attempts only to compare the residual high frequency compo-
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nent of the target to the high frequency component of the candidate (obtained by subtracting
its low frequency component), one might find a good match, in which case one could en-
code by pointing to this candidate with the idea that the decoder will reproduce the target
as the sum of the encoded low frequency component of the target plus the high frequency
component of the candidate. On the other hand, if LRI+ is used, due to its insensitivity to
the background luminance, it would accept this candidate. As a result, the reconstructed
target block would have noticeable discontinuous background luminance with its neigh-
borhoods. However, if only the high frequency component of the candidate is used at the
decoder along with an encoded low frequency component of the target block, this discon-
tinuity would disappear. In both cases, a low frequency coding method can improve the
MTC algorithm. Hence, the MTC encoder now works as follows. First, it estimates the
low frequency component of the entire image. Then it applies the MTC algorithm de-
scribed earlier to the high frequency residual. Bits produced in both steps are transmitted
to the decoder.
A good low frequency coding method should remove texture patterns in texture regions
while preserving edges in transition regions. The former property ensures that texture
patterns in high frequency component are the same as in original images, which means we
are not creating new kind of textures. The latter property avoids the blurring of sharp edges.
There are many ways to encode the low frequency component of an image. We need to
find a way that satisfies the conditions described in the last paragraph and enables low rate
coding. We considered several ways. One way is DCT-based low frequency coding. This
method works in block fashion. First, apply the DCT transform to each 8× 8 block. Then
for those blocks that end up being MTC coded, retain and quantize only the 3 (or 4) coef-
ficients representing the low frequency component. This method enables low coding rate
for the low frequency component (around 0.05 bits per pixel (bpp)). However, we found
that with this method, textures are not fully removed from textured regions of the image.
Another possibility is to use the Total Variation as described in [110], which produces an
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Figure 7.7: Left image: Original Image. Middle image: Low frequency component
(coded at 0.0374 bpp). Right image: High frequency component.
excellent estimate of the low frequency component. However, we could not find an efficient
way to encode it.
Finally, we found a simple and fast low frequency coding algorithm which can encode
the low frequency part of an image at very low rate, while satisfying the conditions dis-
cussed above. The idea is developed from the Quadtree Predictive Image Coder as in [107]
and will be introduced later. Figure 7.7 shows an example of the result of this algorithm,
produced when coding at rate 0.0374 bpp. The image in the middle is the encoded low
frequency component of the left image. And the image on the right is the high frequency
component produced by subtracting the low frequency component from the original image.
We can see that at such a low coding rate, the low frequency coding algorithm performs
very well.
The proposed low frequency coding algorithm works as follows. For an image, it esti-
mates the low frequency component of each 16×16 block in raster order. For each 16×16
block, the estimation of the low frequency component is a hierarchical linear interpolation
of the values on the top border of the block, on the left border of the block, and four pixel
values located strategically as shown in Fig. 7.8. These four values, which are called “feet”,
must be encoded, as they are not apriori known to the decoder. The following describes
how their values are selected and encoded.
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Figure 7.8: Positions of the four feet in a 16× 16 block.
Figure 7.9: Foot takes the mean value of its 16× 16 neighborhood (yellow region).
As mentioned previously, the locations of the four “feet” are shown in Fig. 7.8. Since
texture has plenty of high frequency components, it is not robust to just take any single pixel
value as a foot value. Hence, every foot takes the mean value of its 16×16 neighborhood, as
shown in Fig. 7.9. These feet values then need to be encoded. Since feet are means of their
respective neighborhoods, the difference between two adjacent feet values should have a
smaller dynamic range than feet values themselves. Hence, instead of directly encoding
each foot value, we predict the four feet in each 16× 16 block from feet in the current and
previous blocks. The prediction strategy is shown in Fig. 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Foot prediction strategy: Predict foot 1 as the average of the previous feet 5
and 6; Predict foot 2 as the average of foot 1 and the previous foot 5; Predict foot 3 as the
average of foot 1 and the previous foot 6; Predict foot 4 as the average of foot 2, foot 3 and
the previous feet 7 and 8.
After obtaining the prediction errors, we quantize them with a uniform scalar quantizer.
(A typical quantization step size is 10.) Then we encode the quantized prediction errors
using the unary code. The first ten codewords in the codebook for the unary code is shown
in Table 7.2.
After encoding the feet of a 16×16 block, a hierarchical linear interpolation is applied to
reconstruct the low frequency component of the block. Specifically, we reconstruct its four
8× 8 sub-blocks in raster order. The reconstruction of an 8× 8 block is based on the pixels
on the left and top borders of this block, together with the foot at its lower right corner.
The interpolation method to reconstruct each pixel is the same as in [107]. Let us consider
an 8× 8 block x[i, j], where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. The problem becomes to interpolate x[i, j]
using x[0, j], j = 1, 2, . . . , 8, x[i, 0], i = 1, 2, . . . , 8, and x[8, 8]. Note that x[0, j] is the
top border of x, x[i, 0] is the left border of x, and x[8, 8] is the reconstructed foot. We first
reconstruct the rightmost column by taking the average of already-known values, starting
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Table 7.2: Unary codebook. (Only the first ten codewords are shown.)
codeword
1 0
2 10
3 110
4 1110
5 11110
6 111110
7 1111110
8 11111110
9 111111110
10 1111111110
from x[4, 8]:
x[4, 8] =
x[0, 8] + x[8, 8]
2
, x[2, 8] =
x[0, 8] + x[4, 8]
2
, x[1, 8] =
x[0, 8] + x[2, 8]
2
. . .
After that, reconstruct the bottom row in a similar way, starting from x[8, 4]:
x[8, 4] =
x[8, 0] + x[8, 8]
2
, x[8, 2] =
x[8, 0] + x[8, 4]
2
, x[8, 1] =
x[8, 0] + x[8, 2]
2
. . .
Now, with all the boundary pixels, we can start to reconstruct the interior of block x, starting
from the center pixel x[4, 4]:
x[4, 4] =
x[0, 4] + x[8, 4] + x[4, 0] + x[4, 8]
4
,
x[2, 2] =
x[0, 2] + x[4, 2] + x[2, 0] + x[2, 4]
4
,
x[1, 1] =
x[0, 1] + x[2, 1] + x[1, 0] + x[1, 2]
4
. . .
Using this hierarchical linear interpolation algorithm, we can reconstruct block x step by
step. To reconstruct 8 × 8 blocks at the left (or top) border of an image, we cannot use
pixels to the left (or top) of this block. Instead, the reconstruction is based on pixels in the
first column (or the first row) of the current blocks.
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7.2 Matched Texture Coding Flow Charts
In summary, the most important parts of the MTC algorithm are:
i. Texture similarity metrics that can ensure frequent success in finding structurally
similar candidate blocks for target blocks.
ii. Progressive candidate-search strategy that can guarantee both accuracy and effi-
ciency.
iii. Pre-processing techniques, like low frequency coding of images (to get better com-
pression results) and pre-calculation of certain image statistics (to speed up the algo-
rithm).
iv. Post-processing techniques, like image blending (to avoid blocking artifacts).
Figures 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 give detailed flow charts for the MTC algorithm. Figure
7.11 shows the overall MTC algorithm. Figure 7.12 shows the 3-stage search strategy for
texture blocks and Fig. 7.13 shows the candidate search strategy for smooth blocks.
In all three flow charts, blue blocks are self explanatory; red blocks are explained in
detailed flow charts; orange blocks have already been explained in Section 7.1.
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Figure 7.11: Flow chart of the MTC algorithm.
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Figure 7.12: Flow chart of the candidate-search strategy for texture blocks.
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Figure 7.13: Flow chart of candidate-search strategy for smooth blocks.
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7.3 Typical Results of the MTC Algorithm
7.3.1 MTC Using STSIM2
Figure 7.14 shows a result of an image coded with MTC, compared to the same image
coded with JPEG. Both images are coded at 0.34 bpp. In this example, STSIM2 is the
texture similarity metric in MTC. The lower right image shows the coding details, in which
intensities 0 and 1 indicate MTC-encoded texture blocks, intensities from 2 to 4 indicate
JPEG-encoded blocks and intensities 5 and 6 indicate MTC-encoded smooth blocks.1 Fig-
ure 7.15 also shows the detailed coding information of the image coded with MTC.
In the JPEG-encoded image in Fig. 7.14, there are clear artifacts in the hair, neck, hand
and white sweater regions of the woman. These artifacts are due to the large quantization
step sizes for DCT coefficients used in low quality JPEG. The MTC-encoded image in
Fig. 7.14 has much better quality than the the JPEG-encoded one, although at the same
rate. Hence, from Fig. 7.14, we claim that at low coding rates, MTC gives much better
reconstruction quality than JPEG. Figure 7.15 shows the reason why MTC outperforms
JPEG. Pie charts show that in image coded with MTC, although texture matching encodes
44% of the image, it contributes only 8% of the bits. As we know, JPEG tends to spend
many bits to encode texture regions. When using MTC, most of the texture matching
encoded regions are highly textured. Therefore, many bits can be saved in this way. Then
the bits saved can be transferred to the JPEG-encoded regions. So in an image coded with
MTC, better-quality JPEG can be applied without increasing the overall coding rate.
In the next example, the “house” image is coded with MTC and JPEG, respectively, at
0.34 bpp. Again, STSIM2 is used as the texture similarity metric in MTC. As shown in
Fig. 7.16, the one encoded with JPEG has strong blocking artifacts in the roof and grass
areas. Although a careful examination of the windows reveals some artifacts for the MTC-
encoded image, its overall quality is still better than the JPEG-encoded one. The lower right
1In particular, intensities 0, 3, 4 and 6 indicate 32×32 blocks, and the remaining indicates 16×16 blocks.
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Original “woman” image:1024×1024 JPEG-coded image
MTC with STSIM2 MTC encoding details
Figure 7.14: Example of the “woman” image coded at 0.34 bpp.
Figure 7.15: Detailed coding information of the “woman” image coded with MTC.
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Original “house” image:1024×1024 JPEG-coded image
MTC with STSIM2 MTC encoding details
Figure 7.16: Example of the “house” image coded at 0.34 bpp.
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Table 7.3: Statistics for the MTC-encoded “house” image.
32× 32 MTC 16× 16 MTC 8× 8 JPEG Low Freq. Coding Overall
Image coded 25.7% 8.26% 66.1% 100%
Rate (bpp) 0.006 0.008 0.28 0.04 0.34
image in Fig 7.16 and Table 7.3 show the encoding details of the image coded with MTC.
Again, many bits are saved since one third of the image is coded by the almost “bit-free”
texture matching algorithm. The saved bits can enable better JPEG quality in the remaining
two thirds of the image without increasing the overall coding rate.
7.3.2 MTC Using LRI+
One of the drawbacks of using STSIM2 is its computational complexity. In the next exam-
ple, we use the newly proposed LRI+ to substitute STSIM2 as the texture similarity metric
in the MTC algorithm to encode an “waterfall” image. Specifically, we use the simplest
version of LRI+ proposed in Section 3.5.1, LRI+b (LRI-A, LBP, SCDEST and IP). Figure
7.17 shows the original “waterfall” image together with three encoded versions at a very
low coding rate, 0.18 bpp. It is clear that, at such a low coding rate, the JPEG-encoded
image has the worst quality, with a lot of blocking artifacts in the waterfall region. And
the two MTC-encoded images have roughly the same reconstruction quality, while the one
using LRI+ runs 6.3 time faster than the one using STSIM2. Hence, our newly developed
LRI+ is at least at good as STSIM2 when applied to the MTC algorithm, while substantially
accelerates the encoding process.
From Fig. 7.18 to Fig. 7.21, we show four more results of images encoded with MTC
using LRI+b as the texture similarity metric. In each figure, the upper left image is the
original, the upper right image is encoded with JPEG, the lower left image is encoded with
MTC at the same rate as the one encoded with JPEG, and the lower right image is the MTC
coding details. Table 7.4 explains the lower right images in each figure. The MTC coding
details can also be found in Table 7.5 - Table 7.8.
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Original image:1024×1024 JPEG-coded image
MTC with STSIM2 MTC with LRI+
Figure 7.17: Example of the “waterfall” image coded at 0.18 bpp.
Table 7.4: Interpretations of different pixel intensities in the lower right images in
Fig. 7.18 - Fig. 7.21.
Pixel intensity 0 (Black) 1 2 3 (White)
Interpretation 32× 32 MTC 16× 16 MTC 16× 16 JPEG 32× 32 JPEG
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Figure 7.18: MTC coding example 1. Upper left: original image. Upper right:
JPEG-encoded image at 0.20 bpp. Lower left: MTC-encoded image at 0.20 bpp (using
LRI+ as the texture similarity metric). Lower right: MTC coding details.
Table 7.5: Statistics for the MTC-encoded image in Fig. 7.18.
32× 32 MTC 16× 16 MTC JPEG Low Freq. Coding Overall
Image coded 53.1% 11.7% 35.2% 100%
Rate (bpp) 0.013 0.011 0.130 0.042 0.196
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Figure 7.19: MTC coding example 2. Upper left: original image. Upper right:
JPEG-encoded image at 0.13 bpp. Lower left: MTC-encoded image at 0.13 bpp (using
LRI+ as the texture similarity metric). Lower right: MTC coding details.
Table 7.6: Statistics for the MTC-encoded image in Fig. 7.19.
32× 32 MTC 16× 16 MTC JPEG Low Freq. Coding Overall
Image coded 57.5% 11.4% 31.1% 100%
Rate (bpp) 0.014 0.011 0.073 0.036 0.134
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Figure 7.20: MTC coding example 3. Upper left: original image. Upper right:
JPEG-encoded image at 0.18 bpp. Lower left: MTC-encoded image at 0.18 bpp (using
LRI+ as the texture similarity metric). Lower right: MTC coding details.
Table 7.7: Statistics for the MTC-encoded image in Fig. 7.20.
32× 32 MTC 16× 16 MTC JPEG Low Freq. Coding Overall
Image coded 47.1% 7.7% 45.2% 100%
Rate (bpp) 0.012 0.007 0.124 0.039 0.182
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Figure 7.21: MTC coding example 4. Upper left: original image. Upper right:
JPEG-encoded image at 0.20 bpp. Lower left: MTC-encoded image at 0.20 bpp (using
LRI+ as the texture similarity metric). Lower right: MTC coding details.
Table 7.8: Statistics for the MTC-encoded image in Fig. 7.21.
32× 32 MTC 16× 16 MTC JPEG Low Freq. Coding Overall
Image coded 45.9% 2.5% 51.6% 100%
Rate (bpp) 0.011 0.002 0.144 0.038 0.195
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CHAPTER 8
Bilevel Image Similarity Metrics
This chapter presents a study of bilevel image similarity, including new objective metrics
intended to quantify similarity consistent with human perception, and a subjective experi-
ment to obtain ground truth for judging the performance of the objective similarity metrics.
The focus is on scenic bilevel images, which are complex, natural or hand-drawn images,
such as landscapes or portraits.
The ground truth was obtained from ratings by 77 subjects of 44 distorted versions of
seven scenic images, using a modified version of the SDSCE testing methodology. The
original and distorted images used in the subjective experiments, along with the subjective
rating data obtained can be found in the “Bilevel Image Similarity Ground Truth Archive”
at University of Michigan Deep Blue1.
Based on hypotheses about human perception of bilevel images, several new metrics are
proposed that outperform existing ones in the sense of attaining significantly higher Pear-
son and Spearman-rank correlation coefficients with respect to the ground truth from the
subjective experiment. The new metrics include Adjusted Percentage Error (APE), Bilevel
Gradient Histogram (GH) and Connected Components Comparison (CC). Combinations of
these metrics are also proposed, which exploit their complementarity to attain even better
performance.
These metrics and the ground truth are then used to assess the relative severity of various
1http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/111059.
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kinds of distortion and the performance of several lossy bilevel compression methods.
8.1 New Bilevel Image Similarity Metrics
This section proposes several new bilevel image similarity metrics, all calculated within
n × n windows sliding across the image, for example, n = 32. This sliding-window
structure is motivated, to a large degree, by the hypothesis that if the window size is of
the order of foveal vision, which is the approximately two-degree-wide region2 of clearest
vision [111, p. 7], then what happens outside the window cannot mask errors within the
window, whereas masking of errors can be caused by the contents of the window itself.
If the window were chosen to be larger than fovial vision, then it could happen that the
metric predicts masking that does not actually occur. On the other hand, if the window
were chosen smaller than fovial vision, then the metric will be unable to take into account
masking effects that occur outside the window but within foveal vision. We find that the
hypothesis that the window’s size should be of the order of fovial vision is supported by the
experimental results in Section 8.4. Once the window size is specified, one must also spec-
ify the horizontal and vertical steps with which the window will slide across each image,
which determine the window overlapping rate. In Section 8.4, we choose the overlapping
rate based on experiments.
After computing the metric values M(Xi, Yi) at all window locations i in images X and
Y , the final metric value M(X, Y ) is the average of all M(Xi, Yi) :
M(X, Y ) =
1
Nwin
∑
i
M(Xi, Yi) ,
where Nwin is the total number of window locations.
We consider percentage error (PE) to be the baseline metric. Though PE treats all errors
in all windows equally, in fact, error visibility depends significantly on the surrounding
2When viewing a computer monitor at 20 inches, two degrees is approximately 0.7 inches, or 70 pixels at
100 dpi.
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content. For example, an error can be masked if the surrounding content is “busy” in the
sense that there are many nearby black-white transitions, i.e., adjacent pairs of pixels with
one being black and the other white. Hence, PE can be improved by taking these effects into
account. Figure 8.1 illustrates some shortcomings of PE. It shows an original scenic bilevel
image together with four distorted versions. For each, both PE and subjective rating score
are presented. Subjective rating scores, which range from 0 to 1, with 1 meaning identical,
are obtained from the subjective experiment described in Section 8.2. Based on PE, the first
distorted image is the most similar to the original, and the others are approximately equally
dissimilar. However, the subjective rating scores indicate that human observers found the
first two distorted images to be significantly less similar to the original than the last two.
Each of the metrics proposed in this section is motivated by some particular hypoth-
esis about human perception, and attempts to outperform PE in measuring bilevel image
similarity.
8.1.1 Adjusted Percentage Error
The first new metric is motivated by the hypothesis that when more pixels within a window,
or adjacent to it, have one color than the other, then errors in (i.e., changes to) the pixels
with the minority color are more visible than errors in the pixels with the majority color.
Moreover, the visibility of errors in minority pixels increases as their proportion decreases.
From now on we refer to the pixels having the minority color as the foreground F and the
remaining pixels as the background B.
Based on this hypothesis, we define the Adjusted Percentage Error (APE) as follows.
Suppose the window is n × n, the size of foreground is |F |, the size of background is
|B| = n2 − |F |, the number of foreground errors is eF , and the number of background
errors is eB. Then APE is the average of foreground error rate eF|F | and background error
rate eB|B| :
APE ∆=
1
2
× eF|F | +
1
2
× eB|B| ,
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Original image: 512×512 PE: 0.039 Subjective: 0.32 PE: 0.047 Subjective: 0.33
PE: 0.047 Subjective: 0.40 PE: 0.049 Subjective: 0.43
Figure 8.1: Several scenic bilevel images with different percentage errors (PE) and
subjective rating scores.
which takes value in [0, 1]. Since |F | ≤ |B|, individual foreground errors are given more
weight than background errors. When |F | = |B|, APE = PE. For a given eF and eB, as |F |
shrinks, APE increases, consistent with the hypothesis that foreground errors become more
significant as the size of foreground becomes smaller. One may also view PE as an average
of background and foreground error rates:
PE ∆=
eF + eB
|F |+ |B| =
|F |
|F |+ |B| ×
eF
|F | +
|B|
|F |+ |B| ×
eB
|B| ,
from which we see how PE emphasizes background error rate more than foreground error
rate.
To link APE with intensity-based overlap metrics described in Section 2.2.1, let us for-
mulate APE using the overlap counts a, b, c and d. One may observe that in Section 2.2.1,
all intensity-based overlap metrics are symmetric with respect to image 1 and 2. In other
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words, b and c always play the same role in metrics. In contrast, APE is an asymmetric
metric that focuses more on the original image, say image 1, than the distorted one (image
2). Since the foreground size |F | = min(a+ b, c+ d), APE can be rewritten as
APE =
1
2
× b
a+ b
+
1
2
× c
c+ d
.
Note that if image 2 were considered the original, then
APE =
1
2
× c
a+ c
+
1
2
× b
b+ d
.
from which it becomes clear that the metric is asymmetric.
We also consider two slight variations of APE:
APE′ ∆=
1
2
× eF ′|F ′| +
1
2
× eB′|B′| , APE
′′ ∆=
eF + eB
|F | ,
where F ′ is the one-step dilation of F using a 3 × 3 all ones structure element matrix, e′F
is the number of errors within F ′, B′ = W − F ′ denotes the remainder of the window W ,
and e′B is the number of errors in B
′. The hypothesis behind APE′ is that errors adjacent
to F are as significant as foreground errors and therefore should be counted in the first
term, which has the smaller denominator, rather than the second term, which has the larger
denominator. APE′′ is the ratio of total number of errors to the size of foreground. In
this event, foreground and background errors are treated equally in APE′′, just as in PE.
However, the weight of errors within a window is inversely proportional to the size of
foreground, so that errors within a window with small foreground count more than those
within a window with large foreground.
8.1.2 Bilevel Gradient Histogram
For bilevel images, the contours between black and white regions contain most of the infor-
mation. Hence, as considered in SmSIM [50], similar bilevel images should have similar
contour smoothness, roughness and directionality. For grayscale images, a gradient his-
togram is a feature that captures such information. This is also true for bilevel images.
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Figure 8.2: Bilevel Gradient.
However, a new definition of gradient is needed. With such, the similarity of bilevel gradi-
ent histograms of the original and distorted images becomes a good candidate for measuring
similarity.
As the bilevel gradient at pixel X(u, v), we propose BGu,v
∆
= angle(V u,v), where V u,v
is the complex number
V u,v
∆
= X(u, v + 1)−X(u, v − 1) + j(X(u− 1, v)−X(u+ 1, v)) ,
provided this number is not zero. When V u,v is zero, for example when X(u, v) lies in a
monotone region, there is no direction at pixelX(u, v), andBGu,v is not defined. It follows
that BGu,v has the eight possible values illustrated in Fig. 8.2, and consequently, the gradi-
ent histogram for a given window position consists of eight values C = {C(1), . . . , C(8)}.
Clearly, the proposed bilevel gradient histogram can distinguish different directional
contours. Its ability to measure contour smoothness and roughness can be seen from the
example shown in Fig. 8.3. The left image has a smooth contour, so that all pixels along the
edge have the same gradient direction, while the rough contour in the right image causes a
distinctly different gradient distribution.
To measure the similarity S(C,D) of the histograms C and D corresponding to the
original and distorted images, respectively, at a given window location, we propose three
methods. In each, a small value indicates high similarity, and to avoid singularities, we
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Figure 8.3: Exmples of smooth and rough contours.
increase any zero histogram value to one.
1. S1(C,D)
∆
= 1−
8∏
k=1
2C(k)D(k)
C2(k) +D2(k)
.
As each term in the product is the ratio of a geometric average to an arithmetic average (as
commonly used for example in [3, 12, 14, 16, 17, 34, 112, 113]), it is less than or equal to
one, making S1(C,D) non-negative. By multiplicatively combining eight terms, we tacitly
assume that a distorted image has high similarity only when all eight values are similar
to the original. Hence, this is a strict measure of histogram similarity, which may over
penalize some histogram differences.
2. S2(C,D)
∆
=
8∑
k=1
c(k) log
c(k)
d(k)
,
where c and d denote C andD normalized so as to sum to one. This is the Kullback-Leibler
divergence [82] of probability mass function d with respect to c.
3. S3(C,D)
∆
=
( 8∑
k=1
c(k) log
c(k)
d(k)
)
×max(‖C‖1, ‖D‖1)
min(‖C‖1, ‖D‖1) .
In addition to the divergence of d with respect to c, this method also considers the simi-
larities between the L1 norms of C and D, which approximates the total number of pixels
along edges within an image window.
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We denote the Gradient Histogram metric with these three similarity methods as GH1,
GH2 and GH3, respectively.
We also experimented with a definition of bilevel gradient that depended on the eight
nearest neighbors, rather than four, yielding 8 gradient directions, and another definition
yielding 16. Since the improvements in the experiments of Section 8.4 resulting from
these enhanced gradients were small, from now on we assume the gradient definition given
previously.
8.1.3 Connected Components Comparison
The concept of connected components is useful in bilevel image analysis. Here, we hypoth-
esize that distorted images should preserve the connected components of the foreground of
the original. The simplest way to use this hypothesis is to compare the number of connected
components in the original and distorted image windows. However, to avoid a small iso-
lated dot adjacent to a large component from being counted as a new connected component,
we do a one-step dilation with a 3×3 all ones structuring element before counting. Dilation
helps connect isolated dots and islands that are close to some big connected components.
We propose two methods to assess similarity using connected components.
The first compares the effective number of foreground connected components in a win-
dow W of the original and distorted images, where the effective number of connected
components in a window W with N connected components is
NW
∆
=
N∑
k=1
min
(
1,
|cck|
TV
)
,
where |cck| is the size of the kth connected component and TV is a threshold greater than
1, which increases robustness by reducing the effect of small connected components, e.g.,
isolated dots. In this paper, TV = 10. All connected components with size less than TV
contribute less than one to NW . Now, if X is the original and Y is the distorted image at
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Figure 8.4: Examples of CC2 calculation.
window W , the metric value is
CC1 ∆= 1− min(NW,X , NW,Y )
max(NW,X , NW,Y )
.
CC1 takes values between 0 and 1, with 0 meaning identical.
The second method considers not only the number of connected components, but also
errors inside or adjacent to each connected component in the original image. The hy-
pothesis here is that a good reconstruction should not only preserve the number of con-
nected components, but also their shapes. Suppose for some window W , the foreground
connected components for the original and distorted images are [cc1, cc2, . . . , ccN1 ] and
[ccd1, cc
d
2, . . . , cc
d
N2
], respectively. As explained below, the CC2 metric value is, basically,
the summation of individual metrics, CC2i , one for each connected component cci in the
original.
If N1 > 0, let [ccdi,1, cc
d
i,2, . . . , cc
d
i,ki
] denote all connected components in the distorted
image that overlap cci, and define
CC2i
∆
=
∣∣∣cci4 ki⋃
t=1
ccdi,t
∣∣∣× (|ki − 1|+ 1)p ,
where A 4 B denotes the symmetric difference between sets A and B. The term above
within size brackets measures the total number of errors between cci and the union of
ccdi,t, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ki}. The second term penalizes the lack of any overlapping connected
components (ki = 0) or multiple connected components overlapping cci (ki > 1). Param-
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eter p, which we choose to equal to 1, controls the severity of the penalty. Figure 8.4(a)
gives an example. The region enclosed by the blue curve is cci, and the distorted image
has three connected components, enclosed by red curves, overlapping cci. Hence ki = 3,
and the size of the yellow region represents the first term in the formula above. Finally, we
have
CC2 ∆=
N1∑
i=1
CC2i +
N2∑
t=1
δ
[|ccdt ∩ (N1⋃
r=1
ccr)|
]× |ccdt | ,
where δ[0] = 1 and δ[n] = 0,∀n 6= 0. The second summation above represents the penalty
for having connected components in the distorted image that are disjoint with all connected
components in the original. This term is important if the distorted image has many new
connected components.
Note that if the original image window is monotone, i.e., it contains only background,
then N1 = 0, and CC2 reduces to
CC2 ∆=
N2∑
t=1
|ccdt | .
Note also that CC2 is closely related to PE. If for all cci, ki = 1, and each ccdi over-
laps only one ccj for some j, then CC2 = PE. However, when there are missing or split
connected components, e.g., Figure 8.4(a), CC2 will penalize appropriately.
The false connection of two or more connected components is another interesting case.
As illustrated in Fig. 8.4(b), two connected components, cci and ccj , enclosed by blue
curves, become one connected component in the distorted image, enclosed by the red curve.
The yellow region is penalized in CC2i and the green region is penalized in CC
2
j . The purple
region, however, is penalized in both CC2i and CC
2
j . Thus, we see that a false connection is
penalized multiple times.
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8.2 Subjective Evaluation Experiment
In Section 1.2 and Section 8.1, we reviewed existing bilevel image similarity metrics and
proposed several new metrics, respectively. In order to compare their performance, ground
truth is needed. This ground truth should consist of a collection of distorted scenic bilevel
images with subjective similarity ratings to their original. This section describes a subjec-
tive experiment designed to obtain such ground truth using a modified version of simul-
taneous double stimulus for continuous evaluation (SDSCE) suggested in ITU-R BT.500-
11 [51], as described next.
8.2.1 Experiment Design
In our experiments, each distorted image, called a test image, is shown simultaneously
side by side with its original. Figure 8.5 shows an example of the screen that each subject
saw during the experiment. Subjects are told which is the original and asked to rate the
similarity of the distorted image to its original by dragging a slider on a continuous scale
as in [53]. As benchmarks to help subjects make good ratings, the scale is divided into five
equal portions, labeled “Bad”, “Poor”, “Fair”, “Good” and “Excellent”. Each rating is then
rounded to the nearest integer between 0 and 100. In addition, unlike previous work, the
rating time for each image by each subject was recorded for screening purposes. However,
subjects were not informed of this. To make sure the recorded time information is as
accurate as possible, a “Pause” button is added so that subjects could take rests during the
experiment without influencing the rating times. Finally, since the number of test images is
large, to prevent subjects from becoming impatient, we divide the 315 test images into 15
groups and display to subjects the number of remaining groups, instead of the number of
remaining images, during the whole experiment. The grouping does not influence the data
processing.
During the experiment, the ordering of test images is independently randomized for each
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Figure 8.5: A sample screen of the subjective experiment.
subject to avoid systematic bias that might be caused by some fixed ordering. Moreover,
to avoid contextual effects (discussed later), no two successive test images come from the
same original.
The database of test images is developed from the seven scenic images shown in Fig. 8.6,
each with size 512 × 512. The first six images are recognizable scenes and the last one,
‘MRF’, is typical of an Ising Markov random field model, which has been proposed as a
model for scenic images [114, 115]. Seven kinds of distortions are created, resulting in 44
distorted images for each original:
i. Finite State Automata Coding (FSA) [116] with nine error rate factors:
[1, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 700, 1000].
ii. Lossy Cutset Coding (LCC) [114,115] with eight grid sizes: [2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16].
iii. Lossy Cutset Coding with Connection Bits (LCC-CB) [114,115] with the same eight
grid sizes as LCC.
iv. Hierarchical LCC (HC) [117] with eight MSE thresholds for block splitting:
[0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 1].
v. Random bit flipping with five different probabilities: [0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15].
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Figure 8.6: Seven scenic images: ‘tree’, ‘woman’, ‘people’, ‘boat’, ‘tools’, ‘Alc’, ‘MRF’.
vi. Dilation with 1, 2 and 3 iterations using a 3× 3 all ones structuring element.
vii. Erosion with 1, 2 and 3 iterations using a 3× 3 all ones structuring element.
Figure 8.7 shows the seven test images, each with a randomly selected distortion. Be-
sides these distorted images, every original image itself is also included as a “distorted
image” in order to verify that, as described later, subjects are making good faith judgments.
Thus, since there are seven original images, each subject is asked to rate 45 × 7 = 315
images, each displayed side by side with the original at size 4′′ × 4′′. Subjects were asked
to view the images from approximately 20 inches.
Before participating, each subject was given an explanation of the purpose of the exper-
iment and a description of the procedure. In addition, several training images, similar to
actual test images, are shown to subjects. These training images roughly cover the whole
similarity range in the database.
8.2.2 Data Processing 1: Scaling the Ratings
In all, 77 subjects, all non-experts, completed a session in which they rated all 315 dis-
torted images. For each subject, raw rating data, test image order and rating times were
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Figure 8.7: Seven randomly selected distorted images in the database, one for each
original image.
recorded. As in [52], the raw rating data, Raw(i, j), for the jth image by the ith subject was
then scaled to reduce systematic differences in ratings among subjects and to obtain values
between 0 and 1, with 1 representing highest similarity:
Scaled(i, j) =
Raw(i, j)−min(Raw(i, k),∀k)
max(Raw(i, k),∀k)−min(Raw(i, k),∀k) .
From now on, we will work with scaled rating data.
8.2.3 Data Processing 2: Subject Screening
Subject screening, such as in [51, 53], which is designed to rule out abnormal subjects and
those who are just randomly rating, helps improve the quality of the ground truth. In this
experiment, a subject is rejected if at least two of the following criteria are satisfied:
i. Total rating time is less than 10 minutes.
ii. More than 33 outlier ratings. (Described later.)
iii. At least two ratings of original images are outliers.
iv. Average of the scaled ratings for the seven original images is less than 0.5.
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v. The “monotonicity test” is failed. (Described later.)
The motivation for criteria ii) and iii) is that the presence of many outlier ratings, espe-
cially for original images, indicate abnormal behavior or careless rating. Hence the corre-
sponding subjects should be screened out. Similar to the approach taken in [53], a scaled
rating Scaled(i, j) is considered an outlier if
|Scaled(i, j)− avg(j)| > δ × std(j) ,
where avg(j) and std(j) are the expectation and standard deviation of scaled rating scores
for image j by all subjects. δ is chosen to be 1.96 corresponding to a 95% confidence
interval, assuming scaled rating scores are Gaussian.
The “monotonicity test” in criterion v) is a new idea, based on the property of our
database that for each type of distortion, there is a clear monotonicity in the amount of
distortion with respect to some parameter, such as bit flipping probability, number of di-
lation/erosion iterations, and coding rate for compression. Hence, if any subject’s rating
scores are too far from monotonic, the subject should be screened out. Specifically, for
each subject i, a penalty counter P (i) is initialized to zero. Now suppose
[Scaled(i, n1),Scaled(i, n2), . . . ,Scaled(i, nk)]
are k ratings that should be monotonically non-increasing for reasons such as mentioned
above. Then for each t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} such that
Scaled(i, nt+1) > Scaled(i, nt) ,
P (i) is increased by Scaled(i, nt+1) − Scaled(i, nt). If, finally, P (i) > 19, subject i fails
the monotonicity test and is screened out of the experiment.
Based on these five criteria, subject screening results are shown in Table 8.1. As can be
seen, the three subjects that satisfy criterion 1 also satisfy almost all other four criteria. This
fact is not surprising since short rating time usually indicates careless rating. And based
on our total rating time threshold (10 minutes), the three subjects that satisfy criterion 1
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Table 8.1: Subject screening result.
Criterion Subjects that satisfy the corresponding screening criterion
1 4, 49, 54
2 4, 24, 49, 54, 59, 72
3 3, 4, 54, 55, 67
4 4, 49, 55, 67, 73
5 3, 4, 49, 54, 59
Table 8.2: Average rating time in seconds for each image.
Image ‘tree’ ‘MRF’ ‘woman’ ‘Alc’ ‘tools’ ‘people’ ‘boat’
Time 4.00 4.10 4.21 4.56 4.64 4.72 4.93
spent less than 2 seconds to rate each test image, which is too short to make a responsible
decision. After subject screening as described previously, seven subjects (3, 4, 49, 54, 55,
59, 67) were removed. From now on, all analyses are based only on the 70 remaining
subjects.
8.3 Subjective Evaluation Results
8.3.1 Rating Time Analysis
For the 70 subjects retained, the average rating time was 23.4 minutes, with standard de-
viation 8.2. Table 8.2 shows the average rating times for each original image. Generally
speaking, average rating time increases with image complexity, which makes sense because
people need more time to evaluate a complex image than a simple one.
Figure 8.8 shows the relationship between subjective rating scores and average rating
times. The red line is a linear regression fitting. It shows that average rating time increases
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Figure 8.8: Average rating time in seconds vs. average subjective rating score for the 315
test images. Regression function: avg. rating time = 3.92× avg. subjective rating + 2.78.
with image similarity, which makes sense because it becomes harder to see and evaluate
distortion as image similarity increases. This suggests that the subjects made serious ef-
forts.
Another interesting result is the average rating time, over all sessions, for the nth dis-
played test image, as function of n. (Recall that the order of images is randomized for
each test session.) As shown in Fig. 8.9, the average rating time decreases from almost 30
seconds for the first test image to 4 or 5 seconds after rating around 50 test images. The
decline of average rating time indicates increasing familiarity with the experiment as the
test session proceeds. On average, it takes about 50 images for a subject to be fully familiar
with the experiment.
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Figure 8.9: Average rating time as function of n.
8.3.2 Contextual Effects Analysis
As discussed in [51], contextual effects occur when the subjective rating of a test image is
influenced by prior images presented to the subject, especially the previous test image. To
check whether our testing procedure suffers from strong contextual effects, the following
analysis is conducted. For each test image in each test session, we plot the relationship
between:
i. The average rating score (over all sessions) of the previous test image in this session.
ii. The difference between the rating score of the current test image in the current test
session and the average rating score for the current test image over all test sessions.
This difference is called a “rating bias”.
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Figure 8.10: Results of contextual effects test.
If the testing procedure does not suffer from strong contextual effects, the rating bias of
the current image should have symmetric distribution around zero, no matter the average
rating score of the previous test image. The plot in Fig. 8.10 supports the hypothesis that
the testing procedure is free from strong contextual effects.
8.3.3 Standard Deviation of Rating Scores
The ratings of different images have different standard deviations. Figure 8.11 presents a
scatter plot showing the standard deviation of the scaled rating scores for each distorted
image vs. its average rating score. The green solid line shows a quadratic regression fit,
with two red dashed lines giving 2σ confidence bounds. As one would expect, for low
and high similarity images, the standard deviations of rating scores are relatively small,
meaning subjects are more consistent with their judgments. However, for images with
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Figure 8.11: Standard deviation of ratings. Regression function:
std. dev. = −0.39× avg.2 + 0.46× avg. + 0.07.
moderate similarity, the standard deviations of rating scores are relatively large, showing
less agreement among subjects.
Notice that since neither the lowest nor highest average rating scores are near zero or
one, respectively, it does not appear that the standard deviation estimates are affected sig-
nificantly by ceiling effects [118, p. 21].
8.3.4 Insensitivity of the ‘MRF’ Image to Distortion
As mentioned earlier, among the seven original test images, the first six contain recogniz-
able scenes while the last, ‘MRF’, does not. From the experimental results, we found that
human observers are fairly sensitive to the amounts of distortion added to the first six im-
ages, but are not so sensitive to the amounts of distortion added to the ‘MRF’ image. Figure
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Figure 8.12: Subjective rating scores for ‘tree’ and ‘MRF’ coded with LCC and LCC-CB.
8.12 illustrates this finding by showing the subjective rating scores of both the ‘tree’ and
‘MRF’ images coded with LCC and LCC-CB, respectively. As can be seen, the subjective
rating scores of the ‘tree’ images increase monotonically with coding rate. However, this
is not the case for ‘MRF’ images. One possible reason is that when viewing an image
with a recognizable scene, observers have a “ground truth” in mind with which to com-
pare. Hence, it is relatively easy for them to observe the effects of increasing or decreasing
distortion. However, if the image contains unfamiliar or abstract content, e.g., the ‘MRF’
image, observers may have a hard time observing changes to the distortion. For this reason,
the ‘MRF’ image is not used in the tests of the next two sections.
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8.4 Tests of Bilevel Image Similarity Metrics
In this section, we analyze the performance of existing and new bilevel image similarity
metrics using the ground truth obtained from the subjective experiments described above.
In addition, we analyze several similarity metrics designed for grayscale images, namely,
SSIM [12], LBP [27] and LRI [34]. LBP is computed using the eight surrounding pixels
without interpolation. As suggested in [27], only uniform patterns with less than or equal
to two 0/1 transitions are labeled. LRI-A is applied with K = 4 and T < 1, where T < 1
guarantees that all 0/1 transitions trigger non-zero LRI-A indices. While these other metrics
were not specifically designed for bilevel images, they can obviously be applied. Generally
speaking, they have considerably higher computational complexity.
The performance of each metric is evaluated using Pearson and Spearman-rank corre-
lation coefficients to rate its consistency with the ground truth consisting of 44 distorted
versions of the six images in Fig. 8.6 with recognizable scenes. (As mentioned earlier, we
decided not to use ‘MRF’.) The Pearson correlation is computed after nonlinear transfor-
mation of metric values by the 5-parameter logistic model proposed in [53] and shown
below, with parameters chosen to maximize correlation for the metric being evaluated. In
particular, the logistic model is:
Y = β1logistic(β2, (X − β3)) + β4X + β5 ,
where X is a metric value, Y is the transformed metric value and
logistic(τ,X) =
1
2
− 1
1 + exp(τX)
.
This is the usual strategy that avoids penalizing a metric simply for having a nonlinear
relationship to the ground truth.
The next two subsections discuss the influence of window size and window overlapping
rate, respectively.
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8.4.1 Window Size Selection
In our experiments, each metric was evaluated with a variety of n × n window sizes:
n = 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512. Different metrics reacted differently to changes in n.
We found that APE gives the best performance with n = 64 and 128. For small and large
n, the performance decreases. We believe this result is closely related to the size of foveal
vision (2 degrees) described in Section 8.1, which under the environment of our subjective
experiment is approximately 0.7′′ or 90 pixels. We found that GH performs best for mod-
erate window sizes (n = 16 and 32). On the one hand, when the window size is too small,
the histogram is not robust. On the other hand, when the window size is greater than 32, the
histograms naturally become more similar, even if the original and distorted images do not.
The performance of CC decreases monotonically as n decreases, which is not surprising
since small windows are not robust to the consideration of connected components. Finally,
as a compromise, we choose window size 32× 32 for all metrics evaluated in this section.
However, this choice is influenced by viewing distance and image resolution, and might
not be optimal if the experimental environment changes.
Note that while the intensity-based overlap metrics mentioned in Section 2.2.1 were
originally applied globally to images, they can also be applied locally by computing and
averaging metric values for windows sliding across both images, and in the results of this
section, they are applied with the same 32 × 32 window as the new metrics.
8.4.2 Window Overlapping Rate Selection
On the one hand, if windows are not overlapped, then distortion in an image edge lying
on the boundary between two windows could be missed by the metric. On the other hand,
a high rate of window overlapping can significantly increase the computational load. In
our experiments, we compared overlapping rates of 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% for several
metrics; results are shown in Table 8.3. We see that for all chosen metrics, as window
overlapping rate increases, the performance measured by Pearson and Spearman-rank cor-
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Table 8.3: Window Overlapping Rate Selection.
Overlapping rate 0% 0% 25% 25% 50% 50% 75% 75%
Metric Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman
APE 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87
GH1 0.88 0.80 0.88 0.80 0.88 0.80 0.88 0.80
GH2 0.92 0.88 0.92 0.88 0.92 0.89 0.93 0.89
GH3 0.91 0.85 0.91 0.86 0.92 0.87 0.92 0.88
CC1 0.87 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.86 0.85 0.88 0.86
LBP 0.90 0.84 0.90 0.84 0.91 0.85 0.91 0.85
LRI 0.89 0.84 0.89 0.84 0.90 0.84 0.90 0.85
relation coefficients either stays constant or increases by very small amounts. Since the
improvements are not significant, we use non-overlapped windows from now on for both
the new and existing metrics.
8.4.3 Evaluation of Metrics
This subsection compares metric performance by reporting the Pearson and Spearman-
rank correlation coefficients with the ground truth using non-overlapped 32× 32 windows.
In Table 8.4, the newly proposed similarity metrics are compared to the existing metrics
designed for bilevel images, e.g., intensity-based overlap metrics described in Table 2.1 and
SmSIM [50], as well as metrics designed for grayscale images, i.e., SSIM [12], LBP [27]
and LRI [34].
All but two of the existing intensity-based overlap metrics (the first column in Table
8.4), have very competitive performance. Compared to these intensity-based overlap met-
rics and the baseline metric PE, the proposed APE gives better performance, especially in
Spearman-rank correlation coefficients. Surprisingly, SmSIM [50] performs a little worse
than the baseline metric, PE, meaning it is not a very effective similarity metric. SSIM is
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designed to measure grayscale image quality. Results in Table 8.4 show that SSIM does
not provide satisfactory performance for scenic bilevel images. Although LBP and LRI are
designed to measure grayscale texture similarity, results suggest that they are also capable
of measuring bilevel image similarity.
All three versions of APE outperform PE, proving that its hypothesis is good. Specif-
ically, the fact that APE and APE′ work better than PE and APE′′ indicates that fore-
ground errors are more visible than background errors, and should be penalized harder.
The fact that APE outperforms APE′ suggests that dilation of the foreground is not nec-
essary. Among the three versions of bilevel gradient histogram metrics, GH1 is the worst,
suggesting that multiplicatively combining eight terms may cause over-penalization. Both
GH2 and GH3 provide very good results, suggesting that divergence is suitable for compar-
ing histogram similarity in this application. In addition, GH2 is the overall best similarity
metric. CC1 and CC2 give comparable performance to APE. We know CC2 is closely re-
lated to PE. The fact that CC2 outperforms PE suggests that the consideration of connected
components helps predict human judgments on scenic bilevel image similarity.
8.4.4 Combining Different Metrics
Since the different metrics assess complementary aspects, one can expect to attain better
performance by combining them. After testing many combinations, the best ones are shown
in Table 8.5. The formula for combining metrics Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, is
Y =
m∏
i=1
Xpii ,
where the Xi’s are similarity metric values after nonlinear transformation. The best com-
bination we found is APE and GH2 (with p1 = 0.2 and p2 = 0.4), where APE measures
the overall accuracy of the distorted image to the original, while GH2 quantifies the con-
tour similarity. The motivation behind this combination is similar to that for SmSIM [50].
Similarly, PE and CC2 also provide accuracy information and are complementary to GH2.
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Table 8.4: Metric evaluation. (P = Pearson, S = Spearman.)
Metric P S Metric P S
PE 0.84 0.81 SmSIM [50] 0.81 0.74
Jaccard [42] 0.87 0.81 SSIM [12] 0.77 0.78
Kulczynski [43] 0.75 0.76 LBP [27] 0.90 0.84
Kulczynski [43] 0.86 0.82 LRI [34] 0.89 0.84
Braun-Blanquet [44] 0.85 0.79 APE 0.87 0.86
Dice [45] 0.86 0.81 APE′ 0.88 0.80
Ochiai [46] 0.86 0.81 APE′′ 0.86 0.84
Sokal & Michener [85] 0.86 0.82 GH1 0.88 0.80
Simpson [86] 0.61 0.54 GH2 0.92 0.88
Rogers & Tanimoto [87] 0.85 0.82 GH3 0.91 0.85
Sokal & Sneath [88] 0.86 0.82 CC1 0.87 0.84
Sokal & Sneath [88] 0.87 0.81 CC2 0.87 0.83
The combination of LBP, LRI and GH2 also gives comparable performance. However, as
the computational load of LBP and LRI is much higher, this combination is not suggested.
The fact that all of the best combinations include GH2 suggests that the bilevel gradient
histogram contains information that is important to predicting human perception of scenic
bilevel image similarity.
8.5 Assessing Bilevel Image Distortion
This section uses the ground truth and new similarity metrics to compare the performance
of several lossy bilevel compression methods and to assess the relative severity of several
types of distortion, including random bit flipping, dilation and erosion.
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Table 8.5: Metric combination evaluation.
Overlapping rate 0% 0% 75% 75%
Combination Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman
APE & GH2 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.94
PE & GH2 0.93 0.90 0.94 0.91
CC2 & GH2 0.93 0.90 0.94 0.91
LBP & LRI & GH2 0.93 0.89 0.94 0.90
8.5.1 Comparing Lossy Compression Algorithms
As mentioned earlier, one important application of similarity metrics is to judge the per-
formance of compression algorithms. In this subsection, we use both the metrics and the
ground truth to compare the four lossy compression algorithms used in the subjective exper-
iment, namely, Finite State Automata (FSA) [116], Lossy Cutset Coding (LCC) [114,115],
Lossy Cutset Coding with Connection Bits (LCC-CB) [114, 115] and Hierarchical LCC
(HC) [117].
Figure 8.13 shows the subjective rating scores of the reconstructed images produced by
the four lossy bilevel compression algorithms, averaged over the six images with recogniz-
able scenes in Fig.1.1, and plotted vs. coding rate in bits per pixel (bpp). As can be seen,
HC has the best performance at all coding rates. The runner-ups are two versions of Lossy
Cutset Coding (LCC-CB and LCC). FSA has the lowest rating scores at each coding rate,
although its difference to LCC at low coding rates is negligible. Moreover, the plot for HC
suggests that coding at rates between 0.04 and 0.06 bpp is quite attractive, as higher coding
rates do not substantially increase the subjective rating scores, while lower rates suffer a
significant drop.
Next, as an application of objective similarity metrics, Figure 8.14 compares the same
four lossy compression methods on the basis of the new metric with the best performance,
namely, the combination of APE and GH2 (computed using 32 × 32 windows and 75%
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Figure 8.13: Experimental results. Red: random bit flipping with different probabilities.
Blue: dilation. Purple: erosion.
window overlapping rate). (The metric values plotted are those obtained after the nonlinear
transformation that maximizes the Pearson correlation.)
Compared to the subjective rating scores in Fig. 8.13, Figure 8.14 preserves the relative
relationship of the four compression methods. However, one can see the relative sizes of
the gains from one coding method to another are not always accurately reflected in the
objective metric values. For example, according to the ground truth results in Fig. 8.13 at
rates around 0.04 bpp, the subjective rating score for LCC is a little better than FSA, LCC-
CB is considerably better than LCC, and HC is considerably better than LCC-CB. Figure
8.14 shows the same relationship. However, the advantage of HC with respect to LCC-CB
is smaller and the advantage of LCC with respect to FSA is larger.
Figure 8.15 shows the four ‘tree’ images coded at rates around 0.04 bpp with differ-
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Figure 8.14: Objective metric values of distorted bilevel images coded with lossy
compression methods.
ent compression algorithms. The corresponding subjective rating scores, objective rating
scores and PE are shown below each image. Note that the object metric values and PE are
after the non-linear transformation and are supposed to match the subjective rating scores.
From this figure, one can observe several things. First, the objective metric values match
the subjective rating scores significantly more than PE. Second, while according to the
ground truth the FSA and LCC images have nearly the same similarity, the natures of their
distortion are different. The FSA image appears noisy, while the LCC images appears to
have incomplete structure. Finally, while the HC image is rated significantly higher than
the LCC-CB image, the LCC-CB image actually looks quite good when viewed on its own.
However, subjects did not rate it nearly as highly as the HC image because when viewed
side-by-side with the original, differences can be easily seen in the LCC-CB image, but not
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Original image: 512×512 0.24, 0.25, 0.31 0.25, 0.29, 0.34
0.40, 0.46, 0.42 0.65, 0.55, 0.51
Figure 8.15: The ‘tree’ image coded at around 0.04 bpp with four different lossy
compression algorithms. Starting from the second image: FSA, LCC, LCC-CB, HC.
Numbers shown below each image are: subjective rating scores, transformed objective
metric values and transformed percentage errors, from left to right.
in the HC image. We believe the differences mentioned above between the ground truth
and objective metric values are partially caused by the specific form of the nonlinear trans-
formation. They might be reduced by better transformations or by future improvements to
objective bilevel image similarity metrics.
8.5.2 Comparing the Impact of Different Types of Distortion
One can also use the ground truth and objective similarity metrics to make judgments on
the relative severity of the different types of man-made distortion that were introduced in
the test images in the subjective experiment.
Figure 8.13 overlaps the subjective rating scores due to random bit flipping, dilation and
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Figure 8.16: Dilation and erosion added to the ‘tree’ image. First row: dilation with 1, 2
and 3 iterations. Second row: erosion with 1, 2 and 3 iterations. Numbers shown below
each image are: subjective rating scores, transformed objective metric values and
transformed percentage errors, from left to right.
erosion with those due to the four compression algorithms. One can see that all three kinds
of man-made distortions seriously impact image similarity, even at their lowest levels, i.e.,
they give subjective rating scores of 0.55 or less. Random bit flipping with probability only
0.01 has a subjective rating score similar to HC with the lowest coding rate. Morphological
transformations, i.e., dilation and erosion, with two or more iterations have very low simi-
larity based on human perception. Also note that there is a large gap between the scores for
one and two iterations of the morphological transformations. The gap is illustrated visually
in Fig. 8.16, where one sees that the second iteration of dilation or erosion has a larger vi-
sual effect than the first. Another interesting fact is that people are more tolerant of dilation
than erosion, which suggests that people have lower tolerance to incomplete structures.
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Similarly, in Fig. 8.14, the objective metric values due to the three types of distortion
overlap with those due to the four compression algorithms. The objective metric values,
subjective rating scores and PE’s are also shown in Fig. 8.16. One can easily see that the
objective metric values match the subjective rating scores much better than PE.
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CHAPTER 9
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we first summarize the dissertation, and then suggest future work for LRI,
MTC and bilevel image similarity metrics, respectively.
9.1 Summary
My PhD research focuses on perceptual image similarity metrics and their applications,
e.g., content-based image retrieval, perceptual image compression, image similarity as-
sessment and texture analysis. The ultimate goal of this research area is to understand how
the human visual system (HVS) processes visual signals and measures similarity. This is
actually a multidisciplinary research topic involving signal and image processing, neurobi-
ology, etc. As an image processor, my research focuses on designing objective similarity
metrics that can be used to predict image similarity consistent with human perception.
During the past few decades, image similarity metrics evolved from Mean-Squared Error
(MSE) to Structural Similarity (SSIM) metrics [12], from pixel-by-pixel comparison to
statistics extraction. This is a very interesting and challenging topic to work on, with many
new findings and improvements going on every year.
Generally speaking, my past five years’ research consists of two parts, one on grayscale
images and the other on bilevel images. The first part is covered from Chapter 3 to Chapter
7; and the second part is presented in Chapter 8. As portion of my research on grayscale
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images, Chapter 7 describes a perceptual image compression algorithm, MTC, that I want
to emphasize here.
The first part of my research aims at designing objective metrics to assess grayscale
image similarity. In particular, texture similarity is given special attention. The goal is to
develop objective texture similarity metrics that are consistent with human perception. A
new family of statistical texture similarity features, called Local Radius Index (LRI), and
the corresponding texture similarity metrics are proposed in Chapter 3. LRI extracts texture
features using simple pixel value comparisons in the spatial domain and is designed for ap-
plications in which shifts can be tolerated but rotations should be penalized monotonically.
Effective LRI-based metrics can be constructed by combining LRI with complementary
texture features, e.g., LBP, and two newly proposed features, Subband Contrast Distribu-
tion (SCD) and Intensity Penalty (IP). Compared to state-of-the-art metrics in the STSIM
family, the LRI-based metrics achieve better texture retrieval performance with much less
computation, as described in Chapter 3. When applied to the recently developed percep-
tual image coder, Matched Texture Coding (MTC), an LRI-based metric enables similar
performance while significantly accelerating the encoding, as discussed in Chapter 7. In
addition, in photographic paper classification, the LRI-based metrics also outperform exist-
ing metrics and achieve state-of-the-art performance, as presented in Chapter 6. We believe
that LRI has a broad range of applications in practice and are still actively looking for new
applications for LRI, such as climate prediction quality assessments.
To fulfill the needs of texture classification and other applications in which rotation
invariance is desired, a rotation-invariant version of LRI, called RI-LRI, is proposed in
Chapter 4. Although its name only emphasizes rotation invariance, the RI-LRI feature is
also gray-scale and illuminance insensitive. From the experimental results in Chapter 4,
we found that the corresponding texture similarity metric has comparable texture classifi-
cation accuracy to state-of-the-art metrics, when tested on the Outex and CUReT databases.
Moreover, it has a much lower dimensional feature vector and requires substantially less
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computation and storage space than other state-of-the-art texture features, such as those
based on LBP.
The second part of my research focuses study of bilevel image similarity, including new
objective metrics intended to quantify similarity consistent with human perception, and a
subjective experiment to obtain ground truth for judging the performance of the objective
similarity metrics. As mentioned previously, this part of work is presented in Chapter 8.
The focus is on scenic bilevel images, which are complex, natural or hand-drawn images,
such as landscapes or portraits, but are not halftoned.
In order to provide ground truth to assess the performance of objective similarity met-
rics, as well as for subjectively comparing various image processing systems, such as com-
pression, we conduct a subjective experiment to obtain similarity rating scores for a col-
lection of distorted scenic bilevel images. In this subjective experiment, seven scenic im-
ages are each distorted in forty-four ways, including random bit flipping, dilation, erosion
and lossy compression. To produce subjective rating scores, the distorted images are each
viewed by 77 subjects. The ratings from each subject are normalized. Several screening
tests are applied to rule out subjects whose ratings are not sufficiently good. The normal-
ized ratings are then analyzed on the basis of rating time, contextual effects and standard
deviation. The result is a set of 264 subjectively rated pairs of images to use as ground
truth to compare the performance of four compression algorithms, to assess the severity
of the various kinds of distortion, and to provide ground truth to assess how well various
objective metrics measure bilevel image similarity. The original and distorted images used
in the subjective experiments, along with the subjective rating data obtained can be found
in the “Bilevel Image Similarity Ground Truth Archive” at University of Michigan Deep
Blue1.
Based on hypotheses about human perception of bilevel images, we propose several
objective bilevel image similarity metrics that outperform existing ones in the sense of
1http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/111059.
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attaining significantly higher Pearson and Spearman-rank correlation coefficients with re-
spect to the ground truth attained in the subjective experiment. The new metrics include
Adjusted Percentage Error (APE), Bilevel Gradient Histogram (GH), Connected Compo-
nents Comparison (CC) and combinations of such. The best performance is achieved by
the combination of APE and GH, attaining Pearson and Spearman-rank correlation coeffi-
cients as high as 0.95 and 0.94, respectively. We anticipate the proposed similarity metrics
will be useful in a number of applications, either to judge the performance of lossy bilevel
image compression methods, or to be used as part of the system, as is needed in a retrieval
application or image segmentation quality assessments.
Within the first part of my research, Chapter 7 describes the development of the percep-
tual image compression algorithm mentioned above, MTC, which achieves better tradeoff
between coding rate and reconstruction quality than other compression methods, when the
image being compressed contains a substantial amount of texture. MTC is a block-based
image coder that uses texture similarity metrics, e.g., LRI and STSIM2, to decide if blocks
of the image can be encoded by pointing to structurally similar ones in the already coded
region. The key to its success is an effective texture similarity metric, such as an LRI-based
metric, and an effective search strategy. Compared to traditional image compression algo-
rithms, e.g., JPEG, MTC achieves similar coding rate with higher reconstruction quality.
And the advantage of MTC becomes larger as coding rate decreases.
9.2 Suggested Future Work
9.2.1 Future Work to Improve LRI
Texture similarity metrics, like LRI, aim at measuring texture similarity consistent with
human perception. Although LRI has shown to be successful in many image processing
fields, e.g., Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, there are still many aspects in which it can be im-
proved. The following list shows the ultimate goals of an ideal texture similarity metric.
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We believe ideal texture similarity metrics should
i. assess image similarity in a manner consistent with human perception.
ii. be appropriate for use in a variety of applications and should enable such applications
to perform better.
iii. have robust metric performance over a wide range of image pairs, i.e., its values
should make sense for a wide range of image pairs.
iv. give values monotonically related to perceived similarity when perceived (Our view
is that quantifying really bad distortion is not needed, nor even feasible, not even by
humans.)
v. permit a scale factor to be input so users can indicate the maximum scale of interest.
(Indeed the similarity of two images might be expressed as a similarity vs. scale
curve.)
vi. be the simplest possible for a given pair of images. (To reduce computational com-
plexity and to maximize robustness.)
vii. adapt to its characteristics, e.g., smooth, texture, or edge, when applied to an (rela-
tively small) image patch.
viii. adapt to different image regions, as needed (but the adaptation should be relatively
slow), when applied to an entire image (or a very large image patch).
ix. asymmetrically focus more on the original image than the reproduction.
We suggest that future researchers could focus on this list to further improve LRI, or a
new family of texture similarity metric.
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9.2.2 Future Work to Improve MTC
Although experiments have proven the effectiveness of the MTC algorithm, there still exist
some limitations. One of the main drawback is the computational complexity. Compared
to JPEG, MTC is too complicated to be applied in practice. Although it may not be our
main concern for now, this problem should be solved in the future. There are two possible
solutions to reduce the computational complexity:
i. Design better search strategy to find good candidates more efficiently and effectively.
Now the 3-stage search strategy is doing a much better job than a brute force search.
However, we believe better search strategy can still be developed. The new search
strategy should balance the efficiency, i.e., computational complexity, and the effec-
tiveness, i.e., frequency to find a perceptually similar candidate block for a given
target block, given the existence of such a candidate block.
ii. Reduce the complexity of texture similarity metrics without sacrificing compression
performance. STSIM2, as mentioned many times, is computationally expensive.
Compared to STSIM2, our newly developed LRI+ is at least as good, while substan-
tially accelerates the encoding process, as showed in Chapter 7. With future work to
further improve LRI+, better performance or lower computational complexity can be
expected.
Besides computational complexity, sometimes MTC-encoded blocks tend to mess up
the periodicity of some fine texture or pattern. This problem could be serious if certain
noticeable edges or texture boundaries are badly predicted from similar, but not identical,
candidate blocks. For example, under careful examination, such problems can be seen from
the sweater area in the “woman” image in Fig. 7.14 and the broken window in the “house”
image in Fig. 7.16. In some other cases, small objects inside a large homogeneous textured
region could be missed by inaccurate texture matching. One example would be the missing
floats in the “waterfall” image in Fig. 7.17.
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These problems occur because texture similarity metrics are not perfect. There is a
tradeoff between the frequency of successful texture matching and the overall matching
quality. If we set the threshold of a texture similarity metric too loose, many blocks will
be MTC-encoded, even when the candidate blocks are not sufficiently similar, and then
become part of the “codebook” to encode the rest of the image. However, such low-quality
MTC-encoded blocks will lower the overall quality of the “codebook”. Hence the com-
pressed image will also suffer from low quality. On the contrary, if the threshold is set
to be too strict, most of the blocks will be coded by the baseline coder instead of tex-
ture matching, and accordingly, the coding rate will increase. In this case, what we have
is actually a compression algorithm much slower than the baseline coder, while yielding
very similar compression results. A better texture similarity metric is needed to improve
the tradeoff mentioned above. The new metric should have acceptable complexity, and
meanwhile be more consistent with human perception.
9.2.3 Future Work to Improve Objective Bilevel Similarity Metrics
The ultimate goal of this research is to find interpretations for each similarity metric that
can fit the ground truth well. Such interpretations include the relationship between objec-
tive similarity metrics and the human visual system (HVS). Also, each developed metric
should be tested under different subsets of the ground truth to find its best working do-
main. For example, metric M1 may be suitable to measure bilevel image similarity under
certain compression algorithm or certain kind of distortion. Meanwhile, metric M2 may
work well for compressed bilevel images with high (or low) coding rates. Such study can
help provide intuition to explain the performance for different bilevel similarity metrics.
And correspondingly it may also help us understand human perception of bilevel image
similarity.
Another research topic is the study of valid criteria for evaluating image similarity met-
rics. Pearson correlation coefficient is used when a linear relationship between the objective
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metric values and the subjective rating scores is needed. And Spearman-rank correlation
coefficient is applied when a monotonic relationship is important. Both of them are good
criteria to assess the performance of image similarity metrics. However, as can be seen
from Fig. 8.11, the standard deviation of the subjective rating scores varies at different lo-
cations on the similarity scale. At the high end and low end of the similarity scale, human
observers are more consistent. However, in the middle of the similarity scale, people tend to
disagree with each other, resulting in high standard deviations of the rating scores. Hence,
we should allow objective similarity metrics to have a similar behavior as human beings.
An ideal criterion should be stricter at the high end and low and of the similarity scale and
looser in between. The design of such criterion could rely on the subjective rating scores
obtained in the experiment described in Chapter 8.
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